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1 Introduction 
The engine lubrication system simulation program, written in FORTRAN, was 
developed for use as a design analysis tool for the accurate prediction of the oil 
pressures, flow rates and temperatures at any point within a lubrication system. As 
shown in Fig. 1, this simulation tool is comprised of a flow network model, a heat 
transfer model of the pressurised network, and an engine block model which 
incorporates heat transfer to oil splash and spray. These three primary models enable 
the simulation of any lubrication system which can be broken down into a series of 
component elements described in section 2.1. In each case the pressures, flow rates, 
and temperatures throughout the system are solved using an iterative method. 
Flow Data Heat Transfer Data 
Block Model. Data 
Model -d File Model File Splash/Spray File 
Heat Transfer 
User Supplied -67ser Supplied Data from User Supplied 
Data Data Bearing Model Data 
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Figure 1. Schematic of the engine lubrication system simulation 
tool 
The layout and dimensions of the lubrication system and its components are 
formed in the flow model (described in section 2), which returns the pressures and flow 
rates at an assumed oil temperature of 1000C. The flow model also generates a data 
file containing these values, which is used as input to the heat transfer model and the 
engine block model. 
In the case of the heat transfer model (described in section 3), the user supplies 
values of constant wall temperatures, and the names of bearing data files containing 
oil temperature rise values through the engine bearings. These bearing data files are 
generated by the bearing model. The heat transfer model returns oil temperatures 
throughout the lubrication system. In addition, a data file of the temperatures is 
automatically generated for use in the flow model and the engine block model. The 
flow model can be re-run using these calculated oil temperature values. 
The engine block model (described in section 4) enables the engine block to be 
modelled using a block and resistance network approach. The user supplies geometric 
data to model the geometry of the engine, and information on the oil flow route over 
the various engine surfaces. The engine block temperatures and the oil temperatures 
on the wetted surfaces and within the sump are returned. If required, the calculated 
sump oil temperature can be used as input to the flow model and the heat transfer 




2.1 Component Elements 
The physical system of the lubrication system can be represented by the 
following component elements: 
PU - Pump (only one pump per system, characteristics required) 
PI - Pipe (circular cross section) 
Laminar or Turbulent Flow 
AP - Annular pipe (circular piston/bore arrangement) 
Laminar or Turbulent Flow 
ST - Strainer (round wire, square mesh, round face) 
FI - Filter (paper element, cartridge filter) 
CR - Crankshaft oil transfer hole (circular cross section, providing feed from 
main to big-end bearing) 
CA - Camshaft bearing oil transfer hole (circular cross section, providing 
feed from centre of bearing to journal surface, or, from journal surface to 
centre) 
BE - Bearing (plain journal bearings, either partial groove or simple oil 
feed) 
OC - Oil cooler (oil to air, crossflow, smooth surface fins) 
2.2 Construction of schematic layout of system 
Rules: 
System constructed with component elements joined at nodal points. 
Nodes are numbered consecutively starting with a T. 
Any number of flow paths out of a node. 




Crank Shaft Transfer Hole 




M Main Bearing 
B Big-End Bearing 
C Cam Bearing 
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2.3 Preparation of input data 
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The user will be prompted for the following variable values for each type 
of component element in the system. 
2.3.1 Pum 
What is the pump drive ratio. 
(eg . 0.636) ..........? 
2.3.2 Pipe 
Do you expect the pipe flow to be 
Turbulent or Laminar ? 
(The recommendation is to start 
with Laminar) 
Please input aT or an L....? 
2.3.2.1 Turbulent Flow 
What is the pipe roughness 
value, k (m) ..........? 
What is the bend loss coefficient. 
(input zero if bend losses are not 
to be included) .........? 
What is the length (m) ? 
What is the diameter (m) ...? 
2.3.2.2 Laminar Flow 
What is the length (m) .....? 
What is the diameter (m) ...? 
2.3.3 Annular Pipe Piston/Bore 
Do you expect the bypass flow to be 
Turbulent or Laminar ? 
(The recommendation is to start 
with laminar) 
Please input aT or an L....? 
2.3.3.1 Turbulent Flow 
What is the surface roughness 
value, k (m) ..........? 
What is the bend loss coefficient. 
(input zero if bend losses are not 
to be included) .........? 
What is the contact length between 
piston and bore (m) ......? 
What is the piston diam (m) ..? 
What is the bore diam (m) ...? 
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What is the eccentricity ratio. (Input zero if piston and bore 
are concentric) (0.0-7.0) 
.... 
2.3.3.2 Laminar Flow 
What is the contact length between 
piston and bore (M) ......? 
What is the piston diam (M) ..? 
What is the bore diam (M) ...? 
What is the eccentricity ratio. (Input zero if piston and bore 
are concentric) (0.0-1.0) .... '? 
2.3.4 Strainer 
What is the diameter of the 
Wire strands (m) ........ 
How many wire strands 
per metre ........... 
What is the overall diameter 
of the strainer (m) ...... 
2.3.5 Filter 
What is the value of the filter 
bed thickness (m) ....... 
What is the value of porosity ? 
What is the value of the fibre 
diameter (m) ..........? 
What is the value of the projected 
area of fibres (m) .......? 
2.3.6 Camshaft Bearing Transfer Hole 
What is the radius of the camshaft 
bearing (m) .......... 
What is the diameter of the camshaft 
central drilling (m) ......? 
What is the diameter of the 
transfer hole (m) ....... 
Is the oil flow towards (T) the centre 
of the camshaf t or away (A) ..? 
2.3.7 Crankshaft Transfer Hole 
What is the radius of the main 
bearing (m) ..........? 
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What is the diameter of the crank- 
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shaf t transfer hole (m) ? 
What is the distance from the crank- 
shaft centre line to the exit from the transfer hole (m) 
.....? 
2.3.8 Bearing 
Do you wish to use stored data (U), 
for the variable values, or do you 
wan t to form your own (F) ...? 
Is this a main (M), camshaft (C) 
or a big-end (B) bearing .... 
Please select the type of bearing; 
Partially grooved (P), or 
non-grooved (N) ........? 
2.3.8.1 Partially Grooved Bearing 
What is the value of the radial 
running clearance (m) .....? 
What is the value of the bearing 
shaft radius (m) .........? 
What is the value of the bearing 
axial length (m) ........? 
what is the value of the average 
eccentricity ratio .......? 
What is the value of the 
groove width (m) ........? 
What is the speed ratio 
2.3.8.2 Non-Grooved Bearing 
What is the value of the radial 
running clearance (m) .....? 
What is the value of the oil feed 
hole diameter (m) ....... 
What is the value of the bearing 
axial length (m) ........? 
What is the value of the average 
eccentricity ratio ....... 
What is the value of the bearing 
journal radius (m) ....... 
What is the speed ratio 
2.3.9 Oil Cooler 
The physical properties of the oil 
cooler are read from the data file 
O-TLCOOL. -TNP. Please ensure the 
data 
contained in this file is correct. 
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Summary of data file OILCOOL. INP :- 
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Data contained in data file OILCOOL. INP includes: 
Number of oil tubes 
Length of oil tubes 
Depth of oil tubes 
Width of oil tubes 
Thickness of oil tube walls 
Distance between oil tubes 
Number of finsImetre inside oil tubes 
Number of finsImetre on air side 
Thermal conductivity of tube material 
2.4 To Run the Flow Model 
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Change to directory containing the executable file 'flow', the input files with the 
extension '. inp', the shadow files with the extension '. fil', and the batch files 'go' and 
'swap'. At the'%>' prompt type: 
%> go 
This will execute the batch file 'go', which will start the flow model and open 
the shadow file 'echonl. fil', which stores all the data input by the user. The following 
screen will be seen: 
Welcome to the oil flow program. 
This program will predict oil pressures and 
flow rates through any proposed lubrication 
system using a non-linear iterative method. 
Please select which route you would like to take 
by typing the appropriate number: 
I ... Construct a new system. 2 ... Model a system stored on a shadow 
file. 
2.4.1 Selection 2- Using a shadow rile as an input device. 
By typing '2' the user will see the following screen: 
****************************************************** 
Do you want to name (N) the shadow file you wish 
to use, or do you want to use (U) the default 
file name shadow-fil-' which is the name given to 
the shadow file formed during the last run of the 
program ? 
**************************************************** ** 
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If the user types 'U', the program is run using data stored on the shadow He I 
f] 
shadow. fil' as input data. This data file is automatically formed by copying shadow file 
echonl. fil' after each run of the program. This file may be fully or partially complete depending on how the last run of the program was terminated. If the file is partially 
complete the program will run until it reaches the last item of the file, and control will be returned to the user. For a description of exiting the program at any stage and forming the shadow file 'shadow. fil' see section 2.5. 
By selecting 'N' the user can name any shadow file which has been previously formed and stored under a different name. This option is useful for remodelling 
preformed systems, and gives the flexibility of being able to model variations on a 
system or conducting parametric studies by changing any of the variable values stored in it. After selecting 'N' the following screen will be seen: 
*********** *** ** ** ** ** 
What is the name of the shadow file ? Please 
type in the file name in the form *****. fil . 
****************************************************** 
The program will check for the existence of the chosen file, and then run using 
the contents as input data. Input data will scroll past the screen, the iteration process 
will commence, and when the results have converged the user will be returned to the 
'%>'prompt (see section 2.6 for description of the output of results). 
2.4.2 Selection I- Constructing a New System 
If the user chooses to model a new lubrication system by selecting aT at the 
opening screen, the following prompt will be seen; 
Please give a TI=E for the lubrication system 
you wish to model (use less than 20 characters 
and no spaces). 
The program will read up to the first 20 characters typed by the user, or up to 
the first space, as the title for the lubrication system being modelled. If the desired 
title is to contain punctuation spaces use a suitable alternative character. For example; 
Jaguar_V8_Engine 
The following screen will then be seen; 
What is the engine speed (rpm) ? 
****************************************************** 
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Give desired engine speed in rpm. The maximum and minimum values are 
dictated by the known range of speeds for the oil pump. This data is stored in input 
file 'pumpdat2. inp' (see Appendix A for description of the layout of this file). Maximum 
and minimum allowable engine speeds are calculated from the maximum and 
minimum pump speeds contained in file 'pumpdat2. inp', using arbitrary maximum and 
minimum pump speed/engine speed ratios of 1.0 and 0.3 respectively. An error 
message is displayed if the chosen engine speed is out of range, otherwise the following 
screen will be seen; 
**** * ********************* *** **** 
What is the largest node number ? 
****************************************************** 
As described in section 2.1, the lubrication system is broken down into 
component elements joined at nodal points. These nodes have to be numbered 
consecutively starting with a '1'. Therefore, the largest node number describes the 
number of elements in the system (ie, largest node number minus 1). 
2.4.2.1 Representing the Physical System 
The program will now begin a repetitive procedure, prompting the user for the 
start node number, end node number, and type of component, for each element in the 
system; 
******************************************** 
What is the section start number .. 
What is the section end number 
What is the component in this section? 
-a pipe P-T 
-a pump PU 
-a filter ( F-T 
-a crankshaft transfer hole CR 
-a cam bearing transfer hole CA 
-a strainer ( ST ) 
-a piston1bore (annular) pipe flow AP 
- an oil cooler OC ) 
-a bearing ( BE ..........? 
******************************************** 
In addition to the normal error checks made by the program (eg. 'type' ie, real, 
integer, character), an error message is displayed if any of the following conditions are 
true; 
If either the start node number or the end node number is greater than 
the largest node number. 
If the start node number is greater than the end node number (this 
suggests that there is a converging flow node). 
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If there is more than one pump in the system. 
If an element with the same node numbers has been represented 
already. In this case the user is given the option of either trying again, 
or overwriting the old data with the new. 
2.4.2.2 Input of Variable Values 
When every element in the system has been represented, the program will 
prompt the user to ascertain if oil temperature data is already available for the 
system. If the current lubrication system configuration has been previously modelled, 
this data would have been calculated by the heat transfer model and stored in the data 
file OIL-T. OUT. The following screen will be seen: 
Read oil temps from OIL-T. OUT (Y or N) 
By typing 'N' the program will assume the oil temperature throughout the 
system is 1000C and calculate a constant value for oil density, viscosity etc. These 
values will be used in every component element apart from the bearings where a 
simple calculation of the working temperature of the oil will be carried out. 
By typing 'Y the program will read the oil temperatures from the data file OIL- 
T. OUT and calculate the oil properties for each individual component element. 
In practice the selection of 'Y' this will rarely be carried out at this point as the 
physical system is still being formed. The more common approach is to edit the shadow 
file for use on a second or third run by changing the 'N' for a Y. 
The program will continue by checking if the system contains any bearings. For 
example, if the system contains 29 bearings, the following screen will be seen; 
There are 29 bearings in this system. These have 
been graded into three types: main, camshaft and 
big-end. Default variable values have been stored 
for each type. 
You are given the opportunity to model the bearings 
at a later stage either with these default values, 
or with different variable values. 
Do you want to use these default values (U), or 
do you want to form your own (F)? 
Please select the appropriate letter. 
(type D to display the present default values) 
By typing 'D' the user can display the default variable values which are stored 
in data file 'bearing2. inp'. Press 'return' to return to the above screen. 
By typing 'U' the default variable values stored in data file 'bearing2. inp' will be 
read and stored. These values will not be displayed on the screen. 
By typing Y the user is prompted for main, cam, and big-end bearing default 
variable values (see section 2.3.8 for description of input values which are required). 
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These values will then be stored and may be used later in the program when the user is prompted for data for the individual bearings. 
A repetitive procedure will again commence. The user will be prompted to input the required data for each element in the system. Each prompt begins with the lines; 
For the section "start node number' to -end node number., which is a *type of component element" 
What is 
(The input data required for each element is described in section 2.3) 
For the bearing elements the user is given the choice of either using default 
variable values or inputting all the variable values from scratch (as described in 
section 2.3.8). When all the variable values have been input the program begins an iteration procedure to calculate the pressures and flow rates throughout the system. 
2.5 Exiting the Program 
While the program is running the following screen is displayed after each 
iteration: 
Iteration # --- "iteration number" 
Itst ---------- -- itst number' (convergence at 3) 
Section # "section number" on oil pump curve 
Chisq --------- - value of chisq" 
The iteration # shows how many iterations the program has completed. 
The itst number shows how close the program is to convergence for the current 
portion of the oil pump curve. 
The section # shows which portion of the piece-wise oil pump curve the program 
has currently assumed to be operating in. 
The chisq number gives an indiction of the accuracy of the eventual results. 
This value should reduce at each iteration, hopefully to a number which is much less 
than unity. 
When the program has converged (itst = 3) in the correct portion of the oil 
pump curve the following screen will be displayed: 
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******************** ************************ ********** 
The iteration procedure has converged and the flow 
model has finished running. 
Iteration # --- "iteration number" 
Section # "section number' on Oil pump curve 
The results for the pressures and flow rates throughout the lubrication system are stored in the 
output file ANS. OUT. 
These results have also been stored in the file 
PANDQ. OUT, in a suitable format for use in the Heat 
Transfer program HEAT. 
The program will now terminate and return the user to the'%>' prompt. The 
shadow file 'echonl. fil' will be automatically copied to file 'shadow. fil'. If the user 
wishes to save a newly created shadow file, either of these files should be copied to 
another file name, as both files will be overwritten the next time the program is run. 
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If the user is running the program by creating a new system from scratch (ie. 
selecting option '1' at the first screen) the user can terminate the program at any point 
using the 'Ctrl C' keystroke (unix). The shadow file 'echonl. fil' will have stored all the 
inputs up to the point of exiting, but will not be copied to file 'shadow. fil' 
automatically. It is recommended that if the user exits the program using the 'Ctrl C' 
keystroke, that the command 'swap' is immediately typed at the '%>' prompt. This will 
copy the shadow file 'echonl. fil' to 'shadow. fil'. If required, the file 'shadow. fil' can then 
be edited by the user. The program can be re-run using the shadow file as a user input 
device (ie. select Y at the first screen, and V at the following screen). The program 
will run up to the point where it was exited, and control will then be returned to the 
user to continue. 
2.6 Viewing Results 
When the program as run successfully and the results have converged to their 
final values the output file 'ans. out' is automatically formed. This output file is erased 
each time the program is started, and overwritten after each complete run. It is 
recommended that this file be copied under a different name immediately the program 
has finished running, if the results for a particular system are required to be saved. 
The output file 'ans. out' is written in the following format; 
Start time 16: 21: 57 
Finish time 16: 28: 14 Date -- 16: 01: 1994 
Output file ans. out' 
System title Jaguar V8-Engine 
Shadow File --- v8htfl. fil 
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Engine speed ------------------------- 2000 rpm 
Default bearing values; 
Main bearing radial clearance -------- 4.05OOE-, - Big-end bearing radial clearance ----- 4.05OOE-05 m Cam-shaft bearing radial clearance --- 5.40OOE-05 m 
********* ****** ** *** * 
Resul ts 
* 
The value for pressure 2 




4.449679E+05 NIMA 2 
etc 
The value of flow rate 1-70 = 2.237827E-04 
MA 31s 
The value of flow rate 10-12 = 1.466877E-04 
MA 31s*T 




Turbulent flow in one of the pipe sections 
Reynolds Number for pipe section 4 to 5= 2187.3 
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The output file 'ans. out' shows the run time for the program, the date it was 
formed, the system title, and the pressures and flow rates through the system. A check 
is made on the value of Reynolds number in each pipe section. If any of the Reynolds 
Numbers are found to be greater than 2100, turbulent flow is assumed, and a '*T' label 
is placed after the relevant flow rate value. The value of the Reynolds Number for that 
particular pipe section is also displayed at the end of the results listing. If the pipe 
section where the high reynolds number occurred was previously modelled as laminar 
flow, the program can be repeated, modelling the pipe as turbulent. 
In addition to producing the output file 'ans. out', the program also stores the 
system layout and pressure/flowrate results in data file 'pandq. out'. This data file is 
used as input to the heat transfer model. 
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Section 3 
Heat Transfer Model 
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The heat transfer model will only work if the flow model has been run 
successfully. The flow model stores the physical layout of the lubrication system along 
with the calculated values for pressures and flow rates in data file 'pandq. out'. This 
data file is required by the heat transfer model. 
3.1 Component Elements 
The physical system of the lubrication system is represented in the flow model. 
No further modelling of the system layout is required. 
3.2 Construction of schematic layout of system 
As 3.1. 
3.3 Preparation of input data 
The program assumes that negligible heat transfer occurs in pumps, 
strainers, and filters. Therefore the user will be prompted for the following 
variable values for the component elements listed below. 
3.3.1 Pipe, Annular pipe, Crankshaft transfer hole, and Cam bearing transfer 
hole 
What is the wall temp (deg C) 
3.3.2 Bearing 
What is the bearing data file name .. 
The bearing data file is generated using program 'BEARING'. See section 3.4.1. 
3.3.3 Oil Cooler 
what is the inlet air temp (deg C) --? 
What is the air velocity through the 
oil cooler. The recommendation is 
20t of the vehicle velocity (mls) ...? 
The remainder of the data for the oil cooler is stored in data file 
'OILCOOL. INP'. See section 2.3.9. 
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3.4 To Run the Heat Transfer Model 
3.4.1 Creating Bearing data files 
If the lubrication system contains any bearings the heat transfer model requires 
a data file for each bearing which contains Temperature rise v. Pressure v. Flow rate 
data. These data files are produced using the bearing model 'bearing'. This program is 
a simple adaptation of Charles Lais'bearing model developed at Leeds University for 
Jaguar Motors. This model in turn requires bearing load data for each engine bearing. 
This load data is produced by the Jaguar mobility model. Description of the use of this 
model is outside the scope of this manual. 
To run the bearing model: 
Change to directory containing the executable file 'bearing, the bearing 
geometry data files, and the bearing load files. At the'%>' prompt type: 
> bearing 
The program will commence with the following prompt: 
Input bearing type (M, B or C) 
Input 'M' for main bearing, 'B' for big-end, and 'C' for a crankshaft bearing. 
-Tnpu 
t groove type (P, F or N) 
Input 'P' for partially grooved, Y for ffilly grooved, or 'N' for no groove. Some 
problems were found with selecting option 'N', but it was found possible to model these 
types of bearings as partially grooved with a small groove arc. 
Inpu t engine speed (rpm) 
Input name of bearing data file 
The bearing data file contains the physical dimensions of the chosen bearing. 
See Appendix B. 
Input name of bearing load file 
The bearing load file generated by the Jaguar bearing mobility program. 
ý Input name of the output data file --? 
Select a data file name for use in the lubrication system heat transfer model. If 
the chosen bearing is being modelled as a partially grooved bearing the program will 
give the following prompt: 
input groove start angular position ..? 
Input groove end angular position ? 
The bearing model will now run, calculating exit oil temperatures for a range of 
input oil temperatures and oil feed pressures. This data is written to the output file 
named by the user, for use in the heat transfer model. 
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3.4.2 To run the lubrication system heat transfer model 
Change to the directory containing the executable file 'heat', the input files with the extension '. inp', the shadow files with the extension 'Al', and the batch files 'go2' 
and 'swap2'. At the'%>' prompt type: 
go2 
This will execute the batch file 'go2', which will start the heat transfer model 
and open the shadow file 'echonl2. fil', which stores all the data input by the user. The following screen will be seen: 
Welcome to the HEAT TRANSFER section of the engine 
lubrication simulation program. 
This section will ONLY work if the Flow Model has 
been run, which will initialise the system layout 
and physical dimensions. 
Please select which route you would like to take 
by typing the appropriate number: 
Construct a new system (input new wall 
temperatures from scratch). 
2 ... Model a system whose heat transfer data is 
stored on a shadow file. 
****************************************************** 
3.4.2.1 Selection 2- Using a shadow file as an input device. 
By typing '2' the user can use a shadow file as a user input device. The 
procedure is very similar to that described for the flow model. The following prompt 
will appear: 
****************************************************** 
Do you want to name (N) the shadow file you wish 
to use, or do you want to use (U) the default 
file name Ishadow. fil' which is the name given to 
the shadow file formed during the last run of the 
program ? 
* ***** * ***** **** **** ** * *** **** ****** ****** **** *** ***** 
If the user types 'U, the program is run using data stored on the shadow file 
'shadow2. fl*l' as input data. This data file is automatically formed by copying shadow 
file 'echonl2. fil' after each run of the program. This file may be fully or partially 
complete depending on how the last run of the program was terminated. If the file is 
partially complete the program will run until it reaches the last item of the file, and 
control will be returned to the user. For a description of exiting the program at any 
stage and forming the shadow file 'shadow2. fil' see section 3.5. 
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By selecting 'N' the user can name any shadow file which has been previously formed and stored under a different name. The following screen will be seen: 
* ** * **** ***** * *** *** ** ******* ****** ********* **** *** *** 
What is the name of the shadow file ? Please 
type in the file name in the form *****. fil . 
** * ** 
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The program will check for the existence of the chosen file, and then run using 
the contents as input data. Input data will scroll past the screen, the iteration process 
will commence, and when the results have converged the user will be returned to the 
1W prompt (see section 3.6 for description of the output of results). 
3.4.2.2 Selection I- Constructing a New System 
If the user chooses to model a new lubrication system by selecting aT at the 
opening screen, the following prompt will be seen; 
What is the temperature of the oil at 
inlet ? (Deg C) .........? 
A repetitive procedure will commence. The user will be prompted to input the 
required data for each element in the system. Each prompt begins with the lines; 
For the section "start node number' to "end node number' 
which is a "type of component element" 
What is 
(The input data required for each element is described in section 3.3) 
When all the variable values have been input the program begins an iteration 
procedure to calculate the oil temperatures throughout the system. 
3.5 Exiting the Program 
While the program is running the following screen is displayed after each 
iteration: 
Iteration # --- 'iteration number" 
Itst ----------- itst number' (convergence at 3) 
Chisq --------- - value of chisq-' 
A description of this screen is given in section 2.5. 
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When the program has converged (itst = 3) the following screen will be 
displayed: 
** * 
The iteration procedure has converged and the heat 
transfer model has finished running. 
Iteration # --- "iteration number' 
The results for the oil temperatures throughout the 
the lubrication system are stored in the output file 
TEMPER. OUT. 
These results have also been stored in the file 
0=-T. OUT, in a suitable format for use in the flow 
program and the engine heat transfer program. 
The program will now terminate and return the user to the'%>' prompt. The 
shadow file 'echonl2. fil' will be automatically copied to file 'shadow2-fil'- If the user 
wishes to save a newly created shadow file, either of these files should be copied to 
another file name, as both files will be overwritten the next time the program is run. 
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If the user is running the program by creating a new system from scratch (ie. 
selecting option '1' at the first screen) the user can terminate the program at any point 
using the 'Ctrl C' keystroke (unix). The shadow file 'echonl2. fil' will have stored all the 
inputs up to the point of exiting, but will not be copied to file 'shadow2. fil' 
automatically. It is recommended that if the user exits the program using the 'Ctrl C' 
keystroke, that the command 'swap2' is immediately typed at the '%>' prompt. This 
will copy the shadow file 'echonl2. fil' to 'shadow2. fil'. If required, the file 'shadow2. fil' 
can then be edited by the user. The program can be re-run using the shadow file as a 
user input device (ie. select '2' at the first screen, and V at the following screen). The 
program will run up to the point where it was exited, and control will then be returned 
to the user to continue. 
3.6 Viewing Results 
When the program as run successfully and the results have converged to their 
final values the output file 'temper. out' is automatically formed. This output file is 
overwritten after each complete or incomplete run of the program. It is recommended 
that this file be copied under a different name if the results for a particular system are 
required to be saved. The output file 'temper. out' is written in the following format; 
Output file TEMPER. OUT 
System title -- Jaguar v8_engine 
Flow program run with shadow file -- v8htfl. fil 
Heat transfer program run with shadow file -- v8ht. fil 
Engine speed -- 6000. rpm 
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Oil inlet temperature -- 700. deg C 
Values for oil cooler: 
Air inlet temperature --- 15.00 deg C 
Air outlet temperature -- 28.57 deg C 
Air velocity ------------ 6.66 mls 
The value of oil temperature at: 
node I= 700.000 deg C node 2= 100.000 deg C 
node 3= 104.035 deg C node 4= 107.278 deg C 
node 5= 108.459 deg C node 6= 707.726 deg C 
etc etc 
The output file 'temper. out' shows the shadow files used in the flow and heat 
transfer models, the air properties through the oil cooler, and the oil temperatures at 
each node in the lubrication system. 
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In addition to writing the results to the output file 'temper. out' the program 
also generates data file 'oil-t. out'. This file contains the oil temperatures at each node 
in the system. It is recommended that the flow model is re-run using this * 
oil data. The 
recommended method is to edit the shadow file used for the flow model by changing 
the 'N' for a 'Y' at the line where the program prompts: 
Read oil temps from OIL-T. OUT (Y or N) ? 
When the flow model has converged the heat transfer model can also be re-run 
using the shadow file generated on the first pass. The pressures, flow rates, and 
temperatures will now be of a more realistic value. 
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Section 4 
Engine Block Model 
The engine block model will only work if the flow model and the heat transfer 
model have been run. These models provide input data of oil flow rates and oil 
temperatures which are required by the engine block model. 
The engine block model enables estimation of the heat transfer to the oil which 
is splashed or sprayed onto the various engine surfaces. The model allows a 
representative portion of the engine to be generated, for example, a single 
piston/liner/block/sump section of a multi cylinder engine. The engine geometry 
comprises of block elements which in turn are represented by a nodal resistance 
network. Each block is represented by a central node connected by a heat transfer 
resistance to each of the faces. This allows two or three dimensional models to be 
generated. 
The boundary conditions are again represented by heat transfer resistances. 
These are either heat transfer to a flowing oil mass or to fluid mass of known 
temperature. 
4.1 Resistance Elements 
1- Conduction through a solid. 
2- Convection to a fluid mass of known temperature. 
3- Convection to oil spray/splash. 
4- Convection to oil in the sump. 
4.2 Construction of resistance network 
Rules: 
System constructed with resistance elements joined at nodal points. 
Nodes are numbered consecutively starting with a T. 
All boundary conditions must be accounted for. ie. If a node only has one 
resistance connected to it, that resistance must be of type 2,3, or 4 
above. 
For all nodes representing oil spray/splash or oil sump, the program will 
prompt for an 'oil flow path number' for that node. Number these 
consecutively starting with a1 at the highest point in the engine. 
Several different oil flow paths can be modelled, but the 'oil flow path 
numbers' must ascend in value as the oil flows down with gravity. 
Example: 
For the example block arrangement shown in fig. 3 the resulting nodal 
resistance network would be of the form shown in Fig. 4. 
, 





1 -2 Convection to Oil 
7-8 Convection to Sump 
4-5,10-11 Convection to Air 
Fig 3 Example block arrangement Fig 4. Resulting resistance network 
4.3 Preparation of input data 
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1 
The user will be prompted for the following variable values during construction 
of the nodal resistance network. 
4.3.1 Conduction through a solid 
. For the resistance 
between nodes li, ' and -j' 
What is the cross sectional area 
(M2) 
.......? 
What is the distance between -i-' and "j" (m) ...? 
What is the thermal conductivity (W/MK) ......? 
4.3.2 Convection to a fluid mass of known temperature 
. For the resistance 
between nodes Ii, - and 
What is the cross sectional area (M2) .......? 
What is the heat transfer coefficient (WIM21<) ? 
What is the fluid temperature (deg C) .......? 
4.3.3 Convection to oil spray/splash. 
What is the cross sectional area (m') ? 
what is its oil path number ............? 
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What is the distance between oil inlet and 
oil exit for this oil path (m) ..........? 
What percentage of the oil from the big-end 
bearing hits this surface .............. ý) 
What percentage of the oil from the main 
bearing hits this surface ............. 
What percentage of the oil from the cam 
bearing hits this surface ............. 
What percentage of the oil flowing past the 
previous oil flow path continues past this one 
4.3.4 Convection to oil in the sump 
What is its oil path number ............ 
What is the distance between oil inlet and 
Oil exit for this oil path (m) .......... 
4.4 To Run the Engine Block Model 
Change to directory containing the executable file 'engine', the input files 
'pandq. out' and 'oil-t. out', the shadow files with the extension '. fil', and the batch files 
'goT and 'swapT. At the '%>' prompt type: 
go3 
This will execute batch file 'go, 3' which will start the flow model and open the 
shadow file 'echonl3. fil', which stores all the data input by the user. The following 
screen will be seen: 
***************************************************** 
Welcome to the ENGINE TEMPERATURE section of the 
engine lubrication simulation program. 
This program will ONLY work if the FLOW model and 
the HEAT TRANSFER model have already been run. 
These models provide the input files PANDQ. OUT 
and OIL-T. OUT, which are used in this model. 
Please select which route you would like to take 
by typing the appropriate number: 
1 Construct a new system. 
2 ... Model a system which 
has been modelled 
before and stored on a shadow file. 
***************************************************** 
4.4.1 Selection 2- Using a shadow file as an input device. 
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This following procedure is very similar to that of the flow model described in 
section 2.4.1. By typing '2' the user will see the following screen: 
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Do you want to name (N) the shadow file you wish 
to use, or do you want to use (U) the default 
file name Ishadow3. fill which is the name given to 
the shadow file formed during the last run of the 
program ? 
**** *** ***** ********* ** ***** * *** 
If the user types 'U', the program is run using data stored on the shadow file 
'shadow3. fil' as input data. This data file is automatically formed by copying shadow 
file 'echonl3. fil' after each run of the program. This file may be fully or partially 
complete depending on how the last run of the program was terminated. If the file is 
partially complete the program will run until it reaches the last item of the file, and 
control will be returned to the user. For a description of exiting the program at any 
stage and forming the shadow file 'shadow3. fil' see section 4.5. 
By selecting 'N' the user can name any shadow file which has been previously 
formed and stored under a different name. This option is useful for remodelling 
preformed resistance networks, and gives the flexibility of being able to model 
variations on a network or conducting parametric studies by changing any of the 
variable values stored in it. After selecting'N'the following screen will be seen: 
What is the name of the shadow file ? Please 
type in the file name in the form *****. fil - 
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The program will check for the existence of the chosen file, and then run using 
the contents as input data. Input data will scroll past the screen, the iteration process 
will commence, and when the results have converged the user will be returned to the 
'%>' prompt (see section 4.6 for description of the output of results). 
4.4.2 Selection I- Constructing a New System 
If the user chooses to model a engine block arrangement by selecting a '1' at the 
opening screen, the following prompts will be seen; 
-Tf 
the following arrangement represents the heating 
effect of one cylinder and piston, how many such 
arrangements represent the whole engine ...? 
For the chosen cylinderlpiston arrangement 
how many main bearings are included ......? 
how many big-end bearings are included 
how many cam bearings are included ..... 
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For a multi-cylinder engine the heating effect of the piston, liner, and block 
surfaces can be represented by modelling a single Piston/cylinder/block arrangement. The program reads the layout of the whole engine lubrication system from the data 
files 'pandq. out' and 'oil-t. out' which were produced by the flow and heat transfer 
models. With the addition of the above data the program calculates the average main, big-end, and cam bearing oil flow rates and oil outlet temperatures for the chosen 
arrangement. 
The program continues with preparation for the formation of the desired nodal 
network: 
Input max. number of nodes in the resistance network 
which represents the cylinderlpistonlblock arrangement 
Input number of resistances in the resistance network 
which represents the cylinderlpistonlblock arrangement ? 
4.4.2.1 Forming the Resistance Network 
Given the number of resistances in the nodal resistance network the program 
will now begin a repetitive procedure, prompting the user for the start node number, 
end node number, and type of resistance, for each resistance in the network: 
Input start node number 
input end node number ...... 
What type of resistance ? 
I for conduction 
2 for convection to coolant or gas 
3 for convection to oil spray 
4 for convection to oil sump 
2.4.2.2 Input of variable values 
When every resistance in the network has been represented, the program will 
again start a repetitive procedure, prompting the user for data for each resistance in 
the resistance network. Each prompt begins with the lines: 
For the resistance between nodes "start node number-' and "end node number' 
What is 
The input data required for each type of heat transfer resistance is described in 
section 4.3. 
When all the variable values have been input the program begins two iteration 
procedures. Initial guesses are made for the values of the oil temperatures in the 
network and iteration A commences to solve the block temperatures at each node in 
the resistance network. When this has converged, iteration B commences to calculate 
the actual oil temperatures under these block temperature conditions. The process 
begins again, iteration A commences with these new values of oil temperatures to 
calculate the new block temperatures .... etc. This procedure commences ten times 
where it is considered to have reached an equilibrium condition. 
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4.5 Exiting the Program 
While the program is running the following screen is displayed after each iteration of the iteration procedure A: 
Iteration # --- literation number' Pass # -------- -- pass number' 
Itst ---------- - itst number' (convergence at 3) Chisq --------- - value of chisq' 
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The pass # shows which of the ten passes the program is currently operating in. The remainder of the above screen is as description in section 2.5. When the program has converged (itst = 3) after the tenth pass, the following screen will be displayed: 
The iteration procedure has converged and the Engine 
Heat Transfer model has finished running. 
Iteration # --- "iteration number' 
The results for the block temperatures throughout the 
resistance network, and the oil temperatures 
in contact with the engine wall surfaces are stored 
in the output file BLOCK-T. OUT. 
The program will now terminate and return the user to the'%>' prompt. The 
shadow file 'echonl3. fil' will be automatically copied to file 'shadow3-fil'- If the user 
wishes to save a newly created shadow file, either of these files should be copied to 
another file name, as both files will be overwritten the next time the program is run. 
If the user is running the program by creating a new system from scratch (ie. 
selecting option '1' at the first screen) the user can terminate the program at any point 
using the 'Ctrl C' keystroke (unix). The shadow file 'echonl3. fil' will have stored all the 
inputs up to the point of exiting, but will not be copied to file 'shadow3. fil' 
automatically. It is recommended that if the user exits the program using the 'Ctrl C' 
keystroke, that the command 'swap3' is immediately typed at the '%>' prompt. This 
will copy the shadow file 'echonl3. fil' to 'shadow3. fil'. If required, the file 'shadow3. fil' 
can then be edited by the user. The program can be re-run using the shadow file as a 
user input device (ie. select '2' at the first screen, and V at the following screen). The 
program will run up to the point where it was exited, and control will then be returned 
to the user to continue. 
4.6 Viewing Results 
When the program as run successfully and the results have converged to their 
final values the output file 'block-t. out'is automatically formed. This output file is 
overwritten after each complete or incomplete run of the program. It is recommended 
that this file be copied under a different name if the results for a particular system are 
required to be saved. The output file 'block-t. out' is written in the following format; 
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Output file BLOCK-T_OUT 
S. Vstem title -- Jaguar- v8_engine 
Flow program run with shadow file -- v8htfl. fil 
Heat transfer program run with shadow file -- v8ht-fil 
Engine heat transfer program run with shadow file -- v8bloc-fi- 
Engine speed -- 6000. rpm 
The value of block temperature at: 
node 1= 120.532 deg C node 2= 142.2,1 71 deg C 
node 3= 753.035 deg C node 4= 107.278 deg C 
node 5= 718.459 deg C node 6= 111.126 deg 
etc etc 
Oil temperature entering node 1 is 732.875 deg C 
Oil temperature exiting node I is 708.254 deg C 
Oil temperature entering node 7 is 108.254 deg C 
etc 
Heat transfer coefficient at node 7 is 77 70 Wlm-K 
Heat transfer coefficient at node 7 is 1 170 Wlm, ýK 
etc 
Oil flow rate past node 1 is 0.38771E-06 m3ls 
Oil flow rate past node 7 is 0.38771E-06 M31S 
etc 
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The output file 'block-t. out' shows the temperature at each node in the 
resistance network, and the oil temperature entering and exiting each oil wetted 
surface. The oil temperature entering an adjacent surface may be different from the oil 
temperature at exit from the previous surface. This is due to the fact that each surface 
has its own supply of oil from the bearings, in addition to the oil which continues to 
flow past from the previous surface. The oil flow rate and the subsequent heat transfer 
coefficient for each oil wetted surface are also listed. 
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Appendix A 
Installation of Program 
Contents of Floppy 
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The lubrication system simulation program is stored on a 3.5 inch high density 





























(batch file for initiating flow program) 
(batch file for copying 'echonl. fil' to 'shadow. fil') 
(shadow file for V8 engine lubrication system at 
6000 rpm) 
(source code) 
(source code of bearing program for generation of 
required data files) 
(batch file for initiating heat transfer program) 
(batch file for copying 'echonl2. fil' to 'shadow2. fil') 
(example data file for main bearing 1- 6000 rpm) 
(example data file for cam bearing - 6000 rpm) 
(example data file for big-end bearing - 6000 rpm) 
(example shadow file for v8 engine at 6000 rpm) 
(source code) 
(batch file for initiating engine block program) 
(batch file for copying 'echonl3. fil' to 'shadow3. fil') 
(example shadow file for single piston/cylinder/block 
arrangement of the v8 engine) 
(oil properties data file) 
(air properties data file) 
(represents graphical data used in oil strainer 
model) 
(represents graphical data used in partially grooved 
bearing model) 
(default variable values for main, cam, and big-end 
bearings) 
(graphical data representing oil pump 
characteristics) 






Compilation of Program 
(graphical data for oil cooler 'effectiveness') 
(graphical data for friction losses through laminar 
annular pipe) 
(correction factors for flow through eccentric 
annular pipe) 
(graphical data for calculation of heat transfer 
coefficient within the fins of an oil cooler) 
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The source code for the flow model is stored with the file name 'flow. for. It is 
recommended that when this file is compiled (preferably with optimisation), the 
resulting executable file is given the name 'flow'. This is the executable file name used 
in the batch file 'go'. If the user selects a different executable file name, the word 'flow' 
in batch file 'go' must be changed to this new name. A suitable compilation command 
for a SUN based unix machine would be; 
%> f77 -02 flow. for -o flow 
This command compiles the program 'flow. for' using second level optimisation, 
and names the resulting executable file 'flow'. 
Similarly for the bearing program, the heat transfer program, and the engine 
block program, the required executable file names are 'bearing, 'heat', and 'engine' 
respectively: 
%> f77 -02 bearing. for -o bearing 
%> f77 -02 heatr. for -o heat 
%> f77 -02 engine. for -o engine 
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Appendix B 
Layout of Data Files 
Data file 'oilvis. inp, 
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Data file 'oilvis. inP' stores two types of data; The first set of data represents 
the graphical relationship between constant AT/Cs and temperature rise. This is used 
to estimate the working temperature of the oil in the bearings. The second set of data 
represents the relationship between the temperature, dynamic viscosity, and density, 
of a BP 1OW30 multigrade oil. 
Number of data points in first data set. 
15 
Number of data points in second data set 
13 
1st data set -- Values for the constant 'ATICs'. 
0,1,2,3,4,5,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,22 
1st data set -- Corresponding values of oil temperature rise ('F). 
0,28.5,44,58,67,75,82,95,108,119,129,139,148,157.5,167.5 
2nd data set -- Values of oil temperature rC). 
40,50,60,70,80,90,100,110,120,130,140,150,160 
2nd data set -- Corresponding values of dynamic viscosity Ws / m2). 
0.064,0.042,0.029,0.022,0.017,0.012,0.01,0.0081,0.0066,0.0054 
0.0046,0.0039,0.0033 
2nd data set -- Corresponding values of density (Kglm3). 
855,849,843,837,831,825,819,813,807,801,795,789,783 
Data file 'airprop. inp' 
This data file contains data on air properties. The properties density, dynamic 
viscosity, specific heat, and thermal conductivity, are listed against temperature. 
Number of data points 
15 
Value of air temperature (deg C) 
-23, -10,0,10,20,27,30,40,50,60,70,77,80,90,100 
Corresponding values of density (kglm3) 
1.4119,1.3421,1.2930,1.2473,1.2047,1.1766,1.1650,1.1277,1.0928,1.0600, 
1.0291,1.0085,1.00,0.9724,0.9468 
Corresponding value of dynamic viscosity (NsIrW) 
16.06e-6,16.70e-6,17.20e-6,17.69e-6,18.17e-6,18.53e-6,18.64e-6,19. lle-6, 
19.57e-6,20.02e-6,20.47e-6,20.8le-6,20.9le-6,21.34e-6,21.77e-6 
Corresponding value of specific heat CP 
1.003e3,1.003e3,1.004e3,1.004e3,1.004e3,1.005e3,1.005e3,1.005e3,1.006e3, 
1.007e3,1.008e3,1.008e3,1.00&3,1.009e3, l. OlOe3 




Data file 'strain. inp' 
Data file 'strain. inp' is used if the system contains an oil strainer. The data 
represents the relationship between the parameter K/Koo and Reynolds Number. 
Number of data points. 
7 
Values for parameter KI& 
0.1,1,10,100,300,1000,10000 
Corresponding values for Reynolds Number. 
25,10,3.8,1.5,1.09,1,1 
Data file ', wroovf. inp' 
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If the system contains a partially grooved bearing, two constants F1 and F2 are 
calculated. Data file 'groovf. inp' contains data which represents the relationship 
between the bearing eccentricity ratio and the constants F1 and F2. 
Number of data points. 
11 
Values for eccentricity ratio. 
0.0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9,1.0 
Corresponding values of constant 'Fl'. 
2.0,2.2,2.8,3.2,3.7,4.0,4.2,4.3,4.0,3.6,2.0 
Corresponding values of constant TY. 
3.0,3.1,3.6,4.2,5.1,6.0,7.5,9.0,11.5,13.5,16.0 
Data file 'hearinglinp' 
Data file 'bearing2. inp' contains the default variable values for the main, 
camshaft, and big-end bearings. 
Main bearing radial clearance. CM M: 
4.05E-5 
Main bearing eccentricity ratio. EM: 
0.7328 
Main bearingjoqrnal radius. RM (M) 
0.038 
Main bearing axial length. LENM M: 
0.0245 
Main bearing feed hole diameter. DHM (M) 
0.007 
Main bearing groove width. AM (M) 
0.004 
Main bearing speed ratio. SRM: 
1.0 
Central main bearing eccentricity ratio. EMC: 
0.6094 




Cam bearing radial clearance. CC (M) 
5AE-5 
Cam bearing eccentricity ratio. EC: 
0.84 
Cam bearingjournal radius. RC (M) 
0.0135 
Cam bearing axial length. LENC (M): 
0.02 
Cam bearing feed hole diameter. DHC (M) 
0.00242 
Cam bearing groove width. AC (M) 
0.004 
Cam bearing speed ratio. SRC: 
0.5 
Býq-end bearing radial clearance. CB (M) 
4.05E-5 
Big-end bearing eccentricity ratio. EB: 
0.8045 
Big-end bearingjournal radius. RB (M): 
0.0265 
Big-end bearing axial length. LENB (M): 
0.0245 
Big-end bearing feed hole diameter. DHB (M): 
0.0055 
Big-end bearing groove width. AB (M) 
0.0055 
Big-end bearing speed ratio. SRB 
1.0 
Data file 'Pumpdat2. inpl 
Data file 'pumpdat2. inp' stores the oil pump characteristics. These are 
represented by pressure and flow rate coordinates for various engine speeds. 
Number of curves. 
9 
Pump speedlengine speed ratio. 
0.636 
1500 --- Curve 1, Engine speed 
9 
---Curve 1, Number of data points. 
66,65,60,55,50,45,40,35,30 
--- Curve 1, Values for pressure (psi). 
0,0.7,4,4.3,4.4,4.5,4.6,4.7,4.8 



































Data file 'oilcool. inp' 
This data file contains all the geometric data for the oil cooler 
number of oil tubes 
16 
length of oil tubes (m) 
0.235 
depth of oil tubes, measured externally (thinner dimension, m) 
1.800e-03 
width of oil tubes, measured externally (wider dimension, m) 
37.00e-03 
thickness of tube wall (m) 
3.00e-04 
gap between tubes (m) 
5.5560e-03 
number of fins per metre inside oil tube 
387.4 
thickness of fins within oil tube (m) 
2.00e-04 
length offins on air side (m) 
51.00e-03 
number of fins per metre on air side 
551.18 
thickness of fins on air side (m) 
2.00e-04 
thermal conductivity of material (aluminium) (W1m K) 
150 
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Data file 'ntu. inp' 
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This data file contains graphical data for the calculation of the dimensionless 
value of a cross flow oil cooler effectiveness. Effectiveness values are stored for various 
values of the dimensionless parameters 'ntu'and'cr. 
Number of data points 
9 
Number of curves 
6 
Value of NTU (dimensionless) 
0,0.5,1.0,1.5,2.0,3.0,4.0,5.0,6.0 













Data file 'fins. inp' 
This data file contains graphical data for the parameter (h/GCp)Pr. This 
parameter is used in the calculation of the heat transfer coefficients within the fins of 
an oil cooler. Two sets of data are contained, the first for a gap of 0.25 inch which is 
used for the air side, the second for a gap of 0.1 inch which is used on the oil side. 





Corresponding value of (h / GCp)Pe'13 (gap 0.25 inCh) 
0.9,0.0048,0.0038,0.0036,0.0037,0.0037,0.0036,0.0035,0.0033, 
0.0032,0.0031,0.003 




Data file 'lamin-ch. inv' 
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This data file contains graphical data for the calculation of laminar flow friction 
losses through an annular pipe. 
Number of data points 
11 
Value of R1 IR2 
0,0.025,0.05,0.1,0.15,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0 
Corresponding values of flow loss coefficient Cf 
64,80,86,89,91,92.5,94,95,95.5,95.8,96 
Data file 'eccen-ann. inp' 
This data file contains values of correction factors for use in the calculation of 
pressure losses through an eccentric annular pipe. Values of correction factor are given 
for various values of D1/D2 and eccentricity ratio. 
Number of data points 
8 
Number of curves (D1 ID2) 
7 
Value of2el(Dl-D2) (eccentricity ratio) 
0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9,1.0 
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Non-Linear Flow Program 
PROGRAM FLOW 
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************************************************************** ** ** 
NON-LINEAR FLOW MODEL 
UTILISING THE LEVENBERG-MARQUARDT ALGORITHM 
NON-LINEAR MODEL, VERSION 1. TO PREDICT OIL PRESSURES AND OIL 
FLOW RATES AROUND THE LUBRICATION SYSTEM OF AN ENGINE 
( PHD PROJECT ). 
AUTHOR : M. B. M. FENTON 
DATE : 12TH JANUARY 1994 
ACADEMIC SUPERVISOR : 
INDUSTRIAL SUPERVISOR: 
PROGRAM LANGUAGE : 
DR A. VESHAGH 
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY CENTRE 
UNIVERSITY OF WARWICY 
COVENTRY 
CV4 7AL 
TEL 0203 523875 










real y(np), sig(np), a(np), covar(np, np), alpha(np, np) 
real hgc, ac, cb, lenb, eb, dhb, hgb, rb, neu(np), pi, rho(np), rpm 
real cm, rm, lenm, lenmc, em, emc, am, cc, rc, lenc, ec, dhc 
real conl(np), con2(np), diams, pipedia(np), re(np) 
real con3(np), con4(np), pipelen(np) 
real grad(15), const(15), switchp(15) 
real beroil(np) 
integer lista(np), nodes, bin(3, np), typ(np), count7, qnum(np) 
integer pnum(np), count3, qmax, pval(np), loops, count8, units, num 
integer countl, count9, check, oiltemp, beartyp(np) 
character fname2*11, typeoil*l 
character*2 trans(np) 
character*20 title 




do i=l, np 
beartyp(i)=O 
enddo 
call gettim(ihr, imin, isec, ihund) 
open(10, file='ans. out-) 
write(10,1(18x, a, i2.2, lh:, i2.2, lh:, i2.2)1) 
c'Start time -- f, ihr, imin, isec 
pi=3.141592654 
call welcom(num, units, title) 
if(num. eq. 2) then 
call readfl(fname2, units) 
open(26, file=fname2) 




call speed(rpm, oiltemp, units) 
call layout(np, nodes, bin, typ, count7, units) 
call matrix(np, nodes, bin, qnum, pnum, count3, qmax, loops, 
cpval) 
call oilprop(neu, rho, units, bin, oiltemp, typeoil) 
call valber(count7, cm, rm, lenm, lenmc, em, emc, am, cc, rc, lenc, 
cec, dhc, hgc, ac, cb, lenb, eb, dhb, hgb, rb, rpm, units, 
csrm, dhm, src, srb, ab, hgm, neu, rho, oiltemp, typeoil) 
ma=count3-1 +qmax 
do 10 i=count3, ma 
a (i) =1 . Oe-04 10 continue 
count3=count3-1 
call values(np, neu, pi, rho, bin, typ, cm, rm, lenm, 
clenmc, em, emc, am, cc, rc, lenc, ec, dhc, hgc, ac, nodes, 
crpm, cb, lenb, dhb, hgb, rb, conl, con2, con3, con4, 
ccount8, units, diams, grad, const, switchp, count9, 
csrm, dhm, src, srb, ab, hgm, pipedia, oiltemp, 
cpipelen, beroil, typeoil, beartyp) 
ma=count3+qmax 
npt=ma 
do 20 i=l, count3 
a(i)=l. Oe5 
20 continue 








call mrqmin(y, sig, npt, a, ma, lista, mfit, 
*covar, alpha, ma, chisq, alamda, count3, loops, count8, np, bin, typ, pval, 
*qnum, conl, con2, con3, con4, diams, grad, const, 
*count9, neu, rho) 
itst=O 
call turbul(np, trans, qmax, count3, nodes, qnum, pipedia, a, re, neu, rho) 
call screenw(k, chisq, itst, alamda, count9) 
k=k+ 1 
ochisq=chisq 
call mrqmin(y, sig, npt, a, ma, lista, mfit, 
*covar, alpha, ma, chisq, alamda, count3, loops, count8, np, bin, typ, pval, 
*qnum, conl, con2, con3, con4, diams, grad, const, 
*count9, neu, rho) 
call turbul(np, trans, qmax, count3, nodes, qnum, pipedia, a, re, neu, rho) 
30 call screenw(k, chisq, itst, alamda, count9) 
k=k+l 
ochisq=chisq 
call mrqmin(y, sig, npt, a, ma, lista, mfit, 
*covar, alpha, ma, chisq, alamda, count3, loops, count8, np, bin, typ, pval, 
*qnum, conl, con2, con3, con4, diams, grad, const, 
*count9, neu, rho) 
call turbul(np, trans, qmax, count3, nodes, qnum, pipedia, a, re, neu, rho) 
if(chisq. gt. ochisq) then 





elseif(abs(ochisq-chisq). lt. 0.1) then 
itst=itst+l 
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endi f 




call checkp(pval, bin, np, a, typ, switchp, count9, check) if(check. eq. 1) then 







call screenw(k, chisq, itst, alamda, count9) k=k+l 
alamda=O 
call mrqmin(y, sig, npt, a, ma, lista, mfit, 
*covar, alpha, ma, chisq, alamda, count3, loops, count8, np, bin, tYP, PvalI *qnum, conl, con2, con3, con4, diams, grad, const, 
*count9, neu, rho) 
call turbul(np, trans, qmax, count3, nodes, qnum, pipedia, a, re, neu, rho) 
call finish(k, chisq, itst, alamda, count9) 
call writef(np, nodes, qnum, a, pnum, bin, typ, pval, 
cqmax, count3, rpm, cm, cb, cc, pipedia, trans, re, title, neu, rho, oiltemp, 








subroutine mrqmin(y, sig, ndata, a, ma, lista, mfit, 
c covar, alpha, nca, chisq, alamda, count3, loops, count8, np, bin, typ, 
c pval, qnum, conl, con2, con3, con4, diams, grad, const, 
c count9, neu, rho) 
Subroutine mrqmin contains the levenberg-marquardt least mean 
squares algorithm, which attemts to reduce the value of chi^2 
of a fit between ndata points x(i), y(i) with individual standard 
deviations sig(i), and a non-linear function dependent on ma 
coefficients a. 
Array lista numbers the parameters a such that the first mfit 
elements correspond to values actually being adjusted, the 
remaining ma-mit parameters are held at their input values. 
The program returns current best-fit values for the ma fit 
parameters a, and chiA 2= chisq . The arrays covar(nca, nca), 
alpha(nca, nca) where nca > or = mfit, are used as working space 
during most iterations. 
Subroutine funcs returns the fitting function yfit and its 
derivatives dyda. On the first call an initial guess is made for 
a, and alamda is set to 0.001 for initialisation. 
If a step succeeds, chisq becomes smaller and alamda decreases by 
a factor of 10. If a step fails alamda grows by a factor of 10. 
Subroutine funcs is called repeatedly until convergence is 
achieved. A final call is then made with alamda=O, and if the 
gauss-jordan linear matrix solver is used, the covariance matrix 
covar(i, j) and the curvature matrix alpha(i, j) are returned. 
parameter (mmax=350) 
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dimension lista(ma), atry(mmax), beta(mmax), da(mmax) 
integer count3, loops, count8, np, bin(3, np), typ(np), pval(np) 
integer qnum(np), count9, indx(mmax) 
real y(ndata), sig(ndata), a(ndata), covar(nca, nca), alpha(nca, nca) 
real conl(np), con2(np), con3(np), con4(np), d, atry, diams 
real grad(15), const(15) 
real neu(np), rho(np) 
if(alamda. 1t. 0. )then 
kk--mfit+l 
do 12 j=l, ma 
ihit=O 
do 11 k=l, mfit 
if(lista(k). eq. j)ihit=ihit+l 
11 continue 
if (ihit. eq. 0) then 
lista(kk)=j 
kk=kk+l 
else if (ihit. gt. 1) then 
pause 'improper permutation in listal 
endif 
12 continue 
if (kk. ne. (ma+l)) pause improper permutation in lista' 
alamda=O. 001 
call mrqcof(y, sig, ndata, a, ma, lista, mfit, alpha, beta, nca, chisq, 
ccount3, loops, count8, np, bin, typ, pval, qnum, conl, con2, con3, con4, 
cdiams, grad, const, count9, neu, rho) 
ochisq=chisq 




do 15 j=l, mfit 
do 14 k=l, mfit 
covar (j , k) =alpha (j , k) 14 continue 
covar(j, j)=alpha(j, j)*(l. +alamda) 
da(j)=beta(j) 
15 continue 
call ludcmp(covar, mfit, nca, indx, d) 
call lubksb(covar, mfit, nca, indx, da) 
if(alamda. eq. 0. )then 
call covsrt(covar, nca, ma, lista, mfit) 
return 
endif 
do 16 j=l, mfit 
atry(lista(j))=a(lista(j))+da(j) 
16 continue 
call mrqcof(y, sig, ndata, atry, ma, lista, mfit, covar, da, nca, chisq, 
ccount3, loops, count8, np, bin, typ, pval, qnum, conl, con2, con3, con4I 
cdiams, grad, const, count9, neu, rho) 
if(chisq. 1t. ochisq)then 
alamda=O. 1 *alamda 
ochisq=chisq 
do 18 j=l, mfit 
do 17 k=l, mfit 
















subroutine covsrt(covar, ncvm, ma, lista, mfit) 
Subroutine covsrt is called by routine mrqmin when convergence has been achieved. 
Given the covariance matrix covar of a fit for mfit of ma 
parameters , and their ordering lista(i), the covariance matrix is 
repacked to the true order of the parameters. ncvm is the physical dimension of covar. 
dimension lista(mfit) 
real covar(ncvm, ncvm) 
do 12 j=l, ma-1 
do 11 i=j+l, ma 
covar (i, j) =0. 
11 continue 
12 continue 
do 14 i=l, mfit-1 
do 13 j=i+l mfit 
if(lista(j). gt. lista(i)) then 
covar(lista(j), lista(i))=covar(i, i) 
else 





do 15 j=l, ma 




do 16 j=2, mfit 
covar(lista(j), lista(j))=covar(l, j) 
16 continue 
do 18 j=2, ma 
do 17 i=l, j-1 






















subroutine layout(np, nodes, bin, typ, count7, units) 
Subroutine layout is called to allow the layout of the lubrication 
system to be formed. 
The user is required to input the largest node number, and is then 
prompted to give the node start number, the node end number, and 
the type, of each section. the type being either a pipe, a pump, 
a filter, a bearing, a crank-shaft oil transfer hole, a cam- 
shaft oil transfer hole, an annular pipe, an oil cooler, or a 
strainer. 
The layout is stored on a 2d binary array bin', and the type on 
a ld array Ityp'. 
integer nodes, loops, count, i, j, k, bin(3, np), typ(np), startn, endn 
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integer count7, units, numpum 
character type*2, type2*1 
1f ormat (1 4x, a) 
numpum=O 
if(units. eq. 26)then 
read(26,1(a),, err=3000) 
endif 





430 format(, What is the largest node number ........... c ....... . $) 
read(units, *, err=1000) nodes 




call integ(nodes, units) 
goto 2000 
1000 call error(units) 
goto 10 
2000 if(nodes. eq. 1) then 
write(6, *) 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1)1 CAUTION !! If the largest node number is I'll" 
write(6, I), there are no flow elements in the system. ' 




elseif(nodes. gt. np) then 
write(6, *) 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1)1 WARNING !! At present this program cannot model 
write(6, I(l4xa, i4, a)I)I systems which are larger than l, np, l sec 
ctions. 1 
write(6, I)l Has the system got so many sections ? Remember' 
write(6,1)1 that the system must be numbered consecutively' 
write(6,1)1 starting with a 11111.1 





write(15, *) nodes 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
if(units. eq. 26)then 
read(26,1(a)', err=3002) 
endif 
3002 write(15,1(a), )' ------------------ System Layout' 
call shut( ) 
loops=nodes-1 
count=O 
do 30, i=1,3 
typ(i)=O 




do 40, i=l, loops 
33 write(6, *) 










write(6,1)1 WARNING !! Neither the start number nor the end' 









write(6,1)1 WARNING !! The start number cannot be greater' 
write(6,1)1 than the end number, as this suggests a' 
write(6,1)1 negative flow, or a converging node. Please' 
write(6.1)1 trv aaain for this section. ' 
45 
section start number ... 
section end number 
then 
write(6, I)l WARNING !! Neither the start number nor the end, 
write(6,1)1 number can be greater than the largest node' 











format(' What is the 
c I$) 
read(units, *, err=1001) startn 










format(' What is the 
c I$) 
read(units, *, err=1002) endn 








if((endn. gt. nodes). or. (startn. gt. nodes)) 
write(6, *) 
write(6, *) 






write(6,1)' What is the component 
write(6,1)' -a pipe PI 
write(6,1)' -a pump PU 
write(6,1)' -a filter ( FI 
write(6,1)' -a crankshaft transfer 
in this section? ' 
hole ( CR )' 
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write(6,1)-' -a cam bearing transfer hole ( CA 
write(6,1)1 -a strainer ( ST )' 
write(6,1)1 -a piston/bore (annular) pipe flow AP 
write(6,1)1 - an oil cooler ( OC 
write (6,406) 






write(6,1)1 CAUTION !! You have already input data for this' 
write(6,1)1 particular section. Do you wish to overwrite' 
write(6,1)1 this data ? Type either Y to overwrite and' 
write(6,1)1 continue, or type N to try again. ' 
read(units,, (a),, err=3001) type 




if (bin (1 , endn) . ne. 0) then 
write(15, *) startn 
write(15, *) endn 








read(units, '(a)I, err=3010) type2 

















if((type. eq. 'FI'). or. (type. eq. lfil) 
if((type. eq. 'CRI). or. (type. eq. lcrl) 
if((type. eq. 'CAI). or. (type. eq. lcal) 
if((type. eq. 'STI). or. (type. eq. lst') 
if((type. eq. 'API). or. (type. eq. lap') 
if((type. eq., OCI). or. (type. eq. loc') 
if((type. eq., BEI). or. (type. eq. lbel) 
lpil)) typ(endn)=l 
'pul)) then 
write(6,1)1 CAUTION Only one pump per system please., 
--- --/ 
/' I%I T-% I---- 4- ---'-I 
call shut () 
if(typ(endn). eq. 2) numpum=O 
if((type. eq., PII). or. (type. eq. 
if((type. eq. 'PUI). or. (type. eq. 
if(numpum. eq. 1) then 
write(6, *) 
write(6, *) 
else if((type2. eq. 'Y'). or. (type2. eq. -'yl)) then 
write(15,1(a), ) type2 
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goto 33 
else 





do 50 k=l, np 
if (bin (1 endn) gt. 0) then 
write (6, 
write (6, 
write(6,1)1 WARNING There is already a flow element' 
write(6,1(14x, a, i3, a)1)1 which flows into nodel, endn, '. ' 
write(6,1)1 The program cannot model converging flows. ' 







if((type. eq. 'PUI). or. (type. eq. lpul)) then 
if(numpum. eq. 1) then 
do k=l, np 
if (typ (k) eq. 2) then 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1)1 CAUTION There is already an oil pump in the' 
write(6,1(14x, a, i3, a, i3, a)1)1 lubrication svstem between nodes 
cbin(l, k), ' and l, k,,., 
write(6,1)1 At present this program can only model systems' 
write(6,1)1 containing one oil pump. Please try again for' 
write(6,1)1 this section, or, change the type of component' 









elseif((type. eq. 'PII). or. (type. eq. lpil)) 
typ(endn)=l 
elseif((type. eq. 'FII). or. (type. eq. lfil)) 
typ(endn)=3 
elseif((type. eq. 'CRI). or. (type. eq. lcrl)) 
typ(endn)=5 
elseif((type. eq. 'CAI). or. (type. eq. lcal)) 
typ(endn)=6 
elseif((type. eq., STI). or. (type. eq. lstl)) 
,. 
typ(endn)=7 
elseif((type. eq. 'API). or. (type. eq. /apl)) 
typ(endn)=9 
elseif((type. eq. 'OCI). or. (type. eq. locl)) 
typ (endn) =11 
















write(6,1)' WARNING !! Please only select a PI, a PU, ' 
write(6,1)1 a FI, a CR, a CA, a ST, a AP, an OC, or a BE. ' 

























write(15, *) startn 
write (15, *) endn. 













subroutine matrix(np, nodes, bin, qnum, pnum, count3, qmax, lo 
cops, pval) 
48 
Subroutine matrix is called to process the binary matrix bin'. 
The first task is to add up the number of paths out of each node 
and store the total in the 2nd row, the sum of flow paths into 
each node is stored in the 3rd row. this is used to find the 
position and size of each dividing node. 
A ld matrix IpnumI is formed to discover for which node numbers 
a pressure is required. 
Another ld matrix Iqnum, is formed to label the flow rates in the 
various sections between any two diverging nodes as the same. 
The variable Iqmax, ' is the maximum, or total number of different 
flow rates within the system 
integer i, k, j, m, count, count2, count3, count6, np, nodes 




do i=l, nodes 
count=O 
do j=l, nodes 







do 50 i=l, nodes 
if (bin (2, i) eq. 1) then 
do 45 k=l, nodes 
if (bin (1 , k) . eq. i) then 
if (qnum (k) eq. 0) then 
qnum(k)=count2 
end if 
if(bin(2, k). eq. 0) then 
if(qnum(k). eq. count2) then 
count2=count2+1 
endif 
elseif (bin (2, k) gt. 1) then 
pnum (count 3) =k 
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count3=count3+1 









else if(bin(2, i). gt. 1) then 
46 do 49 k=1, nodes 
if(bin(l, k). eq. i) then 
if(qnum(k). eq. 0) then 
qnum(k)=count2 
end if 
if(bin(2, k). eq. 0) then 
count2=count2+1 
elseif(bin(2, k). gt. 1) then 







47 do 48 j=1, nodes 
if(bin(l, j). eq. m) then 
if(qnum(j). eq. 0) then 
qnum(j)=count2 
end if 
if (bin(2, j) eq. 1) then 
M=j 
goto 47 
else if((bin(2, j). gt. 1). or. 











do 57 i=1, nodes 
do 56 j=1, nodes 
if(qnum(j). gt. O) then 
endif 






do 61 k=1, nodes 
if (bin (1 , k) . ne. 0) then bin(3, k)=l 
if((bin(2, k). eq. 1). or. (bin(2, k). gt. 1)) then 
pval(k)=count6 





















subroutine oilprop(neu, rho, units, bin, oiltemp, typeoil) 
This subroutine is called to return the oil properties 
throughout the lubrication system. The oil temperature in each 
component element is either assumed to be the sump temperature 
or it is extracted from data file OIL-T. OUT. This data file is 
generated by the heat transfer program. The oil properties are 
obtained from interpolation of the properies stored on data file 
loilvis. inpl. 
parameter (np=20, mp=350) 
real temtot(np), visco(np), densit(np), neu(mp), rho(mp) 
real temps(mp), temps2(mp) 
integer nn, i, j, bin(3, mp) 
integer units, nn 
integer oiltemp 
character typeoil*1 
If ormat (1 4x, a) 
444 format (2x, 5e 13.5) 
30 write(6,210) 
210 format(, Read oil temps from OIL-T. OUT 
c ..... . $) 
read(units,, (a),, err=1020) typeoil 
call characl(typeoil, units) 
goto 2020 
1020 call error(units) 
goto 30 
2020 if((typeoil. eq. 'N'). or. (typeoil. eq. lnl)) then 
typeoil=In' 
write(15,1(a), ) typeoil 
call shut( ) 
elseif((typeoil. eq. 'Y'). or. (typeoil. eq. lyl)) then 
write (15,1 (a) 1) typeoil 
call shut( ) 
open(32, file=loil-t. out') 



















read(24, *) (temtot(i), i=l, nn) 
read(24, *) 
read(24, *) (visco(i), i=l, nn) 
read(24, *) 
read(24, *) (densit W, i=l nn) 
close(24 ) 
only type Y or NI 
again' 
onen (24, file= loilvis. inp, 
or n) 
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do j=1 mp 
temps(j)=real(oiltemp) 
call interp(temtot, visco, nn, temps(j), neu(j)) 
call interp(temtot, densit, nn, temps(j), rho(j)) 
enddo 
if((typeoil. eq., Y, ). or. (typeoil. eq. lyl)) then do j=l, mp 
if(bin(3, j). eq. l)then 
k=bin(l, j) 
temps(j)=(temps2(j)+temps2(k))/2 
call interp(temtot, visco, nn, temps(j), neu(j)) 













This is called to inform the user of his mistake on inputting 
the incorrect type of data (character, integer, or real ? ). 
integer units 











Please try again., 
subroutine values(np, neu, pi, rho, bin, typ, cm, rm, lenm, 
qlenmc, em, emc, am, cc, rc, lenc, ec, dhc, hgc, ac, nodes, 
crpm, cb, lenb, dhb, hgb, rb, conl, con2, con3, con4, 
ccount8, units, diams, grad, const, switchp, count9, 
csrm, dhm, src, srb, ab, hgm, pipedia, oiltemp, 
cpipelen, beroil, typeoil, beartyp) 
Subroutine values scrolls through matrices 'bin, and Ityp', and 
prompts the user to input the required variable values for each 
section. If there are bearings in the system, the user is given 
the choice of either using the pre-stored default values, or 
inputing new values. 
51 
The program calculates the flow rate and pressure 
constants which are stored in the ld matrices Icon1I and 'con2l. 
Matrices 'con1I and Icon2I are used later in the program in 
pressure loss v flow rate, and continuity of flow, relationships. 
real length, diam, neu(np), pi, rho(np), leng, epi, df, ar, xx, camrad 
real cm, rm, lenm, lenmc, em, am, emc, dhm, hgm, srm 
real cmm, rmm, lenmm, emm, amm, dhmm, hgmm, srmm 
real cc, rc, lenc, ec, ac, dhc, hgc, src 
real ccc, rcc, lencc, ecc, acc, dhcc, hgcc, srcc 
real cb, rb, lenb, eb, ab, dhb, hgb, srb 
real cbb, rbb, lenbb, ebb, abb, dhbb, hgbb, srbb 
real rpm, rpmm, rpmc, rpmb 
real omega, rad, cendia 
real visco(15), rhoe(15), fl, f2, aa, bb, rpmp 
real ratiol, ratioh, conl(np), con2(np), con3(np), con4(np) 
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call shut 






real rel, re2, lossi, loss2, ratio 
real diamw, numw, diams 
real grad(15), const(15), switchp(15) 
real pipedia(np), minsp, maxsp, pratio, rmtemp 
real pipelen(np), pfrict, beroil(np), bcoef 
real diaml, diam2, eccent, eccrat(15), dlbyd2(15), corrfac(15,15) 
real dloverd2, correfac(15), corrfact(15), cft, rlbyr2(15) 
real flowcf(15), rloverr2, flowcoef 
integer np, count4, k, j, bin(3, np), typ(np), nn 
integer nodes, switch, count8, units, count9 
integer oiltemp, nnn, nnm, beartyp(np) 
character type3*1, type4*1, type5*1, type6*1, lamtur*1 
character typeoil*1 
1 format (1 4x, a) 
62 count4=1 
do i=l, np 









do 68 j=1, nodes 
if (bin(3, j) eq. 1 then 
k=bin(l, i) 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1(24xa, i3, a, i3)1) 'For the section I, k, I to I, j 





write(6,1(24x, a)')Iwhich is a pipe: ' 
if(units. eq-26)then 
read (26,1 (a) 1, err=31 20) 
endif 
3120 write(15,1(lxa, i3, a, i4)1)1 ------------------ 






Do you expect the pipe 
Turbulent or Laminar ? 
(The recommendation is 
with laminar) I 
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Data for PIPE 
flow to be, 
to start' 
Please input aT or an L 
read(units,, (a),, err=6001) lamtur 









4002 write(6,1)1 What is the pipe roughness, 
write(6,5002) 
5002 format(' value, k (m) .................. 
cl$) 
read(units, *, err=6002)pfrict 

























call reals(pfrict, units) 
goto 7002 





write(6, I)l What is the bend loss coefficient., 
write(6, I), (input zero if bend losses are not' 
write (6,5003) 
to be included) ................ 
read(units, *, err=6003)bcoef 







elseif((lamtur. eq., L, ). or. (lamtur. eq. 111)) then 




write(6, *)IWARNING !! Only aT or an L please' 





What is the length (m) 
read(units, *, err=1018) length 








write(15, *) length 




What is the diameter (m) 
read(units, *, err=1019) diam 








write(15, *) diam 
call shut( ) 
pipedia(j)=diam 








write (6, *) 







else if(typ(j). eq. 2) then 
conl(j)=(128*neu(j)*length)/(Pi*(diam**4)) 
write(6,1(24x, a), )Iwhich is a pump:, 
if(units. eq. 26)then 
read (26,1 (a) I, err=3130) 
endif 
54 
write(15,1(lxa, i3, a, i4)1)1 ------------------ Data for PUMP 










write (6, *) 
write(6,1(24x, a)')'What 
write(6,411) 
is the pump drive ratio. ' 
(eg. 0.636) ...................... 
read(units, *, err=1020) ratio 








write(15, *) ratio 
call shut( ) 
rpmp=rpm*ratio 
call pump2(rpmp, grad, const, switchp, count9, minsp, maxsp, 
minsp=minsp*pratio 
maxsp=maxsp*pratio 





if(rpmp. 1t. minsp) then 
write(6,1)'WARNING ! At the chosen engine speed' 
write(6,1)lthe pump drive ratio cannot be less, 
write(6,1(14x, a, f7.4)1)lthanl, ratiol 
elseif(rpmp. gt. maxsp) then 
write(6,1)'WARNING ! At the chosen engine speed, 
write(6,1)lthe pump drive ratio cannot be greater, 




What is the pump drive ratio 
read(units, *, err=1021) ratio 




call reals(ratio, units) 
'-'-, l_) 
Non-Linear Flow Program 
goto 2021 
1021 call error(units) 
goto 83 
2021 goto 406 
endif 
write(6, *) 
write(15, *) ratio 
call shut( ) 
conl(j)=grad(count9) 
con2(j)=const(count9) 





write(*, 1(24x, a), )Iwhich is a filter: ' 
if(units. eq. 26)then 
read (2 6,1 (a) I, err= 314 0) 
endif 
3140 write (1 5,1 (1 xa, i3, a, i4) 1) 1 ------------------ 




Data for FILT 
84 write(6,1)1 What is the value of the filter 
write (6,412) 











read(units, *, err=1022) 














read(units, *, err=1023) 












What is the value of porosity e .. 
epi 
write(6,1)' What is the value of the fibre, 
write(6,416) 
format(' diameter DF (m) ................. 
c I$) 
read(units, *, err=1024) df 




call reals(df, units) 
goto 2024 
call error(units) 
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goto 86 
2024 write(15, *) df 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
87 write(6,1)1 What is the value of the projected' 
write (6,418) 
418 format(, area of fibres AF (MA2) ......... c I$) 
read(units, *, err=1025) ar 




call reals(ar, units) 
goto 2025 
1025 call error(units) 
goto 87 
















write(6,1(24x, a)/)Iwhich is a bearing: ' 
if(units. eq. 26)then 
read (26, -' (a) 
endif 
write(15,1(lxa, i3, a, i4)1)1 ------------------ Data for BEAR 




write(6,1(24x, a)')'Do you wish to use stored data (U 
write(6,1(24x, a), )Ifor the variable values, or do you' 
write (6,460) 
460 format(, want to form your own (F...... 
C. I$) 
45 read(units,, (a)', err=3020) type5 
call characl(type5, units) 
goto 4020 
3020 call error(units) 
goto 45 
4020 write(6, *) 
switch=O 









( camshaft (C )l 
or big-end (B) bearing 
47 read(units,, (a)', err=3030) type3 
call characl(type3, units) 
goto 4030 
Non-Linear Flow Program 
3030 call error(units) 
goto 47 
4030 if((type3. eq., M, ). or. (type3. eq. 'm'))then 
beartyp(j)=1 
elseif((type3. eq., C, ). or. (type3. eq. lcl))then 
beartyp(j)=2 





write(6,1)1 WARNING Please type only a 





write(15,1(a), ) type3 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1(24x, a)'), Please select the type of 





















non-grooved ( ................ 
write(6,1(24x, a)')'Is this the centre main bearing 
write(6,423) 
read(units,, (a)', err=3040) type6 




if((type6. eq. 'P'). or. (type6. eq. lpl)) then 
write(15,1(a), ) type6 
call shut( ) 
if((type3. eq. 'M'). or. (type3. eq. lml)) then 
write(6, *) 
type either (Y) or ( 
read(units,, (a),, err=3050) type4 




if((type4. eq. 'N, ). or. (type4. eq. lnl)) then 




call oilpro(rpmm, rm, neu(j), lenm, cm, switch, oiltemp 
, beroil, j, typeoil) 




elseif((type4. eq. 'Y'). or. (type4. eq. lyl)) then 
write (15,1 (a) 1) type4 
call shut( 
switch=O 
call oilpro(rpm, rm, neu(j), lenmc, cm, switch, oiltemp 
, beroil, j, typeoil) 














write(6,1)1 WARNING !! Please only type aY or a 





elseif((type3. eq., C, ). or. (type3. eq. lcl)) then 
switch=O 
rpmc=rpm*src 
call oilpro(rpmc, rc, neu(j), lenc, cc, switch, oiltemp 





elseif((type3. eq. 'B'). or. (type3. eq. lbl)) then 
switch=1 
rpmb=rpm*srb 
call oilpro(rpmb, rb, neu(j), lenb, cb, switch, oiltemp 






elseif((type6. eq. 'N'). or. (type6. eq. lnl))then 
write (15,1 (a) 1) type6 
call shut( ) 
if((type3. eq., M, ). or. (type3. eq. lml)) then 
write(6, *) 






type either (Y) or ( 
51 read(units,, (a)', err=3060) type4 
call characl(type4, units) 
goto 4060 
3060 call error(units) 
goto 51 





call oilpro(rpmm, rm, neu(j), lenm, cm, switch, oiltemp 
c beroil, j, typeoil) 
xx=(((hgm/cm)**3)*(1.2+((11*dhm)/lenm)))/12 
con 1 (i )= (xx* (cm* * 3) ) /neu (i ) 
elseif((type4. eq. 'Y'). or. (type4. eq. lyl)) then 




call oilpro(rpmm, rm, neu(j), lenmc, cm, switch, oiltemp 














write (6, *) 
write(6,1)' WARNING !! Please only type aY or a N, ' 





elseif((type3. eq. 'C'). or. (type3. eq. lcl)) then 
switch=O 
rpmc=rpm*src 
call oilpro(rpmc, rc, neu(j), lenc, cc, switch, oiltemp 
, beroil, j, typeoil) 
xx=(((hgc/cc)**3)*(1.2+((11*dhc)/lenc)))/12 
conl(j)=(xx*(cc**3))/neu(j) 
elseif((type3. eq. 'B'). or. (type3. eq. lbl)) then 
switch=1 
rpmb=rpm*srb 
call oilpro(rpmb, rb, neu(j), lenb, cb, switch, oiltemp 
, beroil, j, typeoil) 
xx=(((hgb/cb)**3)*(1.2+((11*dhb)/lenb)))/12 





write(6,1)1 WARNING Please only type aP or an N. ' 





elseif((type5. eq. 'F'). or. (type5. eq. lfl)) then 
write (15,1 (a) -) type5 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
write(6, -1(24x, a), ), Is this a main (M), camshaft C 
write (6,450) 
or a big7end (B) bearing 
read(units, '(a),, err=3070) type3 




if((type3. eq. 'M'). or. (type3. eq. lml))then 
beartyp(j)=1 
elseif((type3. eq., C, ). or. (type3. eq. lcl))then 
beartyp(j)=2 





write(6,1)1 WARNING Please type only a 





write (15,1 (a) 1) type3 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1(24x, a)')'Please select the type of 
write(6,1(24x, a)')'Part-ally grooved (P 
write(6,431) 
M, aC, ' 
bearing; 
or' 
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431 format(, non-grooved (N)................ 
C. 1$) 
88 read(units, I(a)I, err=3080) type6 
call characl(type6, units) 
goto 4080 
3080 call error(units) 
goto 88 
4080 if((type6. eq., P'). or. (type6. eq. lpl)) then 
write(15,1(a), ) type6 
call shut( ) 
if((type3. eq., M, ). or. (type3. eq. lml)) then 
switch=O 
call bearva(cmm, rmm, lenmm, emm, amm, srmm, units) 
call groove(emm, fl, f2) 
rpmm=rpm*srmm 
call oilpro(rpmm, rmm, neu(j), lenmm, cmm, switch, oiltemp 





elseif((type3. eq. 'C'). or. (type3. eq. lcl))then 
switch=O 
call bearva(ccc, rcc, lencc, ecc, acc, srcc,. units) 
call groove(ecc, fl, f2) 
rpmc=rpm*srcc 
call oilpro(rpmc, rcc, neu(j), lencc, ccc, switch, oiltemp 





elseif((type3. eq., B, ). or. (type3. eq. lbl)) then 
switch=1 
call bearva(cbb, rbb, lenbb, ebb, abb, srbb, units) 
call groove(ebb, fl, f2) 
rpmb=rpm*srbb 
call oilpro(rpmb, rbb, neu(j), lenbb, cbb, switch, oiltemp 






elseif((type6. eq. 'N'). or. (type6. eq. lnl)) then 
write(15,1(a)') type6 
call shut( ) 
if((type3. eq. 'M'). or. (type3. eq. lml)) then 
switch=O 
call bearvb(cmm, dhmm, lenmm, emm, rmm, srmm, units) 
hgmm=(0.38056*emm*cmm)+cmm 
rpmm=rpm*srmm 
call oilpro(rpmm, rmm, neu(j), lenmm, cmm, switch, oiltemp 
c beroil, j, typeoil) 
xx=(((hgmm/cmm)**3)*(1.2+((11*dhmm)/lerimm)))/12 
conl(j)=(xx*(cmm**3))/neu(j) 
elseif((type3. eq. 'Cl). or. (type3. eq. lcl)) then 
switch=O 
call bearvb(ccc, dhcc, lencc, ecc, rcc, srcc, units) 
hgcc=(0.38056*ecc*ccc)+ccc 
rpmc=rpm*srcc 
-emp call oilpro(rpmc, rcc, neu(j), lencc, ccc, switch, oil*. 
c beroil, j, typeoil) 
xx=(((hgcc/ccc)**3)*(1.2+((11*dhcc)/lencc)))/'-', 
conl(j)=(xx*(ccc**3))/neu(j) 





elseif((type3. eq. 'B'). or. (type3. eq. lbl)) then 
switch=1 
call bearvb(cbb, dhbb, lenbb, ebb, rbb, srbb, units) hgbb=(0.38056*ebb*cbb)+cbb 
rpmb=rpm*srbb 
call oilpro(rpmb, rbb, neu(j), lenbb, cbb, switch, oiltemp 







write(6,1)1 WARNING !! Please type only aP or an N. 1 








write(6,1)1 WARNING !! Please type only aU or an F. ' 





elseif(typ(j). eq. 5) then 
crankshaft transfer hole 
write(6,1(24x, a)')Iwhich is a crankshaft transfer hole:, 
if(units. eq. 26)then 
read (26,1 (a) 1) 
endif 
write(15,1(lxa, i3, a, i4)1)1 ------------------ Data for CRAN 
cKSHAFT TRANSFER HOLE --- I, k, I tol, j 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
90 write(6,1)1 What is the radius of the main' 
write (6,435) 
435 format(, bearing (m) ..................... 
C. I$) 













write (1 5, *) rmtemp 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1)' What is the diameter of the crank-, 
format(' 
write(6,436) 
shaft transfer hole (m) ......... 
C. '$) 
read(units, *, err=1030) diam 
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call reals(diam, units) 
goto 2030 
1030 call error(units) 
goto 91 
2030 write(15, *) diam 
call shut( ) 
pipedia (j) =diam 
write(6, *) 
92 write(6,1)1 What is the distance from the crank-, 
write(6,1)1 shaft centre line to the exit from, 
write(6,438) 
438 format(, the transfer hole (m) ............ C. I$) 
read(units, *, err=1031) rad 




call reals(rad, units) 
goto 2031 
1031 call error(units) 
goto 92 





do ii=l, np 
if(bin(l, ii). eq. k)then 



















read(22, *) (visco(i), i=l, nn) 
read(22, *) 
read(22, *) (rhoe(i), i=l, nn) 
close(22) 
call interp(visco, rhoe, nn, neu(j), rho(j)) 
con2(j)=(((rad**2)-(rmtemp**2))*(omega**2))*rho(j)/2 




cam bearing transfer hole 
write(6,1(24x, a), )Iwhich is a cam bearina transfer hole:, 
if(units. eq. 26)then 
read (26,1 (a) 
endif 
write(15, -'(lxa, i3, a, i4)1)1 ------------------ 
cBEARING TRANSFER HOLE -- 1, k, ' tol, j 
call shut( ) 
Data for CAM 
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write (6, *) 
93 write(6,1), what is the radius of the camshaft, 
write(6,470) 
470 format(, bearing m .................... C. I$) 
read(units, *, err=1032) camrad 




call reals(camrad, units) 
goto 2032 
1032 call error(units) 
goto 93 
2032 write(15, *) camrad 
call shut( 
write(6,1) 
94 write(6,1)1 What is the diameter of the camshaft, 
write(6,440) 
440 format(, central drilling (m) ............. C. 
read(units, *, err=1033) cendia 




call reals(cendia, units) 
goto 2033 
1033 call error(units) 
goto 94 
2033 write(15, *) cendia 




96 write(6,1)1 What is the diameter of the, 
write (6,446) 







read(units, *, err=1034) 








write(15, *) diam 
call shut( ) 







the oil flow towards (T) the centrel 
of the camshaft or away (A) 
read(units,, (a),, err=3090) type3 






omega= (rpm*2*pi) /120 
if((type3. eq. 'T'). or. (type3. eq. ltl)) then 
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write(15,1(a), ) type3 
call shut( ) 
con2(j)=-((rho(j)*((omega*camrad)**2))-((rho(j)*((omega*(cend]-a/ 
c2))**2))/2)) 
elseif((type3. eq. 'A'). or. (type3. eq. lal)) then 
write (15,1 (a) 1) type3 



















!! Please only type aT or an A' 
write(6,1(24x, a)')Iwhich is an oil strainer:, 
if(units. eq. 26)then 
read (2 6,1 (a) I) 
endif 
write(15,1(lxa, i3, a, i4)1)1 ------------------ 
cSTRAINER --------------- 1, k, ' tol, j 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1)1 What is the diameter of 
write(6,475) 
T. Ii 'rn CZ+--r-'471AC (M 
Data for OIL 
the I 
--- .--N-, --, -- \/................. 
read(units, *, err=1036) diamw 








write(15, *) diamw 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
112 write(6,1)1 How many wire strands' 
write(6,477) 
477 format(, per metre ........................ 
C. I$) 
read(units, *, err=1038) numw 




call reals(numw, units) 
goto 2038 
1038 call error(units) 
goto 112 
2038 write(15, *) numw 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
114 write(6,1)1 What is the overall diameter' 
write(6,479) 
479 format(' of the strainer (m) .............. 
C. -, $) 








read(units, *, err=1040) diams 








write (1 5, *) diams 




elseif(typ(j). eq. 9) then 
annular pipe piston/bore 






if(units. eq. 26)then 
read (26,1 (a) 
endif 
write(15,1(lxa, i3, a, i4)1)1 ------------------ Data for ANNU 
cLAR PIPE PISTON/BORE --- l, k, l tol, j 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
write(6, I), Do you expect the bypass flow to be' 
write(6,1)1 Turbulent or Laminar ?I 
write(6,1)1 (The recommendation is to start, 






Please input aT or an L 
read(units,, (a),, err=5900) lamtur 





if((lamtur. eq. 'T'). or. (lamtur. eq. ltl)) then 
write (15,1 (a) 1) lamtur 
call shut( 
typ(j)=10 
write(6,1)-' What is the surface roughness, 
write (6,4902) 
value, k (m) .................. 
read(units, *, err=5902)pfrict 




call reals(pfrict, units) 
goto 6902 
5902 call error(units) 
goto 3902 
6902 write(15, *)pfrict 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 





the bend loss coeffi-ient., 
zero if bend losses are not' 
to be included) ................ 
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read(units, *, err=5903)bcoef 
call reals(bcoef, units) 
goto 6903 
5903 call error(units) 
goto 3903 
6903 write(15, *)bcoef 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
elseif((lamtur. eq. 'L'). or. (lamtur. eq. 111)) then 




write(6, *)IWARNING !! Only aT or an L please' 




3904 write(6,1)1 What is the contact length between' 
write(6,4904) 
4904 format(' piston and bore (m) ............ 
cl$) 
read(units, *, err=5904) length 




-call reals(length, units) goto 6904 
5904 call error(units) 
goto 3904 
6904 write(15, *) length 













read(units, *, err=5905) 













What is the bore diam (m) 
read(units, *, err=5906) diam2 








write(15, *) diam2 
call shut( ) 
if (diaml ge. diam2) then 
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write (6, *) 
write(6, *)' WARNING!! The piston diameter cannot be' 
write(6, *)' greater than or equal to the bore diameter. 





3907 write(6,1)1 What is the eccentricity ratio. ' 
write(6,1)1 (input zero if piston and bore, 
write(6,4907) 
4907 format(I are concentric) (0.0 1.0) .... cl$) 
read(units, *, err=5907)eccent 
call reals(eccent, units) 
goto 6907 
5907 call error(units) 
goto 3907 
6907 write(15, *)eccent 
call shut( ) 
if(eccent. eq. O. O)eccent=0.001 
diam=diarn2-diarnl 
pipedi a (j) =diarn 
open(34, file=leccen-ann. inpl) 
read(34, *) 
read(34, *) 
read (34, *) nnn 
read(34, *) 
read (34, *) nnm 
read(34, *) 
read (34, *) (eccrat (i) , i=1 , nnn) 
read(34, *) 
do k=l, nnm 
read (3 4, *) d1 byd2 (k) 




do i=l, nnn 
do k=l, nnm 
correfac(k)=corrfac(k, i) 
enddo 
call interp(dlbyd2, correfac, nrim, dloverd2, corrfact(i)) 
enddo 
call interp(eccrat, corrfact, nnn, eccent, cft) 












read(33, *Hr1byr2(i), i=1, nnn) 
read(33, *) 
read(33, *Hflowcf(i), i=1, nnn) 
close(33) 
r1overr2=(diam1/2)/(diam2/2) 
call interp(rlbyr2, flowcf, nnn, rloverr2, flowcoef) 
conl(j)=(flowcoef*2*neu(j)*length*cft)/(pi*(diam**4)) 
endif 
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elseif(typ(j). eq. 11) then 
c 
c oil cooler 
c 
write(6,1(24x, a)')Iwhich is an oil cooler:, 
if(units. eq. 26)then 
read (26,1 (a) 1) 
endif 
write(15,1(lxa, i3, a, i4)1)1 ------------------ Data for OIL 
cCOOLER ----------------- 1, k, ' to,,! 
call shut 
write (6, *) 
write(6,1)-l The physical properties of the oil, 
write(6,1)1 cooler are read from the data file, 
write(6,1)1 OILCOOL. INP. Please ensure the data, 
write(6,1)1 contained in this file is correct., 
write(6, *) 
write(6, I), Summary of data file OILCOOL. INP 



























write(6,1(24xa, i9)')INumber of oil tubes ----- 1, ntubes 
write(6, '(24xa, f9.4)1)ILength of oil tubes (m)--I, tubelen 
write(6,1(24xa, f9.4)1)IWidth of oil tubes (m) --- 1, tubewid 
write(6,1(24xa, f9.4)1)IDepth of oil tubes (m)---I, tubedep 
write(6,1(24xa, f9.4)1)IGap between tubes (m) ---- I, tubegap 
write(6,1(24xa, f9.4)1)'Fins/metre (oil) -------- I, tubefins 
write(6,1(24xa, f9.4)1)'Fins/metre (air) -------- I, airfins 






















do 3000 i=l, np 
69 
************************************* * **' 





















If the modelled system contains any bearings, then subroutine 
valber is called to prompt the user to input the default values 
of the bearing variables. 
subroutine valber(count7, cm, rm, lenm, lenmc, em, emc, am, cc, rc, le 
cnc, ec, dhc, hgc, ac, cb, lenb, eb, dhb, hgb, rb, rpm, units, 
csrm, dhm, src, srb, ab, hgm, neu, rho, oiltemp, typeoil) 
The user is given the choice of using the default values stored 
within the program, or to input his own default values. When the 
user is prompted at a later stage to input the values for the 
bearings, much time can be saved by selecting the default values. 
parameter(mp=350) 
real rho(mp), neu(mp), pi, cm, rm, lenm, lenmc, em, emc, am, cc, rc, lenc 
real ec, dhc, hgc, ac, cb, lenb, eb, dhb, hgb, rb, rpm 
real srm, dhm, src, srb, ab, hgm 
integer count7, switch, units 
integer oiltemp 
character type3*1, typeoil*l 
format(14x, a) 
format(16x, a, lp, e9.3) 
format (1 5x, a, i 2, a) 
if(count7. ne. 0) then 
if(units. eq. 26)then 
read(26,1(a),, err=3030) 
endif 
write(15.1(a), ), ------------------ -Use- or "Form" Default 
These 
These 
write(6,1(15x, a)I)IThere is a bearing in this system. Bearings 
c have, 
endif 
write(6, I)l been graded into three types: main, camshaft and' 
write(6,1)1 big-end. Default variable values have been stored, 
write(6, I)l for each type., 









if((count7. gt. 1). and. (count7.1t. 10)) then 
write(6,20)'There arel, count7,1 bearings in this system. 
" have, 
elseif((count7. gt. 9). and. (count7.1t. 100)) then 
write(6,20), There are I, count7,1 bearings in this system. 
" have, 
else 






write(6,1)1 You are given the opportunity to model the bearings, 
write(6,1)1 at a later stage either with these default values,, 
write(6,1)1 or with different variable values., 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1)1 Do you want to use these default values (U), or, 
write(6,1)1 do you want to form your own (F) ?I 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1)1 Please select the appropriate letter. ' 




read(units, I(a)I, err=3100) type3 




open (30, file= Ibearing2. inpI status=loldl) 
read(30, *) 
read(30, *) cm 
read (30, *) 
read(30, *) em 
read(30, *) 
read(30, *) rm 
read(30, *) 
read(30, *) lenm 
read(30, *) 
read(30, *) dhm 
read(30, *) 
read(30, *) am 
read(30, *) 
read(30, *) srm 
read(30, *) 
read(30, *) emc 
read(30, *) 
read(30, *) lenmc 
read(30, *) 
read(30, *) 
read(30, *) cc 
read(30, *) 
read(30, *) ec 
read(30, *) 
read(30, *) rc 
read(30, *) 
read(30, *) lenc 
read(30, *) 
read(30, *) dhc 
read(30, *) 
read(30, *) ac 
read(30, *) 
read(30, *) src 
read(30, *) 
read(30, *) 
read(30, *) cb 
read(30, *) 
read(30, *) eb 
read(30, *) 
read(30, *) rb 
read(30, *) 
read(30, *) lenb 
read(30, *) 
read(30, *) dhb 
read(30, *) 
read(30, *) ab 
read (3 0, *) 
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if((type3. eq., F, ). or. (type3. eq. lfl)) then 
write(15,1(a), ) type3 
call shut( ) 
if(units. eq. 26)then 
read(26,1(a)', err=3000) 
endif 





write(6,1)1 Please input the values for the main bearing: ' 
call bearva(cm, rm, lenm, em, am, sr, units) 
hgm=(0.38056*em*cm)+cm 
write(6, *) 
40 write(6,1)1 What is the value of the central, 
write(6,428) 
428 format(' bearing axial length L (m) ...... 
C. 1$) 
read(units, *, err=1003) lenmc 




call reals(lenmc, units) 
goto 2003 
1003 call error(units) 
goto 40 
2003 write(15, *) lenmc 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
41 write(6, I)l What is the value of the central, 
write (6,432) 
432 format(' bearing eccentricity ratio e .... 
C. 1$) 
read(units, *, err=1004) emc 




call reals(emc, units) 
goto 2004 
1004 call error(units) 
goto 41 
2004 write(15, *) emc 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
42 write(6,1)' What is the value of the main/central 
write(6,433) 
433 format(' bearing feed hole diam. DHM (m) 
C. '$) 
read(units, *, err=1005) dhm 




call reals(dhm, units) 
goto 2005 
1005 call error(units) 
goto 42 
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2005 write(15, *) dhm 
call shut( ) 
if(units. eq. 26)then 
read(26,1(a),, err=3010) 
endif 





write(6,1)1 Please input the values for the camshaft bearing: 
cI 
call bearvb(cc, dhc, lenc, ec. rc, src, units) 
hgc=(0.38056*ec*cc)+cc 
write(6, *) 
45 write(6,1)1 What is the value of the bearing, 
write(6,1)1 groove width. (if there is no groove, ' 
write(6,431) 
431 format(, give oil feed hole diam. (m)) .... 
C. 1$) 
read(units, *, err=1008) ac 




call reals(ac, units) 
goto 2008 
1008 call error(units) 
goto 45 
2008 write(15, *) ac 
call shut( ) 
if(units. eq. 26)then 
read(26,1(a),, err=3020) 
endif 





write(6,1)1 Please input the values for the big-end bearing: ' 
write(6, *) 
call bearvb(cb, dhb, lenb, eb, rb, srb, units) 
hgb=(0.38056*eb*cb)+cb 
write(6, *) 
46 write(6, I)l What is the value of the bearing, 
write(6,1)1 groove width. (if there is no groove, ' 
write(6,434) 
434 format(' give oil feed hole diameter (m) 
C. 1$) 
read(units, *, err=1009) ab 




call reals(ab, units) 
goto 2009 
1009 call error(units) 
goto 46 
2009 write(15, *) ab 
call shut () 
elseif((type3. eq. 'D'). or. (type3. eq. ldl)) then 









write(6,10)lmain bearing radial clearance. c (m) ------- I, cm 
write(6,10), It eccentricity ratio. e --------- I, em 
write(6,10)1 it journal radius. r (m) --------- -- rm 
write(6,10), of axial length. 1 (m) ----------- I, len 
write (6,10) 1" it feed hole dia. dh (m) --------- I, dhm 
write(6,10), of groove width. a (m) ----------- , am 
write(6,10), of speed ratio. sr --------------- I, srm 
write(6,10)lcentral main bearing eccentricity ratio. e-I, emc 
write(6,10), " to of axial length. 1 (m) --- I, len 
write (6, * 
write(6,10)lcam bearing radial clearance. c (m) -------- -- cc 
write(6,10)1 " it eccentricity ratio. e ---------- I, ec 
write(6,10)1 " of journal radius. r (m) ---------- I, rc 
write(6,10)1 " of axial length. 1 (m) ------------ I, len 
write(6,10)' of feed hole dia. dh (m) ---------- 1, dhc 
write(6,10), 01 groove width. a (m) ------------ I, ac 
write(6,10), speed ratio. sr ---------------- 1, src 
write(6, *) 
write(6,10)lbig-end bearing radial clearance. c (m) ---- I, cb 
write(6,10), 11 of eccentricity ratio. e ------ I, eb 
write(6,10), of of journal radius. r (m) ------ I, rb 









of feed hole dia. dh (m) ------ 1, dhb 
It groove width. a (m) -------- --- ab 
of speed ratio. sr ------------ 1, srb 
press return to continue 
c 1$) 
read(units, *, err=900) 
goto 950 
900 call error(units) 
goto 990 








elseif((type3. eq. 'U'). or. (type3. eq. lul)) then 





write(6,1)1 WARNING !! Please only type a U, a F, or a D. 1 






if(count7. ne. 0) then 
switch=O 
call oilpro(rpm, rm, neu(j), lenm, cm, switch, oiltemp 
c beroil, j, typeoil) 
else 
neu (j ) =neu (2) 











Subroutine Ibearval is called to allow the user to input variable 
values for partially grooved bearings. 








read(units, *, err=1010) c 




call reals(c, units) 
goto 2010 
1010 call error(units) 
goto 40 
2010 write(15, *) c 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
running clearance C (m) 




read(units, *, err=1011) r 




call reals(r, units) 
goto 2011 
loll call error(units) 
goto 41 
2011 write(15, *) r 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
shaft radius R .............. 




read(units, *, err=1012) len 




call reals(len, units) 
goto 2012 
1012 call error(units) 
goto 42 
2012 write(15, *) len 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
axial length L (m) .............. 
43 write(6,1 What is the value of the average' 
write(6,437) 
437 format(' eccentricity ratio e ............ 
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C. I$) 
read(units, *, err=1013) e 




call reals(e, units) 
goto 2013 
1013 call error(units) 
goto 43 








read(units, *, err=1014)a 




call reals(a, units) 
goto 2014 
1014 call error(units) 
goto 44 






read(units, *, err=1015)sratio 




call reals(sratio, units) 
goto 2015 
1015 call error(units) 
goto 45 













groove width A (m) ............... 
What is the speed ratio SR 
subroutine bearvb(c, dh, len, e, r, sr, units) 
Subroutine IbearvbI is called to allow the user to input variable 
values for the big-end and camshaft bearings (no feed groove). 
real c, dh, len, e, r, sr 
integer units 








read(units, *, err=1014) c 
if(c. it. 0) then 
call negerr( 
running clearance C (m) 
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goto 40 
endi f 
call reals(c, units) 
goto 2014 
1014 call error(units) 
goto 40 
2014 write(15, *) c 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 




read(units, *, err=1015) dh 




call reals(dh, units) 
goto 2015 
1015 call error(units) 
goto 41 




hole diameter DH (m) ............. 
42 write(6,1)1 What is the value of the bearing' 
write(6,435) 
435 format(' 
C. I$) , 
read(units, *, err=1016) len 




call reals(len, units) 
goto 2016 
1016 call error(units) 
goto 42 
2016 write(15, *) len 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
axial length L (M) .............. 




read(units, *, err=1017) e 




call reals(e, units) 
goto 2017 
1017 call error(units) 
goto 43 
2017 write(15, *) e 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
eccentricity ratio e ............ 




read(units, *, err=1018) r 
if(r. 1t. O)then 
call negerr( 
goto 44 
Journal radius R (m) ............. 
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endi f 
call reals(r, units) 
goto 2018 
1018 call error(units) 
goto 44 




439 format(, What is the speed ratio SR ....... C. I$) 
read(units, *, err=1019) sr 




call reals(sr, units) 
goto 2019 
1019 call error(units) 
goto 45 








subroutine pump2(rpmp, grad, const, switchp, count9, minsp, maxsp, ratio) 
Subroutine 'pump, is called by subroutine 'values' to predict the 
pump characteristic curve for the chosen engine speed. Selected 
pump characteristics are stored in data file Ipumpdat2. inpI, for 
a range of engine speeds (for a given pump drive ratio). 
Subroutines 'polint, and linterp, are 
called to find the true co-ordinates for the chosen speed by 
interpolation. the gradiants and constants for the equation 
y=mx+c for each straight line regions are then calculated. 
parameter (np=l 5) 
real rev(np), pressu(np, np), flows(np, np), press(np), flow(np) 
real flowra(np), pressl(np), xflow, ypress, ratio 
real rpmp, grad(15), const(15), switchp(15) 
real minsp, maxsp 
integer n, i, ii, nm(np), j, jj, count9 
minsp=20000 
maxsp=O 
open(50, file=lpumpdat2. inpl, status=loldl) 
read(50, *) 
read(50, *) n 
read(50, *) 
read(50, *) ratio 
do i=l, n 
read(50, *) rev(i) 
if(rev(i). lt. minsp) minsp=rev(i) 
if(rev(i). gt. maxsp) maxsp=rev(i) 
rev (i) =rev W *ratio 
read (50, *) nm (i) 
read(50, *) (pressu(i, i), j=l, nm(i)) 
read(50, *) (flows(i, j), j=l, nm(i)) 
enddo 
call locate(rev, n, rpmp, jj) 
if (jj. eq-0) jj=1 
count9=int(nm(jj)/2) 
npp=nm(ii) 
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do j=O, npp-2 
do i=1 n 
press(i)=pressu(i, nm(i)-j) 
f low (i) =f lows (i, nm (i) -j 
enddo 
call interp(rev, flow, n, rpmp, xflow) 
call interp(rev, press, n, rpmp, ypress) flowra(j+l)=xflow*7.5768e-5 
pressl(j+l)=ypress*6894.76 
enddo 




call interp(rev, flow, n, rpmp, xflow) 
call interp(rev, press, n, rpmp, ypress) flowra(npp)=xflow*7.5768e-5 
pressl(npp)=ypress*6894.76 
do i=l, npp-1 
ii=i+l 
bottom=flowra(i)-flowra(ii) 
if(bottom. eq. O. O)bottom=0.000001 
grad(i)=(pressl(i)-pressl(ii))/bottom 
const(i)=pressl(ii)-(grad(i)*flowra(ii) 










subroutine oilpro(rpm, rad, neuu, len, clear, switch, oiltemp, beroil, 
c, typeoil) 
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Subroutine loilprol is called to estimate the working temperature 
and therefore the dynamic viscosity of the oil within the 
bearings. The required data for oil properties at a range of 
temperatures is included on data file loilvis. inpl. 
parameter(np=20, mp=350) 
real consta(np), tempch(np), temtot(np), visco(np), neuu, rad, rpm 
real dia, len, const, clear, speed, qstar, deltee, tempb, pi 
real beroil(mp) 
integer n, nn, i, switch, oiltemp, j 
character typeoil*1 
pi=3.141592654 
open (24, file= loilvis. inpl status=, old') 
read(24, *) 
read(24, *) n 
read(24, *) 
read(24, *) nn 
read(24, *) 
read(24, *) (consta(i), i=I, n) 
read(24, *) 
read(24, *) (tempch(i), i=l, n) 
read(24, *) 
read(24, *) (temtot(i), i=l, nn) 
read(24, *) 
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const=((rad**2)/(clear**2))*(speed/qstar)*8.28e-09 
call interp(consta, tempch, n, const, deltee) 




if(typeoil. eq. lnl)then 










subroutine groove(emm, fl, f2) 
Subroutine 'groove, is called whenever a partially grooved bearing 
is present in the system. Given the eccentricity of the bearing 
the two required constants F1 and F2 are predicted by 
interpolation of tabulated data stored on data file Igroovef. inpl. 
parameter(nm=11) 
real exen(nm), funcl(nm), func2(nm), emm, fl, f2 
integer n, i 
open (80, file=lgroovf. inpl, status=loldl) 
read(80, *) 
read(80, *) n 
read(80, *) 
read(80, *) (exen(i), i=l, n) 
read(80, *) 
read(80, *) (funcl(i), i=l, n) 
read(80, *) 
read(80, *) (func2(i), i=I, n) 
call interp(exen, funcl, n, emm, fl) 








subroutine polint(xa, ya, n, x, y, dy) 
Subroutine 'polint, is called by subroutine 'pump' to find the 
true co-ordinates for the chosen speed by interpolation. 
This subroutine is extracted from numerical recipes'. 
Given two arrays xa and ya of length n, and a given value x, this 
routine returns a value y, and an error estimate dy. 
parameter (nmax=20) 
dimension c (nmax) ,d (nmax) 
real xa(n), ya(n), x, y, dy 
ns=1 
dif =abs (x-xa (1 
do 11 i=l, n 
dif t=abs (x-xa (i) 
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do 13 m=l, n-1 
do 12 i=l, n-m 
ho=xa (i) -x 
hp=xa(i+m)-x 
w=c (i+ I) -d (i) 
den=ho-hp 




















subroutine interp(xa, ya, nx, y) 
Subroutine linterpl is a simple linear interpolation routine. 
Subroutine Iloca-31 is called to find the position in an ordered 
table, and linterp, interpolates between the two surounding 
points. This routine proves to be more stable than the polynomial 
interpolation routine 'polint' for ordered ascending or descending 
data. 
real xa(n), ya(n), x, y, ratio, diff 
integer n, ji, kk 















subroutine locate(xx, n, x, j) 
Extracted from numerical recipes, subroutine locate, finds a 
table entry by bisection. Given an array xx of length n, and 
given a value x, returns a value j such that x is between xx(j) 
and xx(j+l). 
real xx(n), x 
jl=O 
ju=n+l 
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10 if(ju-jl. gt. l)then 
jm=(ju+jl)/2 















subroutine writef(np, nodes, qnum, a, pnum, bin, typ, pval, 
cqmax, count3, rpm, cm, cb, cc, pipedia, trans, re, title, neu, rho, oiltemp, 
cfname2, pipelen, beroil, beartyp) 
When the results have converged, the user is informed that 
the results have also been temporarily stored in an output file. 
Subroutine 'writefl is called to write the data to this file. 
File lans. out' stores the results, but is overwritten each time 
the program is run. The layout of the system and the pressure 
and flow rate results are also written to output file 
'pandq., out', for use in the heat transfer and engine block 
programs. 
real a(np), rpm, cm, cb, cc, pipelen(np) 
real pipedia(np), rho(np), pi, neu(np), re(np) 
real beroil (np) 
integer i, j, np, nodes, qnum(np), pnum(np), pval(np) 
integer qmax, begin, finish, count, count3, bin(3, np), typ(np) 
integer iyr, imon, iday, ihr, imin, isec, ihund 
integer oiltemp, beartyp(np) 
character*2 trans(np) 
character fname2*11, title*20 
1 format (1 4x, a) 
299 format (1 4i 5) 
300 format(24i3) 
301 format (2x, 6el 1 . 5) 302 format (tl 5, a8, t28, al 2) 
303 format(8x, 2el6.7) 
pi=3 . 141592654 * 
* 
write(18, *) 
do i=1, nodes 
if(typ(i)-eq-4)then 
k=bin(l, i) 
write(18,1(lxa, i4, a, i4, a, f8.3, a)')'Temperature of the oil in the b 




open(18, file=lans2. out') 
write(18, *) 
write(18,1(20xa), ), Output file -- ANS2. OUTI 
write(18, *) 
write(18,1(20xa)')'Predicted bearing oil temperatures' 
call getdat(iyr, imon, iday) 
call gettim(ihr, imin, isec, ihund) 
write(10, '(18x, a, i2.2, lh:, i2.2, lh:, i2.2,10x, a, i2.2, lh:, i2.2, lh:, 




ci4.2)1)'Finish time -- 1, ihr 'im, n, isec, 'Date -- 1, iday, imon, iyr write(10, *) 
write(10,1)1 
write(10,1)" 
write(10,1)' Output File --- "ans-Out" 
write(10,1)' 
write(10, '(t21, a, a, t63, a)I)I* System Title 
write(10,1)' 






write(10, '(15xa, f6.0, a)')'Engine speed ------------------------ -- 
crpm, l rpm' 
write(10, *) 
write(10,1(15xa, i4, a)I)-ISump Oil Temperature ---------------- oi 
cltemp, l Deg C' 
write(10, *) 
write(10,1(15xa)')-'Default bearing values:, 
write(10,1(15xa, lp, ell. 4, a)')Imain bearing radial clearance ------ 
c- /F(MPI M, 
write(10,1(15xa, lp, ell. 4, a)')'Big-end bearing radial clearance --- 
c- f, cb, f m, ' 
write(10,1(15xa, lp, ell. 4, a), ), Cam-shaft bearing radial clearance 




write(10,1), '* Results 
write(10,1), '* 
write(10, *) 
do 360 i=l, count3 
if(pnum(i). lt. 10) then 
write(10,1(16xa, i2, a, lp, el3.6, a), ')'The value for pressurel, pnu 
cm(i), = 1, a(i), I N/m^21 
elseif((pnum(i). gt. 9). and. (pnum(i). lt. 100)) then 
write(10,1(16xa, i3, a, lp, el3.6, a), '), The value for pressurel, pnu 
cm(i), I 1, a(i), I N/m^21 
else 
write(10,1(16xa, i4, a, lp, el3.6, a)')fThe value for pressurel, pnu 




call turbul(np, trans, qmax, count3, nodes, qnum, pipedia, a, re, neu, rho) 
do 370 i=l, qmax 
begin=O 
count=count3+i 
do 366 j=1, nodes 
if(qnum(j). eq. i) then 




if (begin. 1 t. 10) then 
if(finish. 1t. 10) then 
write(10,1(13xa, il, a, il, a, lp, el3.6, a, a), ), The value of flow ra 
cte Q f, begin, I-I, finish, I = -, a(count),, m^3/sf, trans(count) 
elseif((finish. gt. 9). and. (finish. 1t. 100)) then 
write(10,1(13xa, il, a, i2, a, lp, el3.6, a, a), ), The value of flow ra 
cte Q I, begin, f-I, finish, I = 1, a(count), I m^3/sl, trans(count) 




elseif(finish. gt. 99) then 
write(10,1(13xa, il, a, i3, a, lp, el3.6, a, a)')'The value of flow ra 
cte Q , begin, '-', finish,, 1, a(count), I m"3/sl, trans(count) 
endif 
elseif((begin. gt. 9). and. (begin. 1t. 100)) then 
if(finish. 1t. 100) then 
write(10,1(13xa, i2, a, i2, a, lp, el3.6, a, a), ), The value of flow ra 
cte Q ', begin, '-', finish,, = 1, a(count), I MA 3/sl, trans(count) 
elseif(finish. gt. 99) then 
write(10,1(13xa, i2, a, i3, a, lp, el3.6, a, a)')'The value of flow ra 
cte Q ', begin, '-', finish,, 1, a(count), I MA 3/sl, trans(count) 
endif 
else 
write(10,1(13xa, i3, a, i3, a, lp, el3.6, a, a)-')'The value of flow ra 





do i=l, np 
if(trans(i). eq. '*Tl)then 
write(10,1)1 *T -- Turbulent flow in the following sections' 
write(10, *) 
write(10, *) 





do i=l, np 
if(re(i). gt. 2100)then 
if((typ(i). eq. 1). or. (typ(i). eq. 8))then 
write(10,1(14xa, i3, a, i3, a, f8.1)1), Pipe section ------------- 
c- /, bin(l, i),, to -,, i, l = I, re(i) 
elseif(typ(i)-eq. 5)then 
write(10,1(14xa, i3, a, i3, a, f8.1)1), Crankshaft transfer hole - 
c- -, bin(I, i), I to , i, l = I, re(i) 
elseif(typ(i)-eq. 6)then 
write(10,1(14xa, i3, a, i3, a, f8.1)1), Camshaft transfer hole --- 
c- /, bin(l, i),, to -, i, l = I, re(i) 
elseif((typ(i). eq. 9). or. (typ(i). eq. 10))then 
write(10,1(14xa, i3, a, i3, a, f8.1)1)1Annular pipe section ----- 
c- I, bin(l, i), ' to , i, l = I, re(i) 
elseif(typ(i)-eq. 11)then 
write(10,1(14xa, i3, a, i3, a, f8.1)1), Oil cooler section ------- 
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write (40, lqmaxl 
write (40, qmax 
write(40, *)Iqnum-np/ 
333 format(15i4) 
444 format(2x, 5el3.5) 
write(40,333)(qnum(j), j=l, np) 
write(40, *)Ipnum-np, 
write(40,333)(pnum(j), j=l, np) 
write(40, *)Ia-np, 
write(40,444) (a(j) j=l np) 
write(40, *)Ibin-l-np, 
write(40,333)(bin(l, j), j=l, np) 
write(40, *)Ibin-2-np, 
write(40,333)(bin(2, j), j=l, np) 
write(40, *)Ibin-3-np, 
write(40,333)(bin(3, j), j=l, np) 
write(40, *)Ityp-np, 
write(40,333)(typ(j), j=l, np) 
write(40, *)Ipval-np, 
write(40,333)(pval(j), j=l, np) 
write(40, *)Ipipedial 
write(40,444)(pipedia(j), j=l, np) 
write(40, *)Ipipelen, 
write(40,444)(pipelen(j), j=l, np) 
write(40, *)Ibeartypl 






subroutine ludcmp(a, n, np, indx, d) 
Subroutine ludcmp is called by routine mrqmin to solve the 
linearised fitting matrix alpha and vector beta by the lu 
decomposition method. This routine is used in conjunction with 
routine lubksb. 
84 
Given an nxn matrix a, with physical dimension np, this routine 
replaces it by the lu decomposition of a rowwise permutation of 
itself. a and n are input, a is output. indx is an output vector 
which records the row permutation effected by the partial 
pivoting. d is output as either +1 or - 1 depending on whether the 
number of row interchanges was even or odd, respectively. 
parameter (nmax=350, tiny=1. Oe-20) 
dimension indx(n), vv(nmax) 
real d, a (np, np) 
d=1. 
do 12 i=l, n 
aamax=O. 
do 11 j=l, n 
if (abs(a(i, j)). gt. aamax) aamax=abs(a(i, j)) 
11 continue 
if (aamax. eq. 0. ) pause 'singular matrix. ' 
vv (i) =1. / aamax 
12 continue 
do 19 j=l, n 
if (j. gt. 1) then 
do 14 i=l, j-l 
sum=a(i, j) 
if (i. gt. l)then 
do 13 k=l, i-1 
sum=sum-a(i, k)*a(k, j) 
13 continue 
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do 16 i=j n 
sum=a (i, j) 
if (j. gt. l)then 
do 15 k=l, j-1 




dum=vv (i) *abs (sum) 





if (i. ne. imax)then 
do 17 k=l, n 
dum=a (imax, k) 




vv (imax) =vv (j) 
endif 
indx(j)=imax 
if (i . ne. n) then if(a(j, j). eq. 0. )a(j, j)=tiny 
dum=l . /a (j, j) do 18 i=j+l, n 











subroutine lubksb(a, n, np, indx, b) 
Solves the set of n linear equations a. x=b. Here a is input, not 
as the matrix a but rather as its lu decomposition, determined by 
the routine ludcmp. b is input as the right-hand side vector b, 
and returns with the solution vector x. 
dimension indx(n), b(n) 
real a(np, np) 
ii=O 




if (ii. ne. O)then 
do 11 j=ii, i-1 
sum=sum- a (i, j) *b (j) 
continue 
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12 continue 
do 14 i=n, l, -l 
sum=b(i) 
if (i. lt. n) then 












subroutine welcom(num, units, title) 
Subroutine welcom is the first screen seen by the user. The user 
is given the choice of various methods of running the program. 
integer num, units 
character*20 title 
1 format(14x, a) 
if(units. eq. 26)then 
read (26,1 (a) I, err=3000) 
read(26,1(a)1, err=3000)title 
read(26,1(a),, err=3000) 







write(6,1)1* welcome to the oil flow program. 
write (6,1 ) I* 
write(6,1)1* This program will predict oil pressures and 
write(6,1)1* flow rates through any proposed lubrication 
write(6,1)1* system using a non-linear iterative method. 
write(6,1)1* 
write(6,1)1* Please select which route you would like to take 
write(6,1)1* by typing the appropriate number: 
write(6,1)1* 
write(6,1)1* 
write(6,1)1* 1 ... Construct a new system. 







read(units, *, err=1000) num. 
call integ(num, units) 
goto 299 
1000 call error(units) 
goto 9 
299 if(num. eq. 1) then 
if(units. ne. 26)then 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1)1 Please give a TITLE for the lubrication system' 
write(6,1)1 you wish to model (use less than 20 characters' 
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read(units, *, err=3010)title 
call charac3(title, units) 
goto 4010 
3010 call error(units) 
goto 299 
endif 
4010 write(15,1(a), ), ------------------ System Title' 
write (15,1 (a) 1) title 
write(15,1(a), ), ------------------ Modelling Method' 
write (15, *) num 
call shut( 
endif 
if((num. lt. 1). or. (num. gt. 2)) then 
write(6, *) 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1)1 WARNING Please only type a1 or a 2. ' 











subroutine readfl(fname2, units) 
If the user decides to run the program from a shadow file, 
then the program calls subroutine readfl to ask the user for 
the name of the shadow file. 
character fname2*11, type*l 
integer units 
1 format (1 4x, a) 




write(6,1)1 Do you want to name (N) the shadow file you wish, 
write(6,1)1 to use, or do you want to use (U) the default' 
write(6,1)1 file name 11shadow. fill, which is the name given to' 
write(6,1)1 the shadow file formed during the last run of the' 
write(6, I), program ?I 
write(6, *) 
write(6, *) 
35 write (6,100) 
100 format(, 1$) 
read(units, 1(a)1, err=1000) type 
goto 2000 
1000 call error(units) 
goto 30 




write(6,1)1 What is the name of the shadow file? Please 
write(6,1)1 type in the file name in the form *****. fil 
write(6, *) 






















write(6,1)1 WARNING Please only type aN or a U. ' 








This subroutine closes the echo file and imediately re-opens it. 
This ensures that the information input by the user is saved. 
close (15) 







subroutine integ(value, units) 
This subroutine is called to write integer numbers to the 
screen, from the echo file. 
integer value, units 
1 format (I x, i 3) 
if(units. eq. 26) then 








subroutine reals(value, units) 
This subroutine is called to write real numbers to the 
screen, from the echo file. 
integer units 
real value 
1 format (1x, 1p, el 0.4) 
if(units. eq-26) then 
write(6,1) value 








subroutine charac3(value, units) 
This subroutine is called to write 20 character long 













subroutine charac2(value, units) 
This subroutine is called to write 2 character long 
strings to the screen, from the echo file. 
integer units 
character value*2 
1f ormat (I x, a) 
if(units. eq. 26) then 







subroutine characl(value, units) 
This subroutine is called to write 1 character long 




if(units. eq. 26) then 








This subroutine is called to display an error message if 
the user inputs a negative value. 



























subroutine strain(re, para) 
Please try again., 
This subroutine is called to extract the tabulated data from data file Istrain. inpl, for the calculation of the 
pressure loss through a wire mesh. 
parameter(nm=20) 
real ren(nm), param(nm), re, para 
integer i, n 
open(60, file=lstrain. inpl, status=loldl) 
read(60, *) 
read(60, *) n 
read(60, *) 
read(60, *) (ren(i), i=l, n) 
read(60, *) 
read(60, *) (param(i), i=I, n) 
re=logl 0 (abs (re) 
do 100 i=l, n 
ren (i) =log 10 (ren (i) 
param (i) =log 10 (param (i) 
continue 





subroutine mrqcof(y, sig, ndata, a, ma, lista, mfit, alpha, beta, nalp, 
c chisq, count3, loops, count8, np, bin, typ, pval, qnum, conl, con2, 
c con3, con4, diams, grad, const, count9, neu, rho) 
Subroutine mrqcof is called by routine mrqmin to evaluate the 
linearised fitting matrix alpha, and vector beta. 
parameter (mmax=350) 
dimension beta(ma), lista(mfit) 
integer np, count3, max, loops, count8, count, countl, bin(np, np) 
integer typ(np), pval(np), qnum(np), nodes, count9 
real dyda(mmax), diams 
real y(ndata), sig(ndata), alpha(nalp, nalp), a(ma), ymod 
real conl(np), con2(np), con3(np), con4(np), ymod2(mmax) 
real grad(15), const(15) 
real neu(np), rho(np) 
nodes=loops+l 
do 12 j=l, mfit 









do 15 i=I, max 
Cln 
%7v 
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call funcs(a, ymod, dyda, ma, i, loops, count, count3, bin, typ, pval, 
c qnum, conl, con2, con3, con4, countl, np, sig, diams, grad, 




do 14 j=l, mfit 
wt=dyda(lista(j))*sig2i 
do 13 k=l, j 






do 17 j=2, mfit 
do 16 k=l, j-l 








subroutine funcs(a, y, dyda, ma, i, loops, count, count3, bin, typ, pval, 
c qnum, conl, con2, con3, con4, countl, np, sig, diams, gradl, 
c const, count9, neu, rho) 
Subroutine funcs is called by routine mrqcof to represent each 
element by its pressure loss v flow rate relationship, and each 
dividing node by its continuity of flow relationship. funcs 
calculates both the function y, and the partial derivatives 
dyda(na). The value for the standard deviation sig(i) for each 
relationship is also returned. 
real conl(np), con2(np), con3(np), con4(np), y, a(ma), dyda(ma) 
real grad, cons, sig(ma), rho(np), neu(np), pi 
real kcon, re, para, diams, gradl(15), const(15) 
integer np, i, ma, loops, count3, count, countl, bin(3, np) 




do 80 k=l, ma 
dyda(k)=O 
80 continue 
if(i. le. loops) then 
do 100 j=count, nodes 
if (bin(3, j) eq. I) then 
k=bin(l, i) 
m=count3+qnum(j) 




if(pval(k). eq. 0) then 
y=a(pval(j))-(grad*a(m))-cons 
dyda (pval (j ))=1 
dyda(m)=-grad 
elseif(pval(j). eq. 0) then 
y=-a(pval(k))-(grad*a(m))-cons 
dyda (Pval (k) )= -I 
dyda(m)=-grad 
else 
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y=a(pval(j))-a(pval(k))-(grad*a(m))-cons 
dyda (pval (k) ) =- 1 





elseif((typ(j). eq. 1). or. (typ(j). eq. 9)) then 
laminar pipe OR laminar annular pipe piston/bore 
if(pval(j). eq. 0) then 
Y=a(pval(k))-(conl(j)*a(m)) 
dyda (pval (k) ) =1 . dyda(m)=-conl (j) 
elseif(pval(k). eq. 0) then 
y=-a (pval (j) )- (conl (j) *a (m) 
C 




dyda (pval (k) ) =I . dyda (pval (j) ) =-1 
dyda(m)=-conl(j) 
endif 
Sig (i) =1 0000 
elseif(typ(j). eq. 8) then 
turbulent pipe 
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))- (coni (j) *a (m) ) 
if (a (m) . it. 0) a (m) =a (m) 0 
ree=l .0 








if(pval(j). eq. 0) then 
y=a(pval(k))-(conl(j)*a(m)*(abs(a(m))))- 
c (con2(j)*a(m)*(abs(a(m)))*(ree+(con3(j)+(con4(j) 
c /a (m) )) **xx) ) 
dyda (pval (k) )=1 
dyda(m)=-xl-x2-x3-x4 
elseif(pval(k). eq. 0) then 
y=-a(pval(j))-(conl(j)*a(m)*(abs(a(m))))- 
c (con2(j)*a(m)*(abs(a(m)))*(ree+(con3(j)+(con4(j) 
c /a (m) )) **xx) ) 





c /a (m) )) **xx) ) 
dyda (pval (k) )=1 
dyda (pval (j) ) =-1 
dyda(m)=-xl-x2-x3-x4 
endif 
Sig (i) =1 0000 
elseif(typ(j). eq. 10) then 
turbulent annular pipe piston/bore 
if (a (m) . lt. 
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c **2.0)))*((con3(j)+(con4(j)/a(m)))**xx2) 
if(pval(j). eq. 0) then 
y=a(pval(k))-(conl(j)*a(m)*(abs(a(m))))- 
c (con2(j)*a(m)*(abs(a(m)))*(ree+(con3(j)+(con4(j) 
c /a (m) )) **xx) ) 
dyda (pval (k) )=1 
dyda(m)=-xl-x2-x3-x4 











dyda (pval (k) 1 
dyda (pval (j )-1 
dyda(m)=-xl-x2-x3-x4 
endif 
Sig (i) =1 0000 
elseif(typ(j). eq. 3) then 
filter 
if(pval(j). eq-0) then 
y=a(pval(k))-(conl(j)*a(m))-con2(j) 
dyda (pval (k) )=1. 
elseif (pval (k) eq. 0) then 
y=-a(pval(j))-(conl(j)*a(m))-con2(j) 





dyda (pval (k) )=1. 
dyda (pval (j) ) =- 1 
endif 
dyda (m) =-conl (j) 
sig(i)=10000 
elseif(typ(j). eq. 4) then 
bearing 




elseif(typ(j). eq. 5) then 
crankshaft 
if(pval(k). eq. 0) then 
(j)*a(m))-con2(j) 
y=-a(pval(j))-(conl(j)*a(m))+con2(j) 
dyda (pval (j) ) =-1 
dyda(m)=-conl(j) 
elseif(pval(j). eq. 0) then 
y=a(pval(k))-(conl(j)*a(m))+con2(j) 





dyda (pval (k) ) =1 . dyda(m)=-conl (j) 
dyda (pval (j) 1 
endif 
Sig (i) =1 0000 
elseif(typ(j). eq. 6) then 
camshaft 
(j)*a(m))+con2(j) 
if(pval(k). eq. 0) then 
y=-a(pval(j))-(conl(j)*a(m))+con2(j) 
dyda (pval (j ))=-1 





elseif(pval(j). eq. 0) 
y=a(pval(k))-(conl 
dyda (pval (k) )=1 






dyda (pval (k) )=1 
dyda(m)=-conl (j) 
dyda (pval (j) 
endif 
if(con2(j). lt. 0) then 
Sig (i) =1 0000 
else 
Sig (i) =1 0000 
endif 




call strain(re, para) 
kcon=conl(j)*para 
if(pval(k). eq. 0) then 
y=-a(pval(j))-(((a(m)**2)*(kcon*rho(j)*8))/((pi**2)* 
c(diams**4))) 
dyda (pval (j 
dyda(m)=-(((a(m)*2)*(kcon*rho(j)*8))/((pi**2)* 
c(diams**4))) 
elseif(pval(j). eq. 0) then 
y=a(pval(k))-(((a(m)**2)*(kcon*rho(j)*8))/((pi**2)* 
c(diams**4))) 
dyda (pval (k) 1 
dyda(m)=-(((a(m)*2)*(kcon*rho(j)*8))/((pi**2)* 




dyda (pval (k) ) =I 
dyda(m)=-(((a(m)*2)*(kcon*rho(j)*8))/((pi**2)* 
c (diams**4) )) 
oil cooler 
dyda (pval (j 
endi f 
Sig (i) =1 0000 
elseif(typ(j). eq. 11) then 
if(pval(j). eq. 0) then 
y=a(pval(k))-(con1(j)*a(m)) 
dyda (pval (k) )=1. 
dyda(m)=-conl (j) 
elseif(pval(k). eq. 0) then 
y=-a(pval(j))-(con1(j)*a(m)) 
dyda (pval (j) ) =- 1 




dyda (pval (j) ) =- 1 
dyda (m) con 1 (j 
endif 
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elseif(i. gt. loops) then 
do 150 k=countl, nodes 
if (bin (2, k) . gt. 1) then m=count3+qnum(k) 
y=a(m) 
dyda(m)=l 
do 130 j=l nodes 

















subroutine checkp(pval, bin, ma, a, typ, switchp, count9, check) 
This subroutine is called after each convergence of the program 
for the chosen portion of the oil pump curve. A check is made to 
find if the current pump operating pressure lies within the 
confines of the present linear portion of the curve. It it does 
not, the program is re-run in the neighbouring linear portion. 
real a (ma) , swi t chp (ma) sum integer bin(3, ma), pval(ma), ma, typ(ma), count9, check 
f ormat (1 4x, a) 
check=O 
do i=l, ma 






write(6,1(1xa, f6.2, a)1)1Pump pressure ---------- I, xsum, l bar' 
write(6,1(1xa, f6.2, a)1)1Upper switch pressure I, xptp, l bar' 
write(6,1(1xa, f6.2, a)1)1Lower switch pressure I, xpbt, l bar, 
if(sum. gt. (switchp(count9+1))) then 




elseif(sum. 1t. switchp(count9)) then 
if(count9. ne. 1) then 
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C 
subroutine gettim(ihr, imin, isec, ihund) 
Called by the program to write the time to the output file. 
integer iarray(3) 
call itime(iarray) 








subroutine getdat(iyr, imon, iday) 
Called by the program to write the date to the output file. 
integer iarray (3) 








subroutine turbul(np, trans, qmax, count3, nodes, qnum, pipedia, a, re, 
c neu, rho) 
Subroutine Iturbull is called to check the value of Reynolds 
number in each pipe section of the lubrication system after 
each iteration. The value of Reynolds number is stored in array 
Ire,, and if it is found to be turbulent (greater than 2100), a 
character string I*TI is stored in character array trans'. This 
is used to show the user which flow rate results in turbulent 
flow in one of the included pipes. 
real pipedia(np), a(np), reynold, re(np), rho(np), neu(np), pi 
integer i, np, j, qmax, count, count3, nodes, qnum(np) 
character*2 trans(np) 
pi=3.1415926 54 
do i=l, np 
trans(i)=" 
enddo 
do i=l, qmax 
reynold=O 
count=count3+i 
do j=1, nodes 
if(qnum(j). eq. i)then 
if(pipedia(j). ne. O)then 
re(j)=(rho(j)*4*a(count))/(neu(j)*pi*pipedia(j)) 
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Called after each iteration to inform the user on the programs progress. 
write (6, *) 
write(6,1 (1xa, i3)1)II teration # --- I, k write(6,1 (lxa, i3, a), ) Iitst ----- ----- -- itst, I \(convergence at 3 C\)' 
write(6,1 (lxa, lp, i2, a )')Isection #I, icount, l on oil pump curve' 
write(6,1 (1xa, e1O. 4)1 )Ichisq ---- ----- 1, chisq 
write(6,1 (Ixa, e1O. 4)1 )Ialamda --- ----- 1, alamda 
write(6, * ) 
4- 










Called when the program has finished running. Informs the user that the results are stored in output file lans. out'. 




write(6,1)1 The Iteration procedure has converged and the flow, 
write(6,1)1 model has finished running., 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1(15xa, i3)1)'Iteration # --- I, k 
write(6,1(15xa, lp, i2, a)-')-'section #I, icount, l on oil pump curve, 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1)1 The results for the pressures and flow rates, 
write(6,1)1 throughout the lubrication system are stored in the' 
write(6,1)1 output file ANS. OUT. 1 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1)1 These results have also been stored in the file' 
write(6,1)1 PANDQ. OUT, in a suitable format for use in the Heat' 














subroutine speed(rpm, itemp, units) 
Subroutine speed is called to allow the user to select the 
required engine speed and sump oil temperature. 
parameter(np=20) 
real temp, temtot(np), visco(np), densit(np) 
real rpm, grad(15), const(15), switchp(15), minsp, maxsp, pratio 
real tempmin, tempmax 
integer units, iminsp, imaxsp, count9, nn, itempmin, itempmax, itemp 
format (1 4x, a) 
rpm=1000 
call pump2(rpm, grad, const, switchp, count9, minsp, maxsp, pratio) 
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if(units. eq. 26)then 
read(26,1(a)', err=3000) 
endif 





100 format(, What is the engine speed (rpm) ............. c ..... . $) 




call reals(rpm, units) 
goto 2000 
1000 call error(units) 
goto 10 
2000 write(6, *) 
iminsp=int(minsp*pratio/1.0) 
imaxsp=int(maxsp*pratio/0.3) 
if((rpm. gt. imaxsp). or. (rpm. 1t. iminsp)) then 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1)1 WARNING The engine speed range is constrained' 
write(6,1)1 by the known range of speeds for the oil pump. ' 
write(6,1)1 This data is stored in input file 11pumpdat2. inp11.1 
write(6,1)1 At present the engine speed can only be within the' 
write(6,1(14xa, 1p, i5, a, i5, a)1)1 range 1, iminsp, 1 - 1, imaxsp, 1 rp 
cm -, 
write(6,1)1 (using pump drive ratios in the range 0.3 to 1.0), 





write(15, *) rpm 
call shut( ) 
if(units. eq. 26)then 
read (26,1 (a) err=301 0) 
endif 





200 format(' What is the sump oil temperature (deg C)... 
c ..... . $) 
read(units, *, err=1010) temp 
call reals(temp, units) 
goto 2010 
1010 call error(units) 
goto 20 
2010 write(6, *) 
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read (24, *) 
read(24, *) (temtot(i), i=l, nn) 
read(24, *) 
read(24, *) (visco(i), i=l, nn) 
read(24, *) 




do i=l, nn 
if(temtot(i). lt. tempmin)tempmin 




if((temp. 1t. tempmin). or. 
write (6, *) 
write(6,1)1 WARNING !! The oil 
write(6,1)' by the known range 
write(6,1)1 This data is stored 
write(6,1)1 At present the oil 
write(6,1(14xa, lp, i4, a, i4, a)')' 
cpmax, 1 deg C' 











(temp. gt. tempmax)) then 
99 
temperature range is constrained' 
of oil temperatures for the oil., 
in input file Iloilvis. inp-. 1 
temperature can only be within' 
the range 1, itempmin, ' to , item 
100 
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****** * ***** ******* *** * **** * **** **** **** ******* ***** **** ** ** ** * *** 
parameter (mp=350) 
real con3(mp), aa(mp), a(mp), y(mp) 
real temtot(mp), visco(mp), densit(mp), specht(mp), prandtl(mp) 
real alamda, ochisq, chisq, sig(mp), tempin 
real covar(mp, mp), alpha(mp, mp) 
real pipedia(mp), pipelen(mp) 
real rpm, airin, airout, airspeed 
integer i, nodes, count3, qmax, qnum(mp), pnum(mp) 
integer bin(3, mp), nn, np, ma, npt, lista(mp), mfit, itst 
integer typ(mp), icount, temval(mp) 
integer pval (mp) 





1 format (1 4x, a) 
333 format(15i4) 




call datainp(mp, np, nodes, count3, qmax, qnum, pnum, aa, bin, 
c typ, pval, pipedia, pipelen, nn, temtot, visco, densit, 
c specht, prandtl, rpm, title, fname2) 
open(17, file =Iechonl2. fill) 
write(17,1(a)')' ------------------ System Title' 
write(17,1(a)')title 
write(17,1(a)')' ------------------ Flow Model input SHADOW 
write (17,1 (a) 1) f name2 
file, 
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call shut 
units2=5 
50 call welcom2(units2, num2) 
if (num2. eq. 2) then 
call readf2(fname3, units2) 








call values2(np, bin, typ, nodes, con3, bdfile, units2, tempin, 
cairin, airout, airspeed) 
icount=O 
ma=O 
do i=l, np 
temval(i)=O 
enddo 
do i=l, np 








elseif((typ(i). eq. 9). or. (typ(i). eq. 10)) then 
ma=ma+l 
icount=icount+l 
temval W =icount 















do j=l, np 
if(temval(j). eq. ncount)then 
k=bin(l, i) 






elseif((typ(j). eq. l). or. (typ(j). eq. 8). or. (typ(j). eq. 5) 
c. or. (typ(j). eq. 6). or. (typ(j). eq. 9). or. (typ(j). eq. 10)) then 
if(temval(k). ne. O)then 
if(con3(j). ge. a(temval(k)))then 
a (temval (j) ) =a (temval (k) ) +0.1 
else 
a (temval (j) ) =a (temval (k) ) -0.1 
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endi f 
else 







elseif(typ(j). eq. 4)then 

















call mrqmin(y, sig, npt, a, ma2, lista, mfit, 
" covar, alpha, ma2, chisq, alamda, 
" tempin, nodes, bin, count3, qnum, 
" typ, pval, temtot, visco, densit, specht, prandtl, np, nn, 
" pipelen, pipedia, con3, aa, temval, bdfile, airin, airout, airspeed) 
itst=O 
30 call screenw2(k, chisq, itst, alamda) 
k=k+l 
ochisq=chisq 
call mrqmin(y, sig, npt, a, ma2, lista, mfit, 
" covar, alpha, ma2, chisq, alamda, 
" tempin, nodes, bin, count3, qnum, 
" typ, pval, temtot, visco, densit, specht, prandtl, np, nn, 
" pipelen, pipedia, con3, aa, temval, bdfile, airin, airout, airspeed) 
if(chisq. gt. ochisq) then 





elseif(abs(ochisq-chisq). lt. 0.1) then 
itst=itst+l 
endif 
if(itst. 1t. 3) then 
goto 30 
endif 
call screenw2(k, chisq, itst, alamda) 
k=k+l 
alamda=O 
call mrqmin(y, sig, npt, a, ma2, lista, mfit, 
" covar, alpha, ma2, chisq, alamda, 
" tempin, nodes, bin, count3, qnum, 
" typ, pval, temtot, visco, densit, specht, prandtl, np, nn, 
" pipelen, pipedia, con3, aa, temval, bdfile, airin, airout, airspeed) 
call finish2(k, chisq, itst, alamda) 
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call writef2(title, fname2, rpm, nodes, typ, a, np, temval, tempin, fname3, 
*airin, airout, airspeed) 
close(17) 







subroutine mrqmin(y, sig, ndata, a, ma, lista, mfit, 
" covar, alpha, nca, chisq, alamda, 
" tempin, nodes, bin, count3, qnum, 
" typ, pval, temtot, visco, densit, specht, prandtl, np, nn, 
" pipelen, pipedia, con3, aa, temval, bdfile, airin, airout, airspeed) 
Subroutine mrqmin contains the levenberg-marquardt least mean 
squares algorithm, which attemts to reduce the value of chi^2 
of a fit between ndata points x(i), y(i) with individual standard deviations sig(i), and a non-linear function dependent on ma 
coefficients a. 
Array lista numbers the parameters a such that the first mfit 
elements correspond to values actually being adjusted, the 
remaining ma-mit parameters are held at their input values. 
The program returns current best-fit values for the ma fit 
parameters a, and chi^2 = chisq . The arrays covar(nca, nca), 
alpha(nca, nca) where nca > or = mfit, are used as working space 
during most iterations. 
Subroutine funcs returns the fitting function yfit and its 
derivatives dyda. On the first call an initial guess is made for 
a, and alamda is set to 0.001 for initialisation. 
If a step succeeds, chisq becomes smaller and alamda decreases by 
a factor of 10. If a step fails alamda grows by a factor of 10. 
Subroutine funcs is called repeatedly until convergence is 
achieved. A final call is then made with alamda=O, and if the 
gauss-jordan linear matrix solver is used, the covariance matrix 
covar(i, j) and the curvature matrix alpha(i, j) are returned. 
parameter (mmax=350) 
dimension lista(ma), beta(mmax), da(mmax) 
integer bin(np, np), count3, qnum(np), typ(np), pval(np) 
integer indx(mmax), mfit, nca, ma, ndata, nodes, temval(np) 
real d, y(ndata), sig(ndata), a(np), covar(nca, nca), atry(mmax) 
real alpha(nca, nca), chisq, tempin, alamda 
real temtot(np), visco(np), densit(np), specht(np), prandtl(np) 
real pipelen(np), pipedia(np), con3(np), aa(np) 
character*14 bdfile(np) 
if(alamda. 1t. 0. )then 
kk--mfit+l 
do 12 j=l, ma 
ihit=O 
do 11 k=l, mfit 
if(lista(k). eq. j)ihit=ihit+l 
11 continue 
if (ihit. eq. 0) then 
lista(kk)=j 
kk=kk+l 
else if (ihit. gt. 1) then 
pause 'improper permutation in listal 
endif 
12 continue 
if (kk. ne. (ma+l)) pause improper permutation in lista' 
alamda=0.001 
call mrqcof(y, sig, ndata, a, ma, lista, mfit, alpha, beta, nca, chisq, 
c tempin, nodes, ma, bin, count3, qnum, 
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c typ, pval, temtot, visco, densit, specht, prandtl, np, nn, c pipelen, pipedia, con3, aa, temval, bdfile, airin, airout, airspeed) ochisq=chisq 




do 15 j=l, mfit 
do 14 k=l, mfit 
covar (j , k) =alpha (j , k) 14 continue 
covar(j, j)=alpha(j, j)*(l. +alamda) 
da(j)=beta(j) 
15 continue 
call ludcmp(covar, mfit, nca, indx, d) 
call lubksb(covar, mfit, nca, indx, da) 
if(alamda. eq. 0. )then 
call covsrt(covar, nca, ma, lista, mfit) 
return 
endif 
do 16 j=l, mfit 
atry(lista(j))=a(lista(j))+da(j) 
16 continue 
call mrqcof(y, sig, ndata, atry, ma, lis*-. -., mfit, covar, da, nca, chisq, 
c tempin, nodes, ma, bin, count3, qnum, 
c typ, pval, temtot, visco, densit, specht, prandtl, np, nn, 
c pipelen, pipedia, con3, aa, temval, bdfile, airin, airout, airspeed) if(chisq. 1t. ochisq)then 
alamda=O. I*alamda 
ochisq=chisq 
do 18 j=l, mfit 
do 17 k=l, mfit 














subroutine mrqcof(y, sig, ndata, a, ma, lista, mfit, alpha, beta, nalp, 
c chisq, tempin, nodes, ma2, bin, count3, qnum, 
c typ, pval, temtot, visco, densit, specht, prandtl, np, nn, 
c pipelen, pipedia, con3, aa, temval, bdfile, airin, airout, airspeed) 
Subroutine mrqcof is called by routine mrqmin to evaluate the 
linearised fitting matrix alpha, and vector beta. 
parameter (mmax=350) 
dimension beta(ma), lista(mfit) 
integer count, bin(np, np), count3, qnum(np), typ(np), pval(np) 
integer ndata, ma, ma2, np, nn, nodes, temval(np) 
real a(np), y(ndata), sig(ndata), alpha(nalp, nalp), ymod, dyda(mmax) 
real tempin, temtot(np), visco(np), densit(np), specht(np) 
real prandtl(np) 
real pipelen(np), pipedia(np), con3(np), aa(np) 
real tempin2 
character*14 bdfile(np) 
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count=2 
do 12 j=l, mfit 






do 15 i=l, ma 
call funcs2(tempin, ymod, nodes, ma, dyda, i, count, bin, count3, qnum, 
c typ, pval, temtot, visco, densit, specht, prandtl, np, nn, 
c pipelen, pipedia, con3, a, aa, sig, tempin2, temval, bdfile, 
c airin, airout, airspeed) 
sig2i=l ./ (sig (i) *sig (i) dy=y (i) -ymod 
do 14 j=l, mfit 
wt=dyda(lista(j))*sig2i 
do 13 k=l, j 






do 17 j=2, mfit 
do 16 k=l, j-l 





subroutine lubksb(a, n, np, indx, b) 
Solves the set of n linear equations a. x=b. Here a is input, not 
as the matrix a but rather as its lu decomposition, determined by 
the routine ludcmp. b is input as the right-hand side vector b, 
and returns with the solution vector x. 
dimension a(np, np), indx(n), b(n) 
ii=o 




if (ii. ne. O)then 
do 11 j=ii, i-1 
sum=sum-a (i, j) *b (j) 
11 continue 





do 14 i=n, l, -l 
sum=b(i) 
if(i. 1t. n)then 




b (i) =sum/a (i, i) 
14 continue 



















subroutine ludcmp(a, n, np, indx, d) 
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Subroutine ludcmp is called by routine mrqmin to solve the 
linearised fitting matrix alpha and vector beta by the lu 
decomposition method. This routine is used in conjunction with 
routine lubksb. 
Given an nxn matrix a, with physical dimension np, this routine 
replaces it by the lu decomposition of a rowwise permutation of 
itself. a and n are input, a is output. indx is an output vector 
which records the row permutation effected by the partial 
pivoting. d is output as either +1 or -1 depending on whether the 
number of row interchanges was even or odd, respectively. 
parameter (nmax=350, tiny=1. Oe-20) 
dimension a(np, np), indx(n), vv(nmax) 
d=1. 
do 12 i=l, n 
aamax=O. 
do 11 j=l, n 
if (abs(a(i, j)). gt. aamax) aamax=abs(a(i, i)) 
11 continue 
if (aamax. eq. 0. ) pause singular matrix. ' 
vv W=1. / aamax 
12 continue 
do 19 j=l, n 
if (j. gt. 1) then 
do 14 i=l, j-l 
sum=a(i, j) 
if (i. gt. l)then 
do 13 k=l, i-I 







do 16 i=j, n 
sum=a(i, j) 
if (j. gt. l)then 
do 15 k=l, j-l 










if (j. ne. imax)then 
do 17 k=l, n 
dum=a(imax, k) 




vv (imax) =vv (j) 
















indx (j) =imax 
if(i. ne. n)then 
if(a(j, j). eq. 0. )a(j, j)=tiny 
dum=l . /a (j, j) do 18 i=j+l, n 




if(a(n, n). eq. 0. )a(n, n)=tiny 
return 
end 
subroutine values2(np, bin, typ, nodes, con3, bdfile, units2, tempin, 
cairin, airout, airspeed) 
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Subroutine values2 scrolls through array 'bin' and Ityp', and 
prompts the user to input the required values for each component. 
The user is prompted for the wall temperature of each pipe 
section, and for each bearing - the name of the data file which 
contains the temperature map. For the oil cooler - the temperature 
and velocity of the air are required. 
real con3(np), ts, tempin, airspeed 
integer np, bin(3, np), typ(np), nodes, j, k, units2 
character*14 bdfile(np) 
format (1 4x, a) 
if(units2. eq. 27)then 
read(27,1(a)', err=3110) 
endif 





4110 write(6,1)1 What is the temperature of the oil at' 
write(6,390) 
390 format(, inlet ? (Deg C) 1$) 
read(units2, *, err=5110)tempin 
call reals2(tempin, units2) 
goto 6110 
5110 call error(units2) 
goto 4110 
6110 write(17 I *)tempin 
call shut( ) 
tempin=tempin+0.01 
write(6, *) 
do j=1, nodes 
if(bin(3, j). eq. l)then 
k=bin(l, i) 
if((typ(j). eq. 1). or. (typ(j). eq. 8))then 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1(24xa, i3, a, i3)1) 'For the section l, k, l to ', j 
write(6,1(24x, a)1)1which is a pipe:, 
if(units2. eq. 27)then 
read (27,1 (a) I, err=31 20) 
endif 
3120 write(17,1(lxa, i3, a, i4)1)1 ------------------ Data for PIPE 
c ----------------------- /, k, l tol, j 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
Heat Transfer Program 






What is the wall temp (deg C) .. 
read(units2, *, err=5120)ts 








elseif((typ(j). eq. 9). or. (typ(j). eq. 10))then 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1(24xa, i3, a, i3)1) 'For the section I, k, I to I, j 





i: t(unitS2. eq. 27)then 
read (27,1 (a) I, err=31 24) 
endif 
write(17,1(lxa, i3, a, i4)1)1 ------------------ 




read(units2, *, err=5124)ts 








elseif(typ(j). eq. 5)then 
write(6, *) 
Data for ANNU 
write(6,1(24xa, i3, a, i3)1) 'For the section I, k, I to I, j 
write(6,1(24x, a)')Iwhich is a crankshaft transfer hole: ' 
if(units2. eq. 27)then 
read(27,, I(a),, err=3130) 
endif 
3130 write(17,1(lxa, i3, a, i4)1)1 ------------------ Data for CRAN 
cKSHAFT TRANSFER HOLE --- I, k, I tol, j 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
4130 write (6,412) 
read(units2, *, err=5130)ts 
call reals2(ts, units2) 
goto 6130 
5130 call error(units2) 
goto 4130 
6130 con3(j)=ts 
write (17, *) ts 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
elseif(typ(j). eq. 6)then 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1(24xa, i3, a, i3)1) 'For the section l, k, ' to ', j 
write(6, `(24x, a)I)Iwhich is a cam bearing transfer hole: ' 
if(units2. eq. 27)then 
read(27,1(a),, err=3140) 
endif 
3140 write(17,1(lxa, i3, a, i4)1)1 ------------------ Data for CAM 
cBEARING TRANSFER HOLE -- l, k,, / tol, j 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
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4140 write (6,412) 
read(units2, *, err=5140)ts 
call reals2(ts, units2) 
goto 6140 






el seif (typ (j ) eq. 4) then 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1(24xa, i3, a, i3)1) 'For the section l, k, l to I, j 
write(6,1(24x, a)')Iwhich is a bearing: ' if(units2. eq. 27)then 
read (2 7,1 (a) I, err=31 50) 
endif 
3150 write(17,, I(lxa, i3, a, i4)1)1 ------------------ Data for BEAR cING -------------------- -- k,, tol, j 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
4150 write (6,414) 
414 format(' What is the bearing data file name 
read(units2,1(a),, err=5150)bdfile(j) 
call charac32(bdfile(j), units2) 
goto 6150 
5150 call error(units2) 
goto 4150 
6150 write (17,1 (a) 1) bdf ile (j) 
call shut( ) 
elseif(typ(j). eq. 11)then 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1(24xa, i3, a, i3)1) 'For the section l, k, l to I, j 
write(6,1(24x, a), )Iwhich is an oil cooler: ' 
if(units2. eq. 27)then 
read (27,1 (a) 1, err=3160) 
endif 
3160 write (17,1 (1 xa, A, a, i4) 1) 1 ------------------ Data for OIL 




What is the inlet air temp (Deg c) 416 format(' 
read(units2, *, err=5160)airin 
call reals2(airin, units2) 
goto 6160 
5160 call error(units2) 
goto 4160 
6160 write(17, *)airin 
call shut( ) 
airout=airin+10-0 
write(6, *) 
4170 write(6,1)1 what is the air velocity through the' 
write(6,1)' oil cooler. The recommendation is' 
write(6,418) 
20% of the vehicle velocity (m/s) 418 format(' 
read(units2, *, err=5170)airspeed 
call reals2(airspeed, units2) 
goto 6170 
5170 call error(units2) 
goto 4170 
6170 write(17, *)airspeed 












subroutine funcs2(tempin, y, nodes, ma, dyda, i, count, bin, count3, 
Subroutine funcs is called by routine mrqcof to represent each 
element by its heat transfer relationship. 
IT calculates both the function y, and the partial derivatives 
dyda (na) . The value f or the standard deviation sig (i) f or each 
relationship is also returned. 
" qnum, typ, pval, temtot, visco, densit, specht, 
" prandtl, np, nn, pipelen, pipedia, con3, a, aa, sig, tempin2, temval, 
" bdfile, airin, airout, airspeed) 
real tempin, y, dyda(np), temtot(nn), visco(nn), densit(nn), specht(nn) 
real prandtl(nn), temp, pipelen(np), pipedia(np), con3(np) 
real a(np), aa(np) 
real rho, neu, neus, cp, pr, vel, pi, re, therc, nusselt, filmcoe, mdot 
real aal, aa2, aa3, aa4, aa5, aa6, sig(np) 
real tempin2 
integer nodes, ma, np, nn, i, count, bin(3, np), count3, qnum(np), typ(np) 
integer pval(np), j, k, m, temval(np) 
character*14 bdfile(np) 
pi=3 . 141592654 
Y=0.0 
do k=l, ma 
dyda(k)=O 
enddo 
do 100 j=count, nodes 
if(bin(3, j). eq. 1) then 
k=bin(l, i) 
m=count3+qnum(j) 
if((typ(j)-eq-1). or. (typ(j). eq. 8). or. (typ(j). eq-5) 
c. or. (typ (j eq. 6) . or. 
(typ (i eq. 9) . or - (typ 
(j eq. 10) ) then 
PIPES 






call interp(temtot, densit, nnftemp, rho) 
call interp(temtotfvisco, nn, temp, neu) 
call interp(temtotfvisco, nn, con3(j), neus) 
call interp(temtot, spechtfnn, temp, cp) 




if((typ(j). eq. 8). or. (typ(j). eq. 10))then 
nusselt=0.027*(re**0.8)*(pr**(1.0/3.0))* 
c( (neu/neus) **0.14) 
else 
tempory=(pipedia(j)/pipelen(j))*re*pr 










if (temval (k) eq. 0) then 




















Sig (i) =1 00.0 
else 








elseif(typ(j). eq. 4)then 
BEARING 





elseif(typ(j). eq. 11)then 
OIL COOLER 
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call cooler(temval, j, k, a, m, aa, airin, airout, airspeed, 










subroutine interp(xa, ya, n, x, y) 
Subroutine linterp, is a simple linear interpolation routine. 
Subroutine 'locate, is called to find the position in an ordered 
table, and linterp, interpolates between the two surounding 
points. This routine proves to be more stable than the polynomial 
interpolation routine 1polint, for ordered ascending or 




real xa(n), ya(n), x, y, ratio, diff 
integer n, jj, kk 
























Subroutine covsrt is called by routine mrqmin when convergence 
has been achieved. 
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Given the covariance matrix covar of a fit for mfit of ma 
parameters, and their ordering lista (i) , the covariance matrix is 
repacked tothe true order of the parameters. ncvm is the physical 
dimension of covar. 
dimension lista(mfit) 
real covar(ncvm, ncvm) 
do 12 j=l, ma-1 




do 14 i=1 mfit-1 
do 13 j=i+l, mfit 
if(lista(j). gt. lista(i)) then 
covar(lista(j), lista(i))=covar(i, i) 
else 





do 15 j=l, ma 
covar (1 ,j) =covar 




do 16 j=2, mfit 
covar(lista(j), lista(j))=covar(l, i) 
16 continue 
do 18 j=2, ma 
do 17 i=l, j-l 








subroutine locate(xx, n, x, j) 
* 
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Extracted from numerical recipes' subroutine locate, finds a 
table entry by bisection. Given an array xx of length n, and 
given a value x, returns a value j such that x is between xx(j) 
and xx(j+l). 
real xx(n), x 
j1=0 
ju=n+l 
10 if (ju-jl. gt. 1 )then 
jm=(ju+jl) /2 










subroutine datainp (mp, np, nodes, count 3, qmax, qnum, pnum, aa, bin, 
c typ, pval, pipedia, pipelen, nn, temtot, visco, densit, 
c specht, prandtl, rpm, title, fname2) 
This subroutine is called to extract the pressure and flow 
rate data and the layout of the lubrication system, from 
the data file 'pandq. out'. This data file is generated on 
each run of the non-linear flow program flow,. 
The oil property data is also extracted from data file 
loilvis. inpl. 
parameter(mmp=350) 
real aa(mp), temtot(mp), visco(mp), densit(mp), specht(mp) 
real prandtl(mp), pipedia(mp), pipelen(mp) 
real rpm 
integer i, j, mp, np, nodes, count3, qmax, qnum(mp), pnum(mp) 
integer bin(3, mp), nn, typ(mp), pval(mp), beartyp(mmp) 
character title*20 
character fname2*1 1 
open(40, file=lpandq. outl, status=loldl) 
read(40, *) 
read(40,1(a), )title 
if(title. eq. 1 I)title=ln/al 
read(40, *) 
read (4 0, -' (a) 1) f name2 
if(fname2. eq., I)fname2=ln/al 
read(40, *) 








read (4 0, *) qmax 
read(40, *) 
1 format (1 4x, a) 
333 format(15i4) 
444 f ormat (2x, 5e 13.5) 
read(40,333)(qnum(j), j=l, np) 
read(40, *) 
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read(40,333)(pnum(j), j=l, np) 
read(40, *) 
read(40,444)(aa(j), j=l, np) 
read(40, *) 
read(40,3.3.3)(bin(l, j), j=l, np) 
read(40, *) 
read(40,333)(bin(2, j), j=l, np) 
read(40, *) 
read(40,333)(bin(3, j), j=l, np) 
read(40, *) 
read (4 0,333) (typ (j j np) 
read(40, *) 
read (4 0,3.3-3) (pval (j j1, np) 
read(40, *) 
read (4 0,4 4 4) (pipedi a (j j np) 
read(40, *) 
read(40,444)(pipelen(j), j=l, np) 
read(40, *) 
read (4 0,3 .3 -3) (beartyp (j j np) close(40) 










'Oilvis. inp, status='old') 
read(24, *) (temtot(i), i=l, nn) 
read(24, *) 
read(24, *) (visco(i), i=l, nn) 
read(24, *) 
read(24, *) (densit(i), i=l, nn) 
read(24, *) 
read(24, *) (specht(i), i=l, nn) 
read(24, *) 








subroutine writef2(title, fname2, rpm, nodes, typ, a, np, temval, tempin, 
c fname3, airin, airout, airspeed) 
When the results have 
the results have also 
Subr outine 'writef2l 
File Itemper. out' sto 
the program is ru n. 
file oil-t. out', for 
converged, the user is informed that 
been temporarily stored in an output file. 
is called to write the data to this file. 
res the results, but is overwritten each time 
The results are also written to the output 
use in the flow and engine block programs. 
parameter(mp=350) 
real a(np), rpm, tempin, ans(mp) 
integer i, np, nodes, typ(np), temval(np) 
character title*20 
character fname2*11, fname3*11 
444 format(2x, 5el3.5) 
open(3l, file=loil-t. out, ) 
do j=l, np 
ans (j) =a (temval (j) ) 
if(temval(j). eq. O. O)ans(j)=tempin 
Heat Transfer Program 
enddo 
write 31 444) (ans (j) ,j =1 , np) write(31, *)Iheat transfer shadow file, 
write(31,1(a)')fname3 
close(31) 
open(20, file=ltemper. out') 
write(20, *) 
4- -I ') nn 
VY-L -L Lt: -- k 4V ,'k , DX , C-J) ')' UUtpUt tiie TEMPER. OUT' 
write(20, *) 
write(20,1(10x, a, a)')'System title 
write(20, *) 
write(20,1(10xa, a)')'Flow Program 
write(20, *) 
write(20,1(10xa, a)')'Heat Transfer 
c I, fname3 
write(20, *) 
write(20,1(10x, a, f6.0, a)')'Engine 
write(20, *) 
-- ' title 
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run with shadow file -- I, fname2 
Program run with shadow file -- 
speed -- , rpm, ' rpm, 
wra--ceýzu, iux, a, tb. U, a), ) 'Oil inlet temperature tempin, I deg 
c C, 
do j=1 mp 
if (typ(j) eq. 1 1 )then 
write(20, *) 
wra. teý, zu,, (iuxa)l)Ivaiues 
write(20, *) 
write(20,1(10x, a, f6.2, a), 
c C, 
write(20,1(10x, a, f6.2, a)l 
cg C, 
write(20,1(10x, a, f6.2, a), 
I 
for oil cooler:, 
'Air iniet temperature --- 1, airin, ' deg 
'Air outlet temperature -- 1, airout, ' de 






write(20,1(26x, a)')'The Value of Oil Temperature at: ' 
write(20, *) 
write(20,10)(i, ans(i), i=l, nodes) 
















This subroutine is called by the subroutine Ifuncs2l for 
each bearing in the system. This subroutine extracts the 
temperature map from the relevant data file, the name of 
which is stored in the character array 'bdfile'. The 
oil output temperature is interpolated from this data, 
given the feed pressure and inlet temperature. 
parameter(mp=350) 
real table(3,8,13), a(np), aa(np), point(mp), press(mp) 
real aval, temperat(mp), table2(mp) 
real xl, x2, yl, y2, C, M, YYidyda(np) 
integer jj, kk, jjj 
integer i, n, k, npoint, npress, np, pval(np), temval(np) 
character*14 bdfile(np) 















read(28,1(7(lx, f9.3)), )(table(1,1, n), n=l, npoint) 
read(28, *) 
read(28, *) 
do i=2, npress+l 
read(28, *) 
read(28,1(7(lx, f9.3)), )(table(l, i, n), n=l, npoint) 
enddo 
close(28) 
do i=l, npress 
press(i)=real(i)*I. OE+05 
enddo 
do i=l, npoint 
do k=l, npress 
point(k)=table(l, k+l, i) 
enddo 
aaa=aa (pval (kk) ) 
call interp(press, point, npress, aaa, aval) 
temperat(i)=aval 
enddo 
do i=1, npoint 
bb=table (I ,1, i) table2(i)=bb 
enddo 
aaaa=a(temval(kk)) 
call locate(table2, npoint, aaaa, jjj) 
if(jjj. eq. O)jjj=l 
xl=table2(jjj) 
x2=table2(jjj+l) 





dyda (t emval (kk) =m 







subroutine welcom2(units2, num) 
Subroutine welcom is the first screen seen by the user. The user 
is given the choice of various methods of running the program. 
integer units2, num 
1 format (1 4x, a) 
if(units2. eq. 27)then 
read(27,1(a)', err=3000) 
read (27,1 (a) err=3000) 
read (27,1 (a) err=3000) 
read(27,1(a)', err=3000) 
read (27,1 (a) 1, err=3000) 
endif 
3000 write(6, *) 




write(6,1)1 Welcome to the HEAT TRANSFER section of the engine' 
write(6,1)1 lubrication simulation program. ' 
write(6,1)1 This section will ONLY work if the Flow Model has' 
write(6,1)1 been run, which will initialise the system layout' 





write(6,1)1 Please select which route you would like to take 
write(6,1)1 by typing the appropriate number: 
write(6,1)1 
write(6, I)l 
write(6,1)1 I ... Construct a new system (input the wall 
write(6,1)' temperatures from scratch ). 
write(6,1)1 2 ... model a system whose heat transfer data is 







read(units2, *, err=1000) num 
call integ2(num, units2) 
goto 299 
1000 call error(units2) 
goto 9 
299 if(num. eq. 1) then 
write(17,1(a)')' ------------------ modelling Method' 
write(17, *) num 
call shut( 
endif 
if((num. lt. 1). or. (num. gt. 2)) then 
write(6, *) 
write(6, *) 
write(6, I)l WARNING Please only type a1 or a 2.1 











subroutine readf2(fname3, units2) 
If the user decides to run the program from a shadow file, 
then the program calls subroutine readfl to ask the user for 
the name of the shadow file. 
character fname3*11, type*l 
integer units2 
1 format (1 4x, a) 
20 format(lx, a) 
write(6, *) 
30 write(6,1)1****************** 
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write (6, *) 
write(6,1)1 Do you want to name (N) the shadow fi-le you .,; 2-sh' write(6,1)1 to use, or do you want to use (U) the default' 
write(6,1)1 file name 11SHADOW2. FIL11 which is the name given to' 
write(6,1)1 the shadow file formed during the last run of the' 
write(6,1)1 Heat Transfer program 
write(6, *) 
write(6, *) 
35 write (6,100) 
100 format(' 1$) 
read(units2,1(a)', err=1000) type 
goto 2000 
1000 call error(units2) 
goto 30 




write(6,1)1 What is the name of the shadow file? Please 





200 format(, 1$) 
read(units2,1(a),, err=1001) fname3 
goto 2001 
1001 call error (units2) 
goto 40 
2001 write(6, *) 
else if((type. eq., U'). or. (type. eq. lul)) then 




write(6,1)' WARNING Please only type aN or a U-1 














subroutine shut( ) 
This subroutine closes the echo file and imediately re-opens it. 
This ensures that the information input by the user is saved. 
close (17) 










subroutine integ2(value, units2) 
This subroutine is called to write integer numbers to the 
screen, from the echo file. 
integer value, units2 
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1 format (1 x, i 3) 
if(units2. eq. 27) then 












This subroutine is called to write real numbers to the 
screen, from the echo file. 
integer units2 
real value 
1 format (1x, 1p, el 0.4) 














This subroutine is called to write 20 character long 

















Called after each iteration to inform the user on the programs 
progress. 
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write (6, *) 
write(6,1(lxa, i3)1), Iteration # --- I, k 
write(6,1(lxa, i3, a), )Iitst ---------- -- itst, l \(convergence at 3 
C\), 
write(6,1(lxa, elO. 4)1)lchisq --------- I, chisq 












Called when the program has finished running. Informs the user 
that the results are stored in output file Itemper. out'. 




write(6,1)1 The Iteration procedure has converged and the Heat' 
write(6,1)1 Transfer model has finished running., 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1(15xa, i3)1)1Iteration # --- 1, k 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1)1 The results for the oil temperatures throughout the' 
write(6,1)1 lubrication system are stored in the output file' 
write(6,1)1 TEMPER. OUT. 1 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1)1 These results have also been stored in the file/ 
write(6,1)1 OIL-T. OUT, in a suitable format for use in the Flow' 











subroutine cooler(temval, ij, ik, a, m, aa, airin, airout, airspeed, 
ctempin, y, dyda) 
* 
This subroutine is called by subroutine Ifuncs2l to represent 
the oil cooler. This subroutine contains the oil cooler model. 
The oil output temperature is calculated, given the inlet 
temperature of the oil and air, and the air velocity. 
parameter(np=350, mp=40) 
real a(np), aa(np), temtot(mp), visco(mp), densit(mp), specht(mp) 
real prandtl(mp), airin, airout, airspeed, tempin, temp 
- 
o, temp a 
real tempair(mp), airdens(mp), airvisc(mp), airspec(mP), airtHerm(mp) 
real airpran(mp), thermcon(mp), rho_a, rho-o, neu-a, neu-o, cp-a, cp-o 
real k a, k_o, pr_a, pr o, tubelen, tubedep, tubewid, tubewal, tubegap 
real týibefins, finswa-f-o, finslen, airfins, finswal-a, thercon 
real diagon 
- 




a, hydiam-o, hydiam-a, sarea-o 
real sarea 
T 
a, ffarea_o, ffarea_a, mdot-o, mdot-a, velmas-o, velmas-a 
real re 
- 
o, re_a, refins(mp), para 
- 

























o, const3_a, htcoef-o, htcoef-a 
real mdotcp_o, mdotcp 
- 
a, mdotcpmin, mdotcpmax, uamin, caprat, ntu 
real ntuval(mp), capacr(mp), effectiv(mp, mp), temporar(mp), tempor(mp) 
real effect, y, dyda(np) 
integer ij, ik, temval(np), m, nn, nnn, ntubes, i, npoint, npoints 
integer ncurves 










read(24, *) (temtot(i), i=l, nn) 
read(24, *) 
read(24, *) (visco(i), i=l, nn) 
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read (24, *) 
read(24, *) (densit(i), i=l, nn) 
read(24, *) 
read(24, *) (specht(i), i=l, nn) 
read(24, *) 
read(24, *) (prandtl(i), i=l, nn) 
close(24) 









bpen(35, file=lairprop. inpl) 
read(35, *) 
read (3 5, *) nnn 
read(35, *) 
read(35, *)(tempair(i), i=1, nnn) 
read(35, *) 
read(35, *)(airdens(i), i=1, nnn) 
read(35, *) 
read(35, *)(airvisc(i), i=1, nnn) 
read(35, *) 
read(35, *)(airspec(i), i=1, nnn) 
read(35, *) 
read(35, *)(airtherm(i), i=1, nnn) 
close(35) 
do i=l, nnn 
airpran(i)=(airvisc(i)*airspec(i))/airtherm(i) 
enddo 










call interp(tempair, airspec, nnn, temp 
- 
a, cp-a) 





call interp(tempair, airpran, nnn, temp_a, pr_a) 
do i=l, nn 
thermcon(i)=(visco(i)*specht(i))/prandtl(i) 
enddo 










call interp(temtot, specht, nn, temp 
- 
o, cp-o) 





call interp(temtot, prandtl, nn, temp_o, pr_o) 
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-a sarea o=(tubefins*(tubewid-(2*tubewal))*diagon_o*2*tubelen)+ 
c(2*(tilbewid-(2*tubewa1))*tubelen) 














c (mdot a*cp a))+airin 
temp a=(airin+airout)/2 
call interp(tempair, airdens, nnn, temp a, rho a) 
call interp(tempair, airvisc, nnn, temp a, neu a) 
call interp(tempair, airspec, nnn, temp-a, cp-a) 
call interp(tempair, airtherm, nnn, temp a, k a) 









airout=((mdot O*cp o*(oilin-a(temval(ij))))/ 
c (mdot a*cp a))+airin 
temp o=(oilin+a(temval(ij)))/2 
temp a=(airin+airout)/2 








read(37, *)(refins(i), i=l, npoint) 
read(37, *) 
read(37, *)(Para_a(i), i=l, npoint) 
read(37, *) 
read(37, *)(Para_o(i), i=l, npoint) 
close(37) 





re2 o=logIO(re 0) 
re2 a=loglO(re a) 
call interp(re-fins, para 
- 
a, npoint, re2 a, param a) 
call interp(refins, para_o, npoint, re2_o, param_o) 
param a=10**param-a 
param o=10**Param 
-o heatr o=(param 
- 
o*velmas O*cp o)/(pr_o**(2/3)) 
heatr a=(param a*velmas a*cp a)/(pr-a**(2/3)) 
ml_o=(diagon_o72)*(sqrt((2*heatr_o)/(thercon*finswal-o) 











tanh a=(exp(ml a)-exp(-ml-a))/(exp(ml-a)+exp(-ml-a)) 











sureff o=l-(afovera o*(1-fineff 0)) 
sureff a=l-(afovera a*(1-fineff a)) 
constl o=(sarea o/sarea_a)/(sureff_a*heatr_a) 




constl a=(sarea a/sarea 
- 
o)/(sureff-o*heatr-o) 
const2 a=(sarea a*tubewal)/(((ntubes*2)-2)*tubelen*finslen) 
const3 a=1.0/(sureff a*heatr a) 







mdotcp a=mdot a*cp a 





















read(38, *)(ntuval(i), i=l, npoints) 
read(38, *) 
do j=1, ncurves 
read(38, *)capacr(j) 
read(38, *)(effectiv(j, i), i=l, npoints) 
enddo 
close(38) 
do i=1, npoints 
do j=1 ncurves 
temporar(j)=effectiv(j, i) 
enddo 
call interp(capacr, temporar, ncurves, caprat, tempor(i)) 
enddo 
call interp(ntuval, tempor, npoints, ntu, effect) 
if(mdotcp_a. 1t. mdotcp_o)then 
airout=(effect*(oilin-airin))+airin 
temp a=(airin+airout)/2 




if(temval(ik). ne. O)then 
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if (t emval (ik) . ne. 0) then dyda (temval (ik) ) =1 -ef f ect 
endif 





call interp(tempair, airspec, nnn, temp a, cp a) 











This is called to inform the user of his mistake on inputting 
the incorrect type of data (character, integer, or real 
integer units2 
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real alamda, ochisq, chisq, sig(np) 
real covar(np, np), alpha(np, np), y(np) 
real temper(np), a(np), res(np, np) 
real htco(np), area(np), flowbig, flowmain, flowcam 
real oiltemp(np), oilinmain, oilinbig, oilin, oilincam 
real flowrat(np), percentflow(np), percentbig(np), percentmain(np) 
real percentcam(np) 
real memory(np), memory2(np), memory3(np), length(np) 
real aaa(mmp), pipedia(mmp), pipelen(mmp), rpm, temps(mmp) 
real beartyp(mmp), total 
real total, totall, total2 
real xnumbermain, xnumbercam, xnumberbig 
integer mfit, ma, ibin(np, np), itemval(np), lista(np) 
integer nodes, i, j, k, kk, l, iinum, itst, ma2, maxnumoil, npt 
integer ninlet(np), noutlet(np), ioilpath(np), units2, num 
integer mmp, nnp, nnodes, ccount3, bin(3, mmp), qnum(rnmp), pnum(mmp), qmax 
integer typ(mmp), pval(mmp), nsections 
integer maxwall 
character title*20, fname2*11, fname3*11, fname4*11 
iinum=1 
open(39, file=lechonl3. fill) 
call datainp2(mmp, nnp, nnodes, ccount3, qmax, qnum, pnum, aaa, 
bin, 
c typ, pval, pipedia, pipelen, rpm, title, fname2, temps, 
c beartyp, fname3) 
call flowrate(totall, total2, nnp, bin, ccount3, qnum, typ, 
beartyp, 
c flowmain, flowcam, flowbig, oilinmain, oilincam, oilinbig, 
c aaa, temps, total) 
write(39,1(a)')' ------------------ System Title' 
write(39,1(a), )title 












call welcom3(units2, num) 
if (num. eq. 2) then 
call readf3(fname4, units2) 




if (f name4. eq. then 
fname4= In/ aI 
endi f 
endi f 
call input(flowrat, nodes, ibin, itemval, temper, ma, a, 
c res, htco, area, oilin, ninlet, noutlet, ioilpath, np, maxnumoil, 
c flowbig, flowmain, percentbig, percentmain, percentflow, length, 
c oilinmain, oilinbig, units2, percentcam, flowcam, oilincam, nsections, 






do i=l , np lista W =i 
enddo 
mf it--ma 
al amda= -1 
kk= 1 
ochisq=chisq 
call mrqmin(y, sig, npt, a, ma, lista, mfit, 
c covar, alpha, ma, chisq, alamda, 
c ibin, temper, res, itemval, np) 
itst=O 
call screenw2(kk, chisq, itst, alamda, iinum) 
kk=kk+l 
ochisq=chisq 
call mrqmin(y, sig, npt, a, ma, lista, mfit, 
c covar, alpha, ma, chisq, alamda, 
c ibin, temper, res, itemval, np) 
if(chisq. gt. ochisq) then 
itst=O 
elseif(abs(ochisq-chisq). lt. 0.1) then 
itst=itst+l 
endif 
if(itst. 1t. 3) then 
goto 30 
endif 
call screenw2(kk, chisq, itst, alamda, iinum) 
kk=kk+l 
alamda=O 
call mrqmin(y, sig, npt, a, ma, lista, mfit, 
c covar, alpha, ma, chisq, alamda, 
c ibin, temper, res, itemval, np) 
write (6, *) 
do i=l np-l 
do j=l np-1 
if((ibin(i, i). eq. 3) 
if(ibin(i, np). eq. 
res(i, j)=res(i, 
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res(j, i)=res(i, j) 
elseif(ibin(j, np). eq. l)then 
res(i, j)=res(i, j)*htco(j) 





call walltemp(nodes, ibin, oiltemp, ioilpath, ninlet, oilin, noutlet, 
" flowrat, area, a, htco, np, itemval, length, 
" maxnumoil, percentbig, flowbig, oilinbig, percentmain, 
" flowmain, oilinmain, percentflow, percentcam, flowcam, oilincam, 
" maxwall, total, totall, total2, xnumbermain, xnumbercam, xnumberbig) 
do k=1 maxnumoil 
i=ioilpath(k) 

















do i=l np-I 
do j=l np-1 
if((ibin(i, j). eq. 3). or. (ibin(i, j). eq. 4))then 
if(ibin(i, np). eq. l)then 
res(i, j)=res(i, j)/htco(i) 
res (j , i) =res (i, j) 
elseif(ibin(j, np). eq. l)then 
res(i, j)=res(i, j)/htco(j) 











write (6, *) 
do i=l np-1 
if(ibin(i, np). gt. l)then 




do i=l, np-1 
if(ibin(i, np). eq. l)then 
do j=l, np-l 
if((ibin(i, j). eq. 3). or. (ibin(i, j). eq. 4))then 
if(ninlet(i). eq. O)then 
write(6, *), Oil temperature entering node l, i, ' is 
coilin 











write(6, *)Ioil temperature entering node I, i, I is I coiltemp (ninlet (i) 
endif 
write(6, *), Oil temperature exiting node I, i, l is 
coiltemp(noutlet(i)) 





write(6, *)Ithis is memory I, i, I 1, memory(i), ' I, memory2(i), 
cl I, memory3(i) 
enddo 
do i=1 (maxnumoi 1* 2) -1 
write(6, *)Ithis is values oiltemp 1, oiltemp(i) 
enddo 
call finish3(kk) 
call writef3(title, fname2, fname3, fname4, rpm, a, nodes, itemval, 
cnp, ibin, oiltemp, noutlet, htco, temper, ninlet, oilin, 





subroutine mrqmin(y, sig, ndata, a, ma, lista, mfit, 
c covar, alpha, nca, chisq, alamda, 
c ibin, temper, res, itemval, np) 
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Subroutine mrqmin contains the levenberg-marquardt least mean 
squares algorithm, which attemts to reduce the value of chi^2 
of a fit between ndata points x(i), y(i) with individual standard 
deviations sig(i), and a non-linear function dependent on ma 
coefficients a. 
Array lista numbers the parameters a such that the first mfit 
elements correspond to values actually being adjusted, the 
remaining ma-mit parameters are held at their input values. 
The program returns current best-fit values for the ma fit 
parameters a, and chiA 2= chisq . The arrays covar(nca, nca), 
alpha(nca, nca) where nca > or = mfit, are used as working space 
during most iterations. 
Subroutine funcs returns the fitting function yfit and its 
derivatives dyda. On the first call an initial guess is made for 
a, and alamda is set to 0.001 for initialisation. 
If a step succeeds, chisq becomes smaller and alamda decreases by 
a factor of 10. If a step fails alamda grows by a factor of 10. 
Subroutine funcs is called repeatedly until convergence is 
achieved. A final call is then made with alamda=O, and if the 
gauss-jordan linear matrix solver is used, the covariance matrix 
covar(i, j) and the curvature matrix alpha(i, j) are returned. 
parameter (mmax=350) 
dimension y(ndata), sig(ndata), a(ma), lista(ma), 
covar(nca, nca), alpha(nca, nca), atry(mmax), beta(nunax), da(mmax) 
integer mfit, ma, ibin(np, np), itemval(np) 
real res (np) temper (np) 
if(alamda. 1t. O. )then 
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kk--mf it+ i 
do 12 j=1 ma 
ihit=O 
do 11 k=l, mfit 
if(lista(k). eq. j)ihit=ihit+l 
11 continue 
if (ihit. eq. 0) then 
lista(kk)=j 
kk=kk+l 
else if (ihit. gt. 1) then 
pause 'improper permutation in listal 
endif 
12 continue 
if (kk. ne. (ma+l)) pause improper permutation in lista-' 
al amda=O .001 
call mrqcof(y, sig, ndata, a, ma, lista, mfit, alpha, beta, nca, chisq, 
c ibin, temper, res, itemval, np) 
ochisq=chisq 




do 15 j=l, mfit 
do 14 k=l, mfit 
covar(j, k)=alpha(j, k) 
14 continue 
covar(j, j)=alpha(j, j)*(l. +alamda) 
da(j)-=beta(j) 
15 continue 
call gaussj(covar, mfit, nca, da, 1,1) 
if(alamda. eq. 0. )then 
call covsrt(covar, nca, ma, lista, mfit) 
return 
endif 
do 16 j=l, mfit 
atry(lista(j))=a(lista(j))+da(j) 
16 continue 
call mrqcof(y, sig, ndata, atry, ma, lista, mfit, covar, da, nca, chisq, 
c ibin, temper, res, itemval, np) 
if(chisq. 1t. ochisq)then 
alamda=0.1*alamda 
oc--! -sq=chisq do 18 j=l, mfit 
do 17 k=l, mfit 













subroutine mrqcof(y, sig, ndata, a, ma, lista, mfit, alpha, beta, nalp, 
c chisq, ibin, temper, res, itemval, np) 
Subroutine mrqcof is called by routine mrqmin to evaluate the 
linearised fitting matrix alpha, and vector beta. 
parameter (mmax=350) 
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dimension y(ndata), alpha(nalp, nalp), beta(ma), 
c lista(mfit) 
integer ma, count, ibin(np, np), itemval(np) 
real dyda(mmax), temper(np), a(np), res(np, np), sig(np), ymod 
count=1 
do 12 j=l, mfit 
do 11 k=l, j 




do 15 i=l, ma 
call funcs3(ymod, dyda, ma, count, ibin, temper, a, res, itemval, 
c sig, np, i) 
sig2i=l. /(sig(i)*sig(i)) 
dy=y(i)-ymod 
do 14 j=l, mfit 
wt=dyda(lista(j))*sig2i 
do 13 k=l, j 






do 17 j=2, mfit 
do 16 k=l, j-1 









subroutine funcs3(y, dyda, ma, count, ibin, temper, a, res, itemval, 
c sig, np, ii) 
Subroutine funcs3 is called by routine mrqcof to represent each 
node in the thermal resistance network with more than one 
thermal resistance element connected to it, by its relevant 
heat transfer continuity relationship. 
It calculates both the function y, and the partial derivatives 
dyda(na). The value for the standard deviation sig(i) for each 
relationship is also returned. 
real y, dyda(np), temper(np), a(np), res(np, np), sig(np) 
integer ma, count, ibin(np, np), itemval(np) 
Y=0.0 
do k=l, ma 
dyda(k)=O 
enddo 
do 100 i=count, np-1 
if(ibin(i, np). gt. l)then 
do j=l, np-1 
if(ibin(i, i). ne. O)then 
if(ibin(j, np). eq. l)then 
y=y+((temper(j)-a(itemval(i)))/res(i, j)) 



















subroutine gaussj(a, n, np, b, m, mp) 
parameter (nmax=350) 
dimension a(np, np), b(np, mp), ipiv(nmax), indXr(nmax), indxc(nmax) 
do 11 j=l, n 
ipiv(j)=O 
11 continue 
do 22 i=l, n 
big=O. 
do 13 j=l, n 
if(ipiv(j). ne. l)then 
do 12 k=l, n 
if (ipiv(k). eq. 0) then 
if (abs(a(j, k)). ge. big)then 
big=abs (a (j , k) irow=j 
icol=k 
endif 
else if (ipiv(k). gt. 1) then 






if (irow. ne. icol) then 
do 14 1=1, n 
dum=a(irow, l) 
a(irow, l)=a(icol, l) 
a(icol, l)=dum 
14 continue 
do 15 1=1, m 
dum=b(irow, l) 




indxr (i) =irow 
indxc (i) =icol 
if (a(icol, icol). eq. 0. ) pause singular matrix 2nd. 1 
pivinv=l. /a(icol, icol) 
a(icol, icol)=l. 
do 16 1=1, n 
a(icol, l)=a(icol, l)*pivinv 
16 continue 
do 17 1=1, m 
b(icol, l)=b(icol, l)*pivinv 
17 continue 
do 21 11=1, n 
if(ll. ne. icol)then 
dum=a(ll, icol) 
a(ll, icol)=O. 
do 18 1=1, n 
a(1l, 1)=a(11, l)-a(icol, l)*dum 
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18 continue 






do 24 1=n, l, -l 
if(indxr(l). ne. indxc(l))then 
do 23 k=l, n 
dum=a (k, indxr (1) 










subroutine screenw2(k, chisq, itst, alamda, iinum) 
Called after each iteration to inform the user on the programs 
progress. 
write (6, *) 
write(6,1(lxa, i3)1), Iteration # --- I, k 
write(6,1(lxa, i3)1)lpass # -------- I, iinum 


















write(6,1(lxa, elO. 4)1)lchisq 









******** **** ** ** ****** */ 
subroutine covsrt(covar, ncvm, ma, lista, mfit) 
Subroutine covsrt is called by routine mrqmin when convergence 
has been achieved. 
Given the covariance matrix covar of a fit for mfit of ma 
parameters, and their ordering lista(i), the covariance matrix is 
repacked tothe true order of the parameters. ncvm is the physical 
dimension of covar. 
This is only of any use when gauss-jordan linear method is used 
dimension lista(mfit) 
real covar(ncvm, ncvm) 
do 12 j=l, ma-1 




do 14 i=l, mfit-1 
do 13 j=i+l, mfit 
if(lista(j). gt. lista(i)) then 
covar(lista(j), lista(i))=covar(i, j) 
else 
covar(lista(i), lista(j))=covar(i, j) 





do 15 j=l ma 
covar (1 ,j) =covar (j ,j covar(j, j)=O. 
15 continue 
covar(lista(l), lista(l))=swap 
do 16 j=2, mfit 
covar(lista(j), lista(j))=covar(l, j) 
16 continue 
do 18 j=2, ma 
do 17 i=l, j-l 



























subroutine interp(xa, yan, x, y) 
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Subroutine linterp, is a simple linear interpolation routine. 
Subroutine 'locate, is called to find the position in an ordered 
table, and linterpl interpolates between the two surounding 
points. This routine proves to be more stable than the polynomial 
interpolation routine 1polint, for ordered ascending or descending 
data. 
real xa(n), ya(n), x, y, ratio, diff 
integer n, jj, kk 











subroutine locate(xx, n, x, j) 
Extracted from 'numerical recipes, subroutine 
table entry by bisection. Given an array xx 
given a value x, returns a value j such that 
and xx(j+l). 
real xx(n), x 
j 1=0 
ju=n+l 
if (j u-j 1. gt. 1 )then 
jm=(ju+jl)/2 





, locate, finds a 
of length n, and 
x is between xx(j) 
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subroutine walltemp(nodes, ibin, a, ioilpath, ninlet, tempin, noutlet, 
c flowrat, area, aa, htco, np, itemval, length, 
cmaxnumoil, percentbig, flowbig, oilinbig, percentmain, 
c flowmain, oilinmain, percentflow, percentcam, flowcam, oilincam, 
c maxwall, total, totall, total2, xnumbermain, xnumbercam, xnumberbig) 
This subroutine contains the program which predicts the 
temperature of the falling films of oil, and the temperature of 
the oil in the sump. This routine assumes that the wall 
temperatures, predicted by the main program, remain constant 
throughout the calculation procedure. 
The results from this program are returned to the main program 
and new block and wall temperatures are calculated. This 
process continues for about 30 iterations. 
parameter(mp=350) 
real alamda, ochisq, chisq, sig(mp) 
real covar(mp, mp), alpha(mp, mp), y(mp) 
real a(mp), tempin, ttempin, length(mp) 
real flowrat(mp), aa(mp), area(np), htco(mp) 
real percentbig(np), flowbig, oilinbig, percentmain(np) 
real percentcam(np), flowcam, oilincam 
real flowmain, oilinmain, percentflow(np) 
real total, totall, total2, tophalf 
real xnumbermain, xnumbercam, xnumberbig 
integer mfit, ma, ibin(np, np), itemval(mp), lista(mp) 
integer nodes, ioilpath(mp), ninlet(mp), noutlet(mp) 
integer i, j, l, kk, iinum, ma2, np, npt, k, itst, maxnumoil 
inteaer maxwall 
ma=O 
do i=l np-1 
if(ibin(i, np). eq. 
do j=l, np-l 








. eq. 3). or. (ibin(i, 
j). eq. 4))then 
This section makes unique guesses for the temperature at 
each node in the representative oil film flow network. 
do k=l np-l 
do i=l np-l 
if(ibin(i, np). eq. l)then 
do j=l, np-1 
if((ibin(i, j). eq. 3). or. (ibin(i, j). eq. 4))then 
if(ioilpath(k). eq. i)then 
if(k. eq. l)then 
if(ibin(i, j). eq. 3)ttempin=tempin 
if(ibin(i, j). eq. 4)then 
tophalf=totall+(flowmain*oilinmain)+ 
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if(ma. gt. l)then 












write(6, *)Ithe values of chisq 1, chisq 
if(chisq. gt. 1.0)then 
write(6, *) 
=a (ninlet (i)) -0.1 
ochisq=chisq 
call mrqmin3(y, sig, npt, a, ma, lista, mfit, 
*covar, alpha, ma, chisq, alamda, 
cnodes, ioilpath, np, ibin, ninlet, noutlet, flowrat, tempin, 
citemval, aa, area, length, htco, 
cmaxnumoil, percentbig, flowbig, oilinbig, percentmain, 
c flowmain, oilinmain, percentflow, percentcam, flowcam, oilincam, 
c maxwall, total, totall, total2, xnumbermain, xnumbercam, xnumberbig) 
itst=O 
call screenw2(kk, chisq, itst, alamda, iinum) 




call mrqmin3(y, sig, npt, a, ma, lista, mfit, 
*covar, alpha, ma, chisq, alamda, 
cnodes, ioilpath, np, ibin, ninlet, noutlet, flowrat, tempin, 
citemval, aa, area, iength, htco, 
cmaxnumoil, percentbig, flowbig, oilinbig, percentmain, 
c flowmain, oilinmain, percentflow, percentcam, flowcam, oilincam, 
c maxwall, total, totall, total2, xnumbermain, xnumbercam, xnumberbig) 
if(chisq. gt. ochisq) then 
itst=O 
elseif(abs(ochisq-chisq). lt. 0.1) then 
itst=itst+l 
endif 
if(itst. 1t. 3) then 
aoto 30 
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The values of chisq in the walltempl 
program is greater than unity at' 
convergence. ' 
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call mrqmin3(y, sig, npt, a, ma, lista, mfit, *covar, alpha, ma, chisq, alamda, 
cnodes, ioilpath, np, ibin, ninlet, noutlet, flowrat, tempin, 
citemval, aa, area, length, htco, 
cmaxnumoil, percentbig, flowbig, oilinbig, percentmain, 
c flowmain, oilinmain, percentflow, percentcam, flowcam, oilincam, 






subroutine mrqmin3(y, sig, ndata, a, ma, lista, mfit, 
c covar, alpha, nca, chisq, alamda, 
c nodes, ioilpath, np, ibin, ninlet, noutlet, flowrat, tempin, 
c itemval, aa, area, length, htco, 
c maxnumoil, percentbig, flowbig, oilinbig, percentmain, 
c flowmain, oilinmain, percentflow, percentcam, flowcam, oilincam, 
c maxwall, total, totall, total2, xnumbermain, xnumbercam, xnumberbig) 
Subroutine mrqmin3 contains the levenberg-marquardt least mean 
squares algorithm, which attemts to reduce the value of chi^2 
of a fit between ndata points x(i), y(i) with individual standard 
deviations sig(i), and a non-linear function dependent on ma 
coefficients a. This routine is call by the Iwalltemp, program. 
Array lista numbers the parameters a such that the first mfit 
elements correspond to values actually being adjusted, the 
remaining ma-mit parameters are held at their input values. 
The program returns current best-fit values for the ma fit 
parameters a, and chi^2 = chisq . The arrays covar(nca, nca), 
alpha(nca, nca) where nca > or = mfit, are used as working space 
during most iterations. 
Subroutine funcs returns the fitting function yfit and its 
derivatives dyda. On the first call an initial guess is made for 
a, and alamda is set to 0.001 for initialisation. 
If a step succeeds, chisq becomes smaller and alamda decreases by 
a factor of 10. If a step fails alamda grows by a factor of 10. 
Subroutine funcs is called repeatedly until convergence is 
achieved. A final call is then made with alamda=O, and if the 
gauss-jordan linear matrix solver is used, the covariance matrix 
covar(i, j) and the curvature matrix alpha(i, j) are returned. 
parameter (mmax=350) 
integer ma, itemval(np), nodes, np, j, ihit, k, kk 
integer ioilpath(np), ibin(np, np), ninlet(np), noutlet(np) 
integer lista(ma), mfit, nca, ndata, maxnumoi1 
integer maxwall 
real sig(ndata), covar(nca, nca), alpha(nca, nca) 
real xnumbermain, xnumbercam, xnumberbig 
real atry(mmax), beta(mmax), da(mmax) 
real flowrat(np), aa(np), htco(np), area(np) 
real a(np), y(np), tempin, chisq, ochisq, alamda, length(np) 
real percentbig(np), flowbig, oilinbig, percentmain(np) 
real percentcam(np), flowcam, oilincam 
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real flowmain, oilinmain, percentflow(np) 
real total, totall, total2 
if(alamda. 1t. 0. )then 
kk--mfit+l 
do 12 j=l, ma 
ihit=O 
do 11 k=l, mfit 
if(lista(k). eq. j)ihit=ihit+l 
11 continue 
if (ihit. eq. 0) then 
lista(kk)=j 
kk=kk+l 
else if (ihit. gt. 1) then 
pause 'improper permutation in listal 
endif 
12 continue 
if (kk. ne. (ma+l)) pause improper permutation in lista' 
alamda=O. 001 
call mrqcof3(y, sig, ndata, a, ma, lista, mfit, alpha, beta, nca, *chisq, nodes, ioilpath, np, ibin, ninlet, noutlet, flowrat, tempin, 
citemval, aa, htco, area, length, 
cmaxnumoil, percentbig, flowbig, oilinbig, percentmain, 
" flowmain, oilinmain, percentflow, percentcam, flowcam, oilincam, 
" maxwall, total, totall, total2, xnumbermain, xnumbercam, xnumberbig) 
ochisq=chisq 




do 15 j=l, mfit 
do 14 k=l, mfit 
covar(j, k)=alpha(j, k) 
14 continue 
covar (j ,j) =alpha (j ,j (1 +alamda) da(j)=beta(j) 
15 continue 
call gaussj(covar, mfit, nca, da, 1,1) 
if(alamda. eq. 0. )then 
call covsrt(covar, nca, ma, lista, mfit) 
return 
endif 
do 16 j=l, mfit 
atry(lista(j))=a(lista(j))+da(j) 
16 continue 
call mrqcof3(y, sig, ndata, atry, ma, lista, mfit, covar, da, nca, 
*chisq, nodes, ioilpath, np, ibin, ninlet, noutlet, flowrat, tempin, 
citemval, aa, htco, area, length, 
cmaxnumoil, percentbig, flowbig, oilinbig, percentmain, 
" flowmain, oilinmain, percentflow, percentcam, flowcam, oilincam, 
" maxwall, total, totall, total2, xnumbermain, xnumbercam, xnumberbig) 
if(chisq. 1t. ochisq)then 
alamda=0.1*alamda 
ochisq=chisq 
do 18 j=l, mfit 
do 17 k=l, mfit 
















subroutine mrqcof3(y, sig, ndata, a, ma, lista, mfit, alpha, beta, nalp, c chisq, nodes, ioilpath, np, ibin, ninlet, noutlet, flowrat, tempin, 
c itemval, aa, htco, area, length, 
c maxnumoil, percentbig, flowbig, oilinbig, percentmain, 
c flowmain, oilinmain, percentflow, percentcam, flowcam, oilincam, c maxwall, total, totall, total2, xnumbermain, xnumbercam, xnumberbig) 
Subroutine mrqcof3 is called by routine mrqmin3 to evaluate the linearised fitting matrix alpha, and vector beta. 
parameter (mmax=350) 
integer ma, count, itemval(np), lista(mfit) 
integer ioilpath(np), ibin(np, np), ninlet(np), noutlet(np) integer ndata, mfit, nodes, np, j, k, i, nalp 
integer maxnumoil, count2 
integer maxwall 
real sig2i 
real xnumbermain, xnumbercam, xnumberbig 
real y(ndata), alpha(nalp, nalp), beta(ma) 
real dyda(mmax), sig(np), ymod 
real flowrat(np), a(np), aa(np), htco(np), area(np) 
real tempin, chisq, dy, wt, length(np) 
real percentbig(np), flowbig, oilinbig, percentmain(np) 
real flowmain, oilinmain, percentflow(np), percentcam(np) 
real flowcam, oilincam. 
real total, totall, total2 
count=1 
count2=2 
do 12 j=l, mfit 






do 15 i=I, ma 
call funcs4(count, nodes, ioilpath, np, ibin, ninlet, noutlet, 
" flowrat, tempin, itemval, aa, a, htco, area, ymod, dyda, sig, i, ma, 
" length, maxnumoil, count2, percentbig, flowbig, oilinbig, percentmain, 
" flowmain, oilinmain, percentflow, percentcam, flowcam, oilincam, 
" maxwall, total, totall, total2, xnumbermain, xnumbercam, xnumberbig) 
sig2i=l ./ (sig (i) *sig (i) dy=y(i)-ymod 
do 14 j=l, mfit 
wt=dyda(lista(j))*sig2i 
do 13 k=l, j 






do 17 j=2, mfit 
do 16 k=l, j-l 
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subroutine funcs4(count, nodes, ioilpath, np, ibin, ninlet, noutlet, 
c flowrat, tempin, itemval, aa, a, htco, area, y, dyda, sig, ii, ma, length, 
c maxnumoil, count2, percentbig, flowbig, oilinbig, percentmain, 
c flowmain, oilinmain, percentflow, percentcam, flowcam, oilincam, 
c maxwall, total, totall, total2, xnumbermain, xnumbercam, xnumberbig) 
Subroutine funcs4 is called by routine mrqcof3 to represent 
each flow element by its heat transfer relationship, and each 
node by its continuity relationship. funcs4 calculates 
both the function y, and the partial derivatives dyda(na). 
The value for the standard deviation sig(i) for each 
relationship is also returned. 
parameter(mp=350) 
integer ioilpath(np), ibin(np, np), ninlet(np), noutlet(np) 
integer itemval(np), count, ii, i, j, k, l, nn, ma, np, nodes 
integer maxnumoil, count2 
integer maxwall, jj, kk, iii, ll, iiii 
real xnumbermain, xnumbercam, xnumberbig 
real flowrat(np), a(ma), aa(np), htco(np), area(np) 
real sig(np), y, dyda(ma), length(np) 
real temtot(mp), visco(mp), densit(mp), specht(mp), prandtl(mp) 
real mdot, tempin, ttempin, temp, rho, neu, neus, cp, pr 
real aaO, aal, aa2, aa3, aa4, aa5, aa6, aa7, aa8 
real gee, conduct, mdotslash, wdotslash, gamma, sthick, xi, phi 
real filmcoe, percentbig(np), flowbig, oilinbig, percentmain(np) 
real flowmain, oilinmain, percentflow(np), percentcam(np) 
real flowcam, oilincam 
real total, totall, total2, totpercentcam, totpercentmain 








do k=l, mp 
dyda(k)=O. O 
enddo 
if(ii. le. maxnumoil)then 
do 100 k=count, nodes 
i=ioilpath (k) 
if(ibin(i, np). eq. l)then 
do j=l, np-1 
if((ibin(i, j). eq. 3). or. (ibin(i, i). eq. 4))then 
Therefore this node represents a falling oil film or sump 
element. The following section calculates the heat transfer 
film coefficient. 
if(ninlet(i). eq. O)then 
if(ibin(i, j). eq. 3)ttempin=tempin 










open (24, file= 'oilvis. inp, status=1old') 










read(24, *) (temtot(l), 1=1, nn) 
read(24, *) 
read(24, *) (visco(l), 1=1, nn) 
read(24, *) 
read(24, *) (densit(l), 1=1, nn) 
read(24, *) 
read(24, *) (specht(l), 1=1, nn) 
read(24, *) 
read(24, *) (prandtl(l), 1=1, nn) 
close(24) 
if(temp. 1t. temtot(l))temp=temtot(l) 
if(temp. gt. temtot(nn))temp=temtot(nn) 
call interp(temtot, densit, nn, temp, rho) 
call interp(temtot, visco, nn, temp, neu) 
call interp(temtot, visco, nn, aa(itemval 
call interp(temtot, specht, nn, temp, cp) 





















Calculate y and the partial derivatives for each flow 
element equation. 
* 

















if(ninlet(i). ne. O)then 
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c (((aa6*a(noutlet(i)))-(aa6*a(ninlet(i))))* 




















Calculate y and the partial derivatives for each 
continuity equation. 
do k=count2, nodes 
i=ioilpath(k) 
if (ibin (i, np) . eq. 1) then do j=l, np-1 
if(ibin(i, j). eq. 3)then 


















elseif(ibin(i, j). eq. 4)then 
if (k. gt. 1) then 
" not first wall section 
1=ioilpath (k- 1 
if(ibin(l, np). eq. l)then 
do jj=l, np-1 
if(ibin(l, jj). eq. 3)then 
" element before is wall element 





if(kk. ne. maxwall)then 
" oil from wall elements 
ll=ioilpath(kk+l) 







elseif(kk. eq. maxwall)then 
































elseif(ibin(l, jj). eq. 4)then 
c element before is sump element 
y=a(noutlet(l))-a(ninlet(i)) 
dyda (ninl et (i) )=-1-0 


















subroutine input(flowrat, nodes, ibin, itemval, temper, ma, a, 
c res, htco, area, oilin, ninlet, noutlet, ioilpath, np, maxnumoil, 
c flowbig, flowmain, percentbig, percentmain, percentflow, length, 
c oilinmain, oilinbig, units2, percentcam, flowcam, oilincam, nsections, 
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This subroutine prompts the user to form the nodal resistance 
network, the number representative sections in the whole engine, 
and the number of each type of bearing in each representative 
section. The nodal restance network is represented by stating 
the start node number, the end node number, and the type, for 
each thermal resistance in the network. 
* 
* 
The program prompts the user for the desired geometric and thermal properties which are required to model each thermal 
resistance. 
real flowrat(np), temper(np), a(np), res(np, np), htco(np), area(np) 
real oilin, temperature, xsect, dist, thermcon, resistance, htcoef 
real oiltem, flowbig, flowmain, percentbig(np), percentmain(np) 
real percentcam(np), flowcam, oilincam, tota1 
real percentflow(np), length(np), oilinmain, oilinbig 
integer nodes, ibin(np, np), itemval(np), ma, ninlet(np) 
integer np, noutlet(np), ioilpath(np), i, j, units2, nsections 
integer nstart, nend, nres, icount, itemp, numoil, maxnumoi1 
integer maxwall 
if(units2. eq. 41)then 
read (41 1 (a) I, err=2990) 
endif 
2990 write(39,1(lxa)')' ------------------ Number of sections/ 
call shut( 
3990 write(6, *) 
write(6, *)'If the following arrangement represents the heating, 
write(6, *)Ieffect of one cylinder and piston, how many such, 
write(6, *)Iarrangements represent the whole engine. 
read(units2, *, err=4990)nsections 




call integ3(nsections, units2) 
goto 5990 
4990 call error(units2) 
goto 3990 
5990 write(39, *)nsections 
call shut( ) 
if(units2. eq. 41)then 
read (41 1 (a) I, err=2992) 
endif 
2992 write(39,1(lxa)')' ------------------ Number of Main, Big-e 
cnd, and Cam bearings in section' 
call shut( 
3992 write(6, *) 
write(6, *)'For the chosen cylinder/piston arrangement' 
write(6, *)Ihow many Main bearings are included, 
read(units2, *, err=4992)xnumbermain 
call reals3(xnumbermain, units2) 
goto 5992 
4992 call error(units2) 
goto 3992 
5992 write(39, *)xnumbermain 
call shut( ) 
3994 write(6, *)Ihow many Big-end bearings are included' 
read(units2, *, err=4994)xnumberbig 
call reals3(xnumberbig, units2) 
goto 5994 
4994 call error(units2) 
goto 3994 
5994 write(39, *)xnumberbig 
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call shut () 
3996 write(6, *)Ihow many CAM bearings are included, 
read(units2, *, err=4996)xnumbercam 
call reals3(xnumbercam, units2) 
goto 5996 
4996 call error(units2) 
goto 3996 
5996 write(39, *)xnumbercam 




if(units2. eq. 41)then 
read(41,1(a),, err=3000) 
endif 
3000 write(39,1(lxa), ), ------------------ max number of nodes, 
call shut( 
4000 write(6, *) 
write(6, *)'Input max. number of nodes in the resistance network' 
write(6, *)Iwhich represents the cylinder/piston arrangement' 
read(units2, *, err=5000)nodes 




call integ3(nodes, units2) 
goto 6000 
5000 call eicror(units2) 
goto 4000 
6000 write(39, *)nodes 
call shut( ) 
if(units2. eq. 41)then 
read(41,1(a),, err=3001) 
endif 
3001 write(39,1(lxa), ), ------------------ max No. of resistances, 
call shut( 
4001 write(6, *) 
write(6, *), Input number of resistances in the resistance network' 
write(6, *)Iwhich represents the cylinder/piston arrangement' 
read(units2, *, err=5001)nresistances 




call integ3(nresistances, units2) 
goto 6001 
5001 call error(units2) 
goto 4001 
6001 write(39, *)nresistances 
call shut( ) 
do i=l, nresistances 
4002 write(6, *) 
write(6, *), Input start node number, 
read(units2, *, err=5002)nstart 




call integ3(nstart, units2) 
goto 6002 
5002 call error(units2) 
goto 4002 
6002 write(39, *)nstart 
call shut( ) 
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4004 write(6, *), Input end node number, 
read(units2, *, err=5004)nend 




call integ3(nend, units2) 
goto 6004 
5004 call error(units2) 
goto 4004 
6004 write(39, *)nend 
call shut( ) 
4006 write(6, *), What type of resistance?, 
write(6, *)Il for conduction' 
write(6, *)12 for convection to coolant or gas' 
write(6, *)13 for convection to oil spray' 
write(6, *)14 for convection to oil sump' 
read(units2, *, err=5006)nres 




call integ3(nres, units2) 
goto 6006 
5006 call error(units2) 
goto 4006 
6006 if((nres. ne-1). and. (nres. ne. 2). and. (nres. ne. 3). and. 
c(nres. ne. 4))then 
write(6, *) 
write(6, *)IWARNING!! only input a 1,2,3, or a 41 









do i=l, np-l 
icount=O 
do j=l, np-1 











a (1 )=100.0 
do i=2, ma 







Prompt the user for the desired geometric and thermal properties. 
do i=l np-l 
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do j=1 np-I 
if (ibin (i, j) eq. 1) then 
if(res(i, j). eq. O. O)then 
if(units2. eq. 41)then 
read (41 ,I (a) err=301 0) 
endif 
3010 write(39,1(lxa, i3, a, i4)1)1 ------------------ Data for resi 
cstance between nodes andl, j 
call shut( ) 






write(6, *)'For the resistance between nodes I, i, I and I, j 
4010 write(6, *) 
write(6, *), What is the cross sectional area' 
read(units2, *, err=5010)xsect 




call reals3(xsect, units2) 
goto 6010 
5010 call error(units2) 
goto 4010 
6010 write(39, *)xsect 
call shut( ) 
4012 write(6, *)'What is the distance between and ', j 
read(units2, *, err=5012)dist 




call reals3(dist, units2) 
goto 6012 
5012 call error(units2) 
goto 4012 
6012 write(39., *)dist 
call shut( ) 
4014 write(6, *), What is the thermal conductivity' 
read(units2, *, err=5014)thermcon 




call reals3(thermcon, units2) 
goto 6014 
5014 call error(units2) 
goto 4014 
6014 write(39, *)thermcon 





elseif((ibin(i, j). eq. 2). or. (ibin(i, j). eq-3). or. 
c(ibin(i, j). eq. 4))then 
if(res(i, i). eq. O. O)then 
if(units2. eq. 41)then 
read (41 ,I (a) err=301 5) 
endif 
3015 write(39,1(lxa, i3, a, i4)1)1 ------------------ Data for resi 
cstance between nodes -- I, i, I andl, j 
Engine Block Program 
call shut () 







wra-teý(o,, x), For the resistance between nodes l, i, l and ,j 
write (6, *) 
4015 write(6, *)'What is the cross sectional area, 
read(units2, *, err=5015)xsect 




call reals3(xsect, units2) 
goto 6015 
5015 call error(units2) 
goto 4015 
6015 write(39, *)xsect 
call shut( ) 
if(ibin(i, j). eq. 2)then 
4017 write(6, *), What is the heat transfer coefficient' 
read(units2, *, err=5017)htcoef 




call reals3(htcoef, units2) 
goto 6017 
5017 call error(units2) 
goto 4017 
6017 write(39, *)htcoef 




if(ibin(i, np). eq. l)then 
htco (i) =htcoef 
area(i)=xsect 
















Prompt the user for the bulk fluid temperatures. 
do i=l, np-1 
temper (i) =1 00.0 
if(ibin(i, np). eq. l)then 
do j=l, np-l 
if (ibin (i, j) . ne. 
0) then 
if((ibin(i, j). ne. 3). and. (ibin(i, j). ne. 4))then 









------------------ Fluid temperature 
CaL noue ----------- 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
write(6, *), What is the fluid temperature 
read(units2, *, err=5020)temperature 





call shut( ) 




elseif(ibin(i, np). gt. l)then 
ma=ma+l 
itemp=itemp+l 








Prompt the user to define the oil flow route from surface 
to surface. 
do i=l, np-1 
icount=1 
if(ibin(i, np). eq. l)then 
do j=l, np-1 
if((ibin(i, j). eq. 3). or. (ibin(i, j). eq. 4))then 
if(units2. eq. 41)then 
read(41,1(a),, err=3030) 
endif 
3030 write(39,1(lxa, i3)1)1 ------------------ For oil flow path 
cat node ----------- /, i 
call shut( 
write(6, *) 
write(6, *)'For the node I, i 
4030 write(6, *)'Whats its oil path number' 
read(units2, *, err=5030)numoi1 




call integ3(numoil, units2) 
goto 6030 
5030 call error(units2) 
goto 4030 
6030 write(39, *)numoil 




4032 write(6, *)'What is the distance between oil inlet and, 
write(6, *)Ioil exit for this oil path (m)' 
read(units2, *, err=5032)length(i) 
if(length(i). lt. O. O)then 




call reals3(length(i), units2) 
goto 6032 
5032 call error(units2) 
goto 4032 
6032 write(39, *)length(i) 
call shut( 
Define the amount of oil splashed onto each surface from each type of engine bearing, and the amount of oil flowing from 




















cnode 1, i 
if (ibin (i, j). eq. 3) then 
write(6, *)'What percentage of the oil from the big-end, 
write(6, *)Ibearing hits this surface, 
read(units2, *, err=5034)percentbig(i) 





call shut( ) 
write(6, *)'What percentage of the oil from the main' 
write(6, *)Ibearing hits this surface' 
read(units2, *, err=5036)percentmain(i) 





call shut( ) 
write(6, *)'What percentage of the oil from the cam' 
write(6, *)Ibearing hits this surface' 
read(units2, *, err=5038)percentcam(i) 


















if(numoil. gt. l)then 
write(6, *), What percentage of the oil flowing past, 
write(6, *)Inode 1, ioilpath(numoil-1), I contin ues past 
read(units2, *, err=5040)percentflow(i) 





call shut( ) 




















subroutine welcom3(units2, num) 
Subroutine welcom is the first screen seen by the user. The user is given the choice of various methods of running the program. 
integer units2, num 
1 format (1 4x, a) 
if(units2. eq. 41)then 
read (41 , (a) err=3000) 
read (41 , (a) err=3000) 
read (41 , (a) err=3000) 
read (41 1 (a) err=3000) 
read(41,1(a),, err=3000) 
endif 




write(6,1)1 Welcome to the ENGINE TEMPERATURE section of the' 
write(6,1)1 engine lubrication simulation program., 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1)1 This program will ONLY work if the FLOW model and' 
write(6,1)1 the HEAT TRANSFER model have already been run., 
write(6,1)1 These models provide the input files PANDQ. OUTI 




write(6,1)1 Please select which route you would like to take 
write(6,1)1 by typing the appropriate number: 
write(6, I), 
write(6,1)1 
write(6,1)1 1 ... Construct a new system. 
write(6,1)1 2 ... Model a system which has been modelled 






297 format(, 1$) 
read(units2, *, err=5042) num 
call integ3(num, units2) 
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goto 6042 
5042 call error(units2) 
goto 4042 
6042 if((num. lt. 1). or. (num. gt. 2)) then 
write(6, *) 
write(6, *) 





if(num. eq. 1) then 
write(39,1(a)-'), ------------------ Modelling Method' 











This subroutine closes the echo file and imediately re-opens it. 
This ensures that the information input by the user is saved. 
close(39) 






subroutine readf3(fname4, units2) 
If the user decides to run the program from a shadow file, 
then the program calls subroutine readf3 to ask the user for 
the name of the shadow file. 
character fname4*11, type*l 
integer units2 
format (1 4x, a) 
4046 write(6, *) 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1)1 Do you want to name (N) the shadow file you wish' 
write(6,1)1 to use, or do you want to use (U) the default, 
write(6,1)1 file name IISHADOW3. FILII which is the name given to' 
write(6,1)1 the shadow file formed during the last run of the' 




100 format(, I$) 
read(units2,1(a)I, err=5046)type 
goto 6046 
5046 call error(units2) 
goto 4046 
6046 if((type. eq. 'N'). or. (type. eq. lnl)) then 
write(6, *) 
40 write(6, *) 








write (6, *) 
write(6, I), What is the name of the shadow file? Please 










elseif((type. eq. 'U'). or. (type. eq. lul)) then 




write(6, I)l WARNING Please only type aN or a U. ' 







subroutine integ3(value, units2) 
This subroutine is called to write integer numbers to the 
screen, from the echo file. 
integer value, units2 
1 format (1 x, i 3) 
if(units2. eq. 41) then 








subroutine reals3(value, units2) 
This subroutine is called to write real numbers to the 
screen, from the echo file. 
integer units2 
real value 
format(1x, Ip, e1O-4) 









subroutine charac33(value, units2) 
This subroutine is called to write 20 character long 
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strings to the screen, 
integer units2 
character value*20 
f ormat (1 x, a) 








from the echo file. 
subroutine datainp2 (mp, np, nodes, count 3, qmax, qnum, pnum, aa, bin, 
c typ, pval, pipedia, pipelen, rpm, title, fname2, temps, 
c beartyp, f name3) 
This subroutine extracts the pressure and flow rate 
data file 'pandq. out', and oil temperature data from 
file 'oil-t. out'. These data files are generated by 
and heat transfer programs respectively. 
real aa(mp) 
real pipedia(mp), pipelen(mp) 
real rpm, temps(mp), beartyp(mp) 
integer j, mp, np, nodes, count3, qmax, qnum(mp), pnum(mp) 
integer bin(3, mp), typ(mp), pval(mp) 
character title*20 
character fname2*11, fname3*11 
open(40, file=lpandq. outl, status=loldl) 
read(40, *) 
read(40,1(a), )title 
if(title. eq. 1 I)title=ln/a, 
read(40, *) 
read (4 0,1 (a) 1) f name2 












1 format (1 4x, a) 
333 format(15i4) 
444 format (2x, 5e 13.5) 
read(40,333)(qnum(j), j=l, np) 
read(40, *) 
read (40,333) kpnum (j) , j=1 np) 
read(40, *) 
read(40,444) (aa(i) j=l np) 
read(40, *) 
read(40,333) (bin(l j) j=l np) 
read(40, *) 
read (4 0,3 3-3) ý bin (2, jj np) 
read(40, *) 
read(40,33. j)ýr)j-n(3, j), j=l, np) 
read(40, *) 
read(40,333)(typ(j), j=1, np) 
read(40, *) 






















(pipedia(j), j=l, np) 
(pipelen(j) j=l np) 
(beartyp (j ), j=1, np) 
open(32, file=loil-t-Out') 
read(32,444)(temps(j), j=l, mp) 
read(32, *) 
read (3 2,1 (a) 1) f name3 




subroutine flowrate(totall total 2, nnp, bin, ccount 3, qnum, typ, 
c beartyp, flowmain, flowcam, flowbig, oilinmain, oilincam, 
c oilinbig, aaa, temps, total) 
This subroutine calculates the average flow rate and 
and temperature from each type of engine bearing. 
real total, totall, total2, flowmain, flowcam, flowbig, oilinmain 
real oi-lincam, oilinbig, totallmain, total2main, totallcam 
real total2cam, totallbig, total2big, aaa(nnp), temps(nnp) 
integer nnp, bin(3, nnp), ccount3, qnum(nnp), typ(nnp), beartyp(nnp) 













do j=l, nnp 
if(bin(3, j). eq. l)then 
if(bin(2, j). --q. O)then 
k=bin(l, i) 
m=ccount3+qnum(j) 
if(typ(j). eq. 4)then 
if(beartyp(j). eq. l)then 





elseif(beartyp(j). eq. 2)then 
























if(nummain. ne. O)flowmain=total2main/nummain 
if(numcam. ne. O)flowcam=total2cam/numcam 
if(numbig. ne. O)flowbig=total2big/numbig 
if(total2main. ne. O. O)oilinmain=totallmain/total2main 
if(total2cam. ne. O. O)oilincam=totallcam/total2cam 







This is called to inform the user of his mistake on inputting 
the incorrect type of data (character, integer, or real 
integer units2 













This subroutine is called to display an error message if 
the user inputs a negative value. 
format (1 4x, a) 
write(6, *) 
write(6, *) 








subroutine writef3(title, fname2, fname3, fname4, rpm, a, nodes, 
itemval, 
" np, ibin, oiltemp, noutlet, htco, temper, ninlet, oilin, 
" oilinmain, oilinbig, oilincam, flowmain, flowbig, 
flowcam, flowrat) 
When the results have converged, the user is informed that 
the results have also been temporarily stored in an output 
file. 
Subroutine 'writef3l is called to write the data to this file. 
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File block-t. out, stores the results, but is overwritten each time the program is run. 
parameter(mp=350) 
real rpm, a(np), oiltemp(np), htco(np), temper(np), ans(mp), oilin 
real oilinmain, oilinbig, oilincam, flowmain, flowbig, flowcam 
real flowrat(np) 
integer np, nodes, ibin(np, np), itemval(np), noutlet(np), ninlet(np) 
character title*20, fname2*11, fname4*11, fname3*11 
444 format (2x, 5e 13.5) 
open(42, file=lblock-t. out') 
write(42, *) 
write(42,1(26x, a), )Ioutput file BLOCK-T. OUTI 
write(42, *) 
write(42,1(10x, a, a)I)ISystem title -- , title write(42, *) 
write (42,1 (1 Oxa, a) 'Flow Program run with shadow f ile f naine2 
write(42, *) 
write (42,1 (1 Oxa, a) 'Heat Transf er Program run with shadow f ile -- 
c I, fname3 
write(42, *) 
write (4 2,1 (1 Oxa, a) 1) 'Engine Heat Transfer Program run with shadow 
cfile -- I, fname4 
write(42, *) 
do i=l, np-1 
if(ibin(i, np). eq. l)then 
do j=l, np-l 
if((ibin(i, j). eq. 2). or. (ibin(i, j). eq-3). or. 
c(ibin(i, j). eq. 4))then 




ans (i) =a (itemval (i) ) 
endi f 
enddo 
write(42,, 1(10x, a, f6.0, a)')'Engine speed -- ', rpm,, rpm, 
write(42, *) 
write(42, *) 
write(42,1(26x, a)')'The Value of Block Temperature at: ' 
write(42, *) 
write(42,10)(i, ans(i), i=l, nodes) 
10 format(2(10x, lnode l, i3,1 l, f8.3,1 deg CI)) 
write(42, *) 
do i=l, np-1 
if(ibin(i, np). eq. l)then 
do j=l, np-1 
if((ibin(i, j). eq. 3). or. (ibin(i, j). eq. 4))then 
if(ninlet(i). eq. O)then 
write(42,1(10xa, i3, a, f8.3, a)'), Oi1 temperature entering 
cnode I, i, I is 1, oilin, ' deg C, 
else 
write(42,1(10xa, i3, a, f8.3, a)')'Oil temperature entering 
cnode I, i, I is 1, oiltemp(ninlet(i)), I deg C, 
endif 
write(42,1(10xa, i3, a, f8.3, a), ), Oil temperature exiting nod 






do i=l, np-l 
if(ibin(i, np). eq. l)then 
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if((ibin(i, j). eq. 3). or. (ibin(i, j). eq. 4))then 
write(42,, (10xa, i3, a, f8.1, a)')'Heat transfer 






write(42, *)'oilinmain --- ', oilinmain 
write(42, *)'oilinbig ---- -- oilinbig 
write(42, *)Ioilincam ---- -- oilincam 
write(42, *)Iflowmain ---- -- flowmain 
write(42, *)'flowbig ----- -- flowbig 
write(42, *)Iflowcam ----- I, flowcam 
write(42, *) 
do i=l, np-1 
if(ibin(i, np). eq. l)then 
do j=l, np-I 
if((ibin(i, j). eq. 3). or. (ibin(i, j). eq. 4))then 
write(42,1(10xa, i3, a, ell. 5, a), )Ioil flow rate 











past node 1, 
Called when the program has finished running. Informs the user 






write(6,1)1 The Iteration procedure has converged and the Engine' 
write(6,1)1 Heat Transfer model has finished running. ' 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1(15xa, i3)1)'Iteration # --- 1, k 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1)1 The results for the block temperatures throughout the, 
write(6,1)1 resistance network, and the oil temperatures, 
write(6,1)1 in contact with the engine wall surfaces are stored' 







Bearing Program - 'Bearing. for' 
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PROGRAM bearing 
This program is an adapted version of a program originally developed by C. Lai of Leeds University. The original 
program is re-named Ifred2I and is nested in a series of loops. This program creats the temperature map for individual bearings, for a range of oil pressures and inlet oil temperatures. 
character select, choice, specfl*6, loadfl*6, btype*l, bbtype*l, 
# chlOfl*12, chllfl*12, chl2fl*12, chl3fl*12, chl4fl*12, # outfil*6, berfil*11 
integer shfrpm, totpts, incang, iskip, lcount, mincra integer npress, npoint 
real cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, vis, rc, rload, theta, shfrad, degrad, # pdcoef, eccx, eccy, ecca, eccn, costf, sintf, 
# mobx, moby, moba, mobn, sqzx, sqzy, barw, whirlx, whirly, # xvel, yvel, xdiff, ydiff, eratio, bdrato, groove, bwidth, minf, emax, # minbrg, gbegin, gend, dir, fp, pqout, 
& avepow, maxp 
real temp, deltaT, flowout 
real table(3,8,13), tstart, pstart 
logical groved 
parameter (pi=3.141592654) 
dimension fx(721), fy(721), xloc(721), yloc(721), prse(73,37), 
#- cenflm(73), htot(145), barq(721) 
c**** common block declaration 
common/blockO/select, choice, specfl, loadfl 
common/block2/outfil, chl0fl, chllfl, chl2fl, chl3fl, chl4fl 
common/block3/cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, rc, vis, shfrpm, shfrad, 
# groove, bwidth, fp 
common/block4/rload, fx, fy, xloc, yloc 
common/block5/theta, degrad, totpts, incang, lcount, costf, sintf, 
# pdcoef, bdrato, iskip, dir 
common/block6/eccx, eccy, ecca, eccn, eratio 
common/block7/mobx, moby, moba, mobn 
common/block8/sqzx, sqzy, whirlx, whirly, barw, xvel, yvel, xdiff, ydiff 




common/result/avepow, maxp, emax, minf, mincra, minbrg 
common/type/btype 
Setting up the type and operating conditions for the bearing. 
160 write(6, *), Input bearing type (M B or C)l 
read(5, *)bbtype 
if((bbtype. eq. lm'). or. (bbtype. eq. 'M'))then 
btype=Im' 
elseif((bbtype. eq. lbl). or. (bbtype. eq. 'B'))then 
btype=-'bl 
elseif((bbtype. eq. 1c'). or. (bbtype. eq. 'C'))then 
btype=Im' 
else 




190 write(6, *), Input groove type (P, F or N)' 
read(5, *)choice 
if(. not. (choice. eq. lpl. or. choice. eq. lfl. or. choice. eq. lnl)) then 





write(6, *), Input engine speed (rpm), I I- - .. --- reaci (b, , (i 5) ) shf rpm 
write (6, *) 
write(6, *)'Input name 
read(5,1(a)')specfl 
write(6, *) 
write(6, *)'Input name 
read(5,1(a), )loadfl 
write(6, *) 




if(choice. eq. lpl)then 
of bearing data file, 
of bearing load file, 
of the output data file, 
w. rj-Leýo, -)--Lnput groove start angular position' 
read(5, *)gbegin 
write(6, *)'Input groove end angular position' 














do j=2, npress+l 
fp=pstart 
tstart=40.0 
do k=1, npoint 
temp=tstart 
table (1 ,1, k) =temp table(2,1, k)=temp 




table(l, j, k)=tempout 
table(2, j, k)=flowout 





write(6, *)Ithis is speed, 
write(6, *)shfrpm 
call writef2(berfil, table, shfrpm, chllfl, chl2fl, btype, 






subroutine fred2(temp, deltaT, flowout) 
C***** Dynamically Loaded Journal Bearing Analysis 
C***** (Mobility Method) 
162 
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c***** Program file name : sjbvl4. f (version 14) *****c 
c***** *****c 
c***** This program is capable of analyzing a journal *****c 
C***** bearing under dynamically loaded situations. The *****c 
C***** solution technique is based on the short bearing - *****c 
c***** Mobility Method. The effect of partial grooving *****c 
c***** can also be accounted for by the simple *****c 
c***** approximation implemented in the computer program. *****C 
c***** *****c 
c***** The computed solutions will be output to five *****C 
c***** data files, which contain a summary of results, *****c 
C***** journal centre orbit , max. oil film pressure, *****C 
C***** power loss and oil flow rate. *****c 
C***** *****c 
C***** *****c 
C***** Written by CKK LAI *****c 
C***** *****C 
C***** Institute of Tribology *****c 
C***** Dept. of Mech. Eng., *****c 
c***** Leeds University *****C 
c***** Leeds LS2 9JT March 1993 *****C 
C***** *****C 
c***** Dynamically Loaded Journal Bearing Analysis *****C 
c***** (Mobility Method) *****C 
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c****Reference : C. K. K. Lai (1993), Ph. D. thesis, Dept. of Mech. Eng., 



















































ecca, eccn ------- 





fx( ), fy( ) 
average power loss over a cycie 
dimensionless bearing oil flow rate 
squeeze vel. component, rel. to load vector 
bearing diameter <m> 
bearing ratio 
bearing (full) length <m> 
bearing type, m- main bearing; 
b- big emd bearing 
bearing width variable 
central angular position of film extent 
file name corresponding to channel 
selection code 
con-rod length <m> 
cos & sin of angle theta 
crank length <m> 
factor to convert degree to radian 
crank shaft rotating direction code, view 
form the front of engine 
dir=1.0 for anti-clockwise 
dir=-I. O for clockwise 
time step <sec> 
eratio component, rel. to load line 
eratio component, rel. to x-y frame 
maximum eccentricity ratio 
eccentricity ratio 
direction of force vector 
oil feed pressure <m**3/sec> 
array of load component, relative to x-y 


















































moba, mobn ------- 
















whirlx, whirly --- 
xvel, yvel ------- 
xdiff, ydiff ----- 
xloc( ), yloc( )- 
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logical variable to indicate the grooved bearing portion 
width of bearing central groove <m> 
starting angular position of groove 
end angular position of groove 
power loss data array 
increment angle at each step computation 
dummy variable 
main computation loop counter 
maximum oil film pressure 
bearing angle corresponding to min. film 
crank angle corresponding to min. film 
minimum film thickness 
mobility component, rel. to load vector 
mobility component, rel. to x-y frame 
coefficient 
constant = 3.141592654 
averaged bearing flow rate 
pressure data array 
radial clearance <m> 
resultant load <n> 
operation selection variable 
crank shaft speed <rpm> 
crank shaft speed <rad/sec> 
input data file name variable 
squeeze vel. component, rel. to x-y frame 
angle between load vector &x axis <rad> 
<degree> 
summation of power loss over a cycle 
no. of step in one engine cycle <sec> 
lubricant viscosity <ns/m) 
whirl vel. component, rel. to x-y frame 
resultant vel. component, rel. to x-y frame 
difference between end points of locus 
locus coordinate array 
c**** defined variable type 
character select, choice, specfl*6, loadfl*6, btype*l, 
# chlOfl*12, chllfl*12, chl2fl*12, chl3fl*12, chl4fl*12, 
# outfil*6 
integer shfrpm, totpts, incang, iskip, lcount, mincra 
real cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, vis, rc, rload, theta, shfrad, degrad, 
# pdcoef, eccx, eccy, ecca, eccn, costf, sintf, 
# mobx, moby, moba, mobn, sqzx, sqzy, barw, whirlx, whirly, 
# xvel, yvel, xdiff, ydiff, eratio, bdrato, groove, bwidth, minf, emax, 
# minbrg, fdir, gbegin, gend, dir, fp, pqout, 
& avepow, maxp 
real temtot(100), visco(100), densit(100), specht(100) 




dimension fx(721), fy(721), xloc(721), yloc(721), prse(73,37), 
# cenflm(73), htot(145), barq(721) 
c**** common block declaration 
common/blockO/select, choice, specfl, loadfl 
common/block2/outfil, chl0fl, chllfl, chl2fl, chl3fl, chl4fl 
common/block3/cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, rc, vis, shfrpm, shfrad, 
# groove, bwidth, fp 
common/block4/rload, fx, fy, xloc, yloc 
common/block5/theta, degrad, totpts, incang, lcount, costf, sintf, 
# pdcoef, bdrato, iskip, dir 
common/block6/eccx, eccy, ecca, eccn, eratio 








common/result/avepow, maxp, emax, minf, mincra, minbrg 
common/type/btype 
print introduction statement 
write(6, *) 
write(6,1) 
format('***** Engine Bearing Analysis The Mobility Method', 
write(6, *) 
write(6, *) 
if (choice. eq. lfl) then 
gbegin=O 
gend=360 
else if (choice. eq. lpl) then 
write(6, *) 





write(6, *)Ireading data file begins 
write(6, *) 
call getdat 
write(6, *)Ireading data completed' 
write(6-, *) 
The beginning of one alteration to the original program. 
This alteration calculates the oil condition within the 
bearing for a given oil temperature. 
temper1=100 












read(24, *) (temtot(i), i=l, nn) 
do i=l, nn 
if(temtot(i). gt. oilmax) oilmax=temtot(i) 
if(temtot(i). lt. oilmin) oilmin=temtot(i) 
enddo 
read(24, *) 
read(24, *) (visco(i), i=l, nn) 
read(24, *) 
read(24, *) (densit(i), i=l, nn) 
read(24, *) 
read(24, *) (specht(i), i=l, nn) 
close(24) 
1000 write(6, *) 
call interp(temtot, visco, nn, temperl, vis) 
call interp(temtot, densit, nn, temperl, rho) 
call interp(temtot, specht, nn, temperl, sph) 
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End of alteration 
C**** compute journal locus coordinate begin relative to x-y frame 
c**** set initial position of journal 
eccx=0.25 
eccy=0.25 
c**** calculate shaft speed in radian/sec 
shfrad=shfrpm*2.0*pi/60.0 
c**** factor to convert degree to radian degrad=pi/180.0 




c**** calculate time step in sec. 
dt=(incang/360.0)/(shfrpm/60.0) 
c**** initialise loop counter 
lcount=1 
C**** loop to determine the load acting on the grooved or ungrooved part 
c of the bearing 
c**** check resultant load vector acting on upper or lower half of brg. 
do 18 i=1 totpts+l 
if (choice. eq. lpl) then 





if (fx(i). lt. O. O. and. fy(i). gt. 0.0) then 
fdir=pi-fdir 
else if (fx(i). lt. O. O. and. fy(i). lt. 0.0) then 
fdir=pi+fdir 
else if (fx(i). gt. O. O. and. fy(i). lt. 0.0) then 
fdir=2*pi-fdir 
endif 
if (fdir. gt. gbegin. and. fdir. 1t. gend) then 
fx (i) =fx (i) *0.5 
fy (i) =fy (i) *0.5 
endi f 
else if (choice. eq. IfI) then 
fx (i) =fx (i) * 0.5 
fy(i)=fy (i) *0.5 
endi f 
18 continue 
write(6, *)Imain iteration loop begins... ' 
write(6, *) 
emax=0.0 
15 do 20 i=1 , totpts 
xloc(i)=eccx 
yloc(i)=eccy 
c**** check resultant load vector acting on the grooved or ungrooved 
c part of the brg. and hence to determine the bearing width 
if (choice. eq. lpl) then 





if (fx(i). lt. O. O. and. fy(i). gt. 0.0) then 
fdir=pi-fdir 





if (fx. (i). gt. O. O. and. fy(i). lt. 0.0) then 
rcIir=2*pi-tdir 
endif 






else if (choice. eq. If') then 
bwidth=(blen-groove)*0.5 
groved=. true. 




c**** calculate length / diameter ratio bdrato=bwidth/bdia 
c**** calculate resultant load 
rload=sqrt(fx(i)**2+fy(i)**2) 
c**** calculate the coeff., pdcoef 
pdcoef=(rload*4.0*rc**2)/(vis*bwidth*bdia**3) 
c**** calculate angle between load vector and x axis 
costf=fx(i)/rload 
sintf=fy(i)/rload 
c**** calculate ecc. ratio along and normal to load line 
ecca=xloc(i)*costf + yloc(i)*sintf 
eccn=-1.0*xloc(i)*sintf + yloc(i)*costf 
c**** calculate mobility components along & normal to load line 
call mobity 
c**** calculate mobility components along x and y axes 
mobx--moba*costf - mobn*sintf 
moby--moba*sintf + mobn*costf 
C**** squeeze velocity components in x and y direction 
sqzx=pdcoef*mobx 
sqzy=pdcoef*moby 
c**** calculate whirl component begins ... c**** theta is crank angle (radian), measure from t. d. c., its +ve 
c direction is the same as the crank shaft rotation. 
theta=(i-l)*incang*degrad 
c**** calculate average angular velocity, relative to x-y frame, 
c crankshaft rotating direction will depend on the value of 
c "dir" (+1 .0 or -1 . 0) if (btype. eq. lml) then 
c**** for main bearing 
barw=dir*(shfrad/2.0) 
else if (btype. eq. lbl) then 






c**** whirl component in 
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error in unput file, program stopped 
x and y directions 
whirlx=barw*eccy 
whirly=barw*eccx 
C**** calculate resultant velocity 
xvel=sqzx-whirlx 
yvel=sqzy+whirly 
c**** step to next point by linear 
xl oc (i +1) =xl oc (i) +xvel * dt 
yloc(i+l)=Yloc(i)+Yvel*dt 
component in x and y directions 
extrapolation 
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eratio=sqrt(xloc(i+l)**2+yloc(i+l)**2) 
c**** check journal position within clearance circle 
if (eratio. gt. 1.0) then 
print*,, ######## locus out of the clearance circle ###########, 
print*,, ######## time step has been reduced and the ###########, 
print*,, ######## last step is repeated. ###########, 
call ddstep(i, dt) 
end if 




C**** save new position as the starting point of next step 
eccx=xloc(i+l) 
eccy=yloc(i+l) 
C**** calculate power loss 
call powlos(i) 
20 continue 
c**** end of orbit iteration loop 
C**** apply tolerance and condition 
xdiff=abs(xloc(totpts+l)-xloc(l)) 
ydiff=abs(yloc(totpts+l)-yloc(l)) 
write (6, *)'program running, orbit iteration loop lcount 
lcount=lcount+l 
if ((xdiff. gt. 0.005). or. (ydiff. gt. 0.005)) goto 15 
c**** end of main loop 
c**** determine bearing performance begin 
c**** determine min. film position, rel. to bearing angle. 
c bearing angle is defined +ve anti-clockwise, measured from +ve 
cx axis 
minbrg=abs(atan(yloc(mincra)/xloc(mincra))) 
if (xloc(mincra). lt. O. O. and. yloc(mincra). gt. 0.0) then 
minbrg=pi-minbrg 
else if (xloc(mincra). lt. O. O. and. yloc(mincra). lt. 0.0) then 
minbrg=pi+minbrg 
else if (xloc(mincra). gt. O. O. and. yloc(mincra). lt. 0.0) then 
minbrg=2*pi-minbrg 
endif 
c**** convert minbrg to from radian to degrees 
minbrg=minbrg/degrad 
c**** determine minimum film thickness & its position 
minf=rc*(1.0-emax)*1000000.0 
mincra=mincra*incang 
c**** calculate mean power loss 
totpow=0.0 




c**** determine max. pressure distribution 
call pressu 
c**** determine oil flow rate 
call oflow 
Beginning of second alteration to the original program. 
This alteration calculates the temperature of the oil 
in the bearing, from the calculated power loss. 
deltaT=avepow/(rho*pqout*sph) 
write(6, *), rise in temperature =I, deltaT, Ideg Celcius' 
write(6, *)' oil flow rate =I, pqout,, mA3/sl 
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uemperi=temperl+((temper2-temperl)/80) 







if(abs(temper2-temperl). gt. l)then 
if(temperl. 1t. temper2) then 
if(temper2. gt. 7000)then 
temperl=temperl+((temper2-temperl)/160) 








End of second alteration * 
* 
* 














write(6, *), ******** main program operation completed 
return 
end 
loss data to file 
rate data to file 
pressure data to file 
produce result summary 
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c************************* ******************* **************** *** ** ** * 
c 
c 
sub-program to read bearing data and load data 
ci from data files. 
c 
subroutine getdat 
c**** define local variables 
c setpos ----- string variable, use to set pointer position 
C**** define variable type 
character select, specfl*6, loadfl*6, chlOfl*12, chllfl*12, chl2fl*12, 
# chl3fl*12, chl4fl*12, setpos*5, choice, dirton*9, outfil*6, 
# btype*1 
integer shfrpm, totpts, incang, iskip, lcount, count 
real cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, vis, rc, rload, theta, shfrad, degrad, 
# fx, fy, xloc, yloc, pdcoef, costf, sintf, bdrato, groove, bwidth, 
# dx, dy, ddx, ddy, intpts, dir, fp 
dimension fx(721), fy(721), xloc(721), yloc(721), fxda(73), fyda(73) 
common/blockO/select, choice, specfl, loadfl 
corrunon/block2/outf il, chl Of 1, chl 1f1, chl 2f 1, chl 3f 1, chl 4f 1 
common/block3/cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, rc, vis, shfrpm, shfrad, 
# groove, bwidth, fp 
common/block4/rload, fx, fy, xloc, yloc 
common/block5/theta, degrad, totpts, incang, lcount, costf, sintf, 
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# pdcoef, bdrato, iskip, dir 
common/type/btype 
c**** define input data files with type ". dat" 
chllfl=specfl//I. dat, 
chl2fl=loadfl//I. dat, 
open(unit=11, file=chllfl, status=1old') 
open(unit=12, file=chl2fl, status=1old') 
C**** adjust pointer position 
100 read(11,110)setpos 
110 format(a5) 
if (setpos. ne. I=====I) then 
goto 100 
endif 
read (1 11 12) cralen 
read (1 11 12) conlen 










112 format(lx, f9.7) 
114 f ormat (1 x, i9) 
113 format (f1O. 1 ) 
115 f ormat (9x, al ) 
116 f ormat (1 x, a9) 
if (dirton. eq. lclockwisel) then 
dir=-1.0 
else if (dirton. eq. lanticlockl) then 
dir=1.0 
else 




if (btype. ne. ImI. and. btype. ne. IbI) then 
write(6, *), ***** error in input bearing type', 
I program stopped *****' 
stop 
endi f 
write(6, *)Iread bearing data file completed' 
c 
c 
c**** completed reading from bearing data file 
C**** begin to read load data file 
c note : input load data file must have 10 deg. interval 
C**** adjust pointer position 
120 read(12,110)setpos 
if (setpos. ne. I=====I) then 
goto 120 
endif 
do 130 count=1,73 
read(unit=12, fmt=135)iskip, fxda(count), fyda(count) 
135 format(i7,10x, f9.1,7x, f9.1) 
130 continue 
close(12) 
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intpts=l 0 
c**** compute load data in sub-interval (linear interpolation) 
do 140 i=1,72 




do 150 j=I, intpts 





c**** close the load cycle 
fx (totpts+l ) =fx (1 ) 
fy(totpts+l)=fy(l) 




ci sub-program to calculate mobility components 
ci along & normal to load vector 
c 
subroutine mobity 
c**** define variable type 
character btype*1 
integer shfrpm, incang, iskip, lcount, totpts 
real bdrato, cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, rc, vis, shfrad, costf, sintf, 
# eccx, eccy, ecca, eccn, eratio, mobx, moby, moba, mobn, 
# degrad, pdcoef, theta, groove, bwidth, dir, fp 
parameter (pi=3.141592654) 
common/block3/cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, rc, vis, shfrpm, shfrad, 
# groove, bwidth, fp 
common/block5/theta, degrad, totpts, incang, lcount, costf, sintf, 
# pdcoef, bdrato, iskip, dir 
common/block6/eccx, eccy, ecca, eccn, eratio 
common/block7/mobx, moby, moba, mobn 
common/type/btype 
c**** calculate mobility along the load vector 
moba=(I. O-ecca)**2 * sqrt(l. 0-ecca)/(pi*bdrato**2) 







sub-program to compute locus path in sub-step 
c 
subroutine ddstep(i , dt) 
c**** define local variab les 
c ddt -------------- small time increment in a time step 
dt 
c dxload, dyload ---- change of load compon ent in a step 
c xload, yload ------ x, y lo ad component at a point within a step 
c xpos, ypos -------- locus coordinate rel. to x-y frame 
c dtheat ----------- small change of angle theta 
c ddxld, ddyld ------ small change of load components 
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c divs ------------- number of divisions in a step 
c**** defined variable type 
character btype*1 
integer shfrpm, totpts, incang, iskip, lcount, count, i 
real cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, vis, rc, rload, theta, shfrad, degrad, # pdcoef, eccx, eccy, ecca, eccn, costf, sintf, # mobx, moby, moba, mobn, sqzx, sqzy, barw, whirlx, whirly, # xvel, yvel, xdiff, ydiff, eratio, bdrato, groove, bwidth, dir, fp, # dxload, dyload, xload, yload, xpos, ypos, dtheta, ddxld, ddyld, divs 
doubleprecision dt, ddt 
dimension fx(721), fy(721), xloc(721), yloc(721) 
c**** commom block declaration 
common/block3/cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, rc, vis, shfrpm, shfrad, # groove, bwidth, fp 
common/block4/rload, fx, fy, xloc, yloc 
common/block5/theta, degrad, totpts, incang, lcount, costf, sintf, 
# pdcoef, bdrato, iskip, dir 
common/block6/eccx, eccy, ecca, eccn, eratio 
common/block7/mobx, moby, moba, mobn 
common/block8/sqzx, sqzy, whirlx, whirly, barw, xvel, yvel, xdiff, ydiff 
common/type/btype 
print*, Icalling subroutine ddstep ..... c**** calculate difference of load components between two steps 
dxload=fx(i+l)-fx(i) 
dyload=fy(i+1) -fy(i) 
c**** transfer values from the main prog. variables to subroutine 








c**** loop to check no. of sub divisions 
100 ddt=ddt*0.5 
eratio=sqrt((xpos+xvel*ddt)**2+(ypos+yvel*ddt)**2) 




c**** for safety, add 1 to counter count. this makes the sub step enen 






c**** compute the small increment in 
I 
the sub step, and hence slowly 
c creeping through the "big step' without shooting out the 
c clearance circle. 
do 2 00 q= 1.0, divs, I-0 
c**** calculate resultant load 
rload=sqrt((xload+ddxld*(q-1.0))**2+(yload+ddyld*(q-1.0))**2) 
pdcoef=(rload*4.0*rc**2)/(vis*bwidth*bdia**3) 
c**** calculate angle between load vector and x axis 
costf=(xload+ddxld*(q-1.0))/rload 
sintf=(yload+ddyld*(q-1.0))/rload 
c**** calculate ecc. ratio along and normal to load line 
ecca=xpos*costf + ypos*sintf 
eccn=-1.0*xpos*sintf + ypos*costf 
c**** calculate mobility components along & normal to load line 
call mobity 
c**** calculate mobility components along x and y axes 
mobx--moba*costf - mobn*sintf 
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moby=moba*sintf + mobn*costf 
c**** squeeze velocity components in x and y directions 
sqzx=pdcoef*mobx 
sqzy=pdcoef*moby 
c**** calculate whirl components begins 
c**** theta is crank angle, measure from t. d. c. theta=theta+dtheta*(q-1.0) 
c**** calculate average angular velocity, relative to x-y frame, c crank shaft rotating direction will depend on value of "dir if (cralen. 1t. 0.000001. or. conlen. 1t. 0.000001) then 
barw=dir*(shfrad/2.0) 
else 
barw=dir* (shf rad/2.0) * (1 . 0+ (cralen*cos (theta) /conlen) endif 
c**** whirl components in x and y directions 
whirlx=barw*ypos 
whirly=barw*xpos 
c**** calculate resultant velocity component in x-y direction 
xvel=sqzx-whirlx 
yvel=sqzy+whirly 
C**** step to next point by linear extrapolation 
xpos=xpos+xvel*ddt 
ypos=ypos+yvel*ddt 
c**** re-check eccentricity ratio 
eratio=sqrt(xpos**2+ypos**2) 
print*, 're check eccentricity ; eratio = 1, eratio 
if (eratio. gt. 1.0) then 




xloc (i +1 =Xpos 






sub-program to compute maximum pressure 
ci distribution around the bearing. 
c 
subroutine pressu 
c**** define local variables 
c step ----------- no. of division in a 10 degree step 
c maloc, mnloc ---- mobility component along & normal to l. o. c. 
c ang ------------ angular increment variable 
c spload --------- specific load 
c phi ------------ angle between l. o. c. &x axis, measured clockwise 
C (+ve) from x axis 
c maxp ----------- maximum pressure 
c**** define variable type 
character select, choice, specfl*6, loadfl*6, 
# chlOfl*12, chllfl*12, chl2fl*12, chl3fl*12, 
# chl4fl*12, outfil*6, btype*l 
real phi, rioad, costf, sintf, ecca, eccn, mobx, moby, moaloc, monloc, 
# ang, spload, blen, bdia, eratio, bdrato, moba, mobn, eccx, eccy, 
# barw, conlen, cralen, pdcoef, rc, shfrad, sqzx, sqzy, theta, vis, 
# whirlx, whirly, xdiff, ydiff, xvel, yvel, groove, bwidth, maxp, 
# gbegin, gend, fdir, dir, fp, pqout, 
& avepow, emax, minf, minbrg 
integer i, k, n, step, incang, iskip, lcount, shfrpm, totpts, mincra 
dimension xloc(721), yloc(721), fx(721), fy(721), prse(73,37), 
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# cenf lm (7 3) , barq (7 21 
parameter (pi=3.141592654) 
c**** common block declaration 
common/blockO/select, choice, specfl, loadfl 
common /block2 / outf il, chl Of 1, chl 1f1, chl 2f 1, chl 3f 1, chl 4f 1 
common/block3/cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, rc, vis, shfrpm, shfrad, 
# groove, bwidth, fp 
common/block4/rload, fx, fy, xloc, yloc 
common/block5/theta, degrad, totpts, incang, lcount, costf, sintf, 
# pdcoef, bdrato, iskip, dir 
common/block6/eccx, eccy, ecca, eccn, eratio 
common/block7/mobx, moby, moba, mobn 
common/block8/sqzx, sqzy, whirlx, whirly, barw, xvel, yvel, xdiff, ydiff 
common/block9/prse, cenflm, i, gbegin, gend 
common/block13/pqout, barq 
common/result/avepow, maxp, emax, minf, mincra, minbrg 
common/type/btype 
c**** check divisions of load data, incang=5 is for 5 deg. increment 
c in the orbit calculation. then step=2 makes the pressure 
c calculation in 10 degrees step. this is only for testing purpose. 
if (incang. eq. 5) then 
step=2 
else if (incang. eq. 1) then 
step=10 
else 
write(6, *), ****** error occur at subroutine pressu 
end if 
c**** initialise array address "n" 
n=1 
c**** start the main loop 
maxp=0.0 
do 20 k=1,72 
c**** calculate angle (phi) between line of centre &x axis 
phi=abs(atan(yloc(n)/xloc(nM 
if (xloc(n). lt. O. O. and. yloc(n). gt. 0.0) then 
phi=pi-phi 
else if (xloc(n). lt. O. O. and. yloc(n). lt. 0-0) then 
phi=pi+phi 




hence determine "width" of brg. c**** check direction of load vector & 
if (choice. eq. lp') then 





if (fx(i). lt. O. O. and-fy(i)-gt-O-0) then 
fdir=pi-fdir 
else if (fx(i). lt. O. O. and. fy(i)-lt-O-O) 
then 
fdir=pi+fdir 









else if (choice. eq. lfl) then 
bwidth=(blen-groove)*0.5 





















C; L. Lly-L= ijI:. '_'UWt"t"i1 Lucia vector &x axis, +ve anti-clockwise, measure from x axis. 
costf=fx(n)/rload 
sintf=fy(n)/rload 
calculate ecc. ratio along & normal to load vector ecca=xioc(n)*costf+yloc(n)*sintf 
eccn=yloc(n)*costf-xloc(n)*sintf 
calculate mobility components along & normal to 
call mobity 
calculate mobility components along & normal to 
mobx--moba*costf - mobn*sintf 
moby--moba*sintf + mobn*costf 
moaloc=mobx*cos(phi) + moby*sin(phi) 
monloc=moby*cos(phi) - mobx*sin(phi) 
calculate eccentricity ratio 
eratio=sqrt(xloc(n)**2+yloc(n)**2) 
calculate specific load 
spload=rload/(bwidth*bdia) 
load vector 
line of centre 
compur-e pressure aistrijoution around the bearing, angle "angs' 
measured anti-clockwise from max. film thickness position 
do 4U i=1,36 
ang=(pi-phi)+(1-1)*10*degrad 
prse (k, 1) =-6. O*spload*bdrato**2* (moaloc*cos (ang) 
/((l+eratio*cos(ang))**3) 
account for the cavitation (reynolds conditions) 
if (prse(k, l). lt. 0.0) then 
prse(k, l)=O. O 
end if 
if (maxp. 1t. prse(k, l)) maxp=prse(k, l) 
continue 
account for end points. 
i. e. 0 deg. = 360 deg., refer to bearing angle 
prse (k, 37) = prse (k, 1) 
C**** determine angular position of resulta 
c to film extent), rel. to x axis, +ve 
cenflm(k)=abs(atan(moby/mobx)) 
if (mobx. 1t. O. O. and. moby. gt. 0.0) then 
cenflm(k)=pi-cenflm(k) 
else if (mobx. 1t. O. O. and. moby. 1t. 0-0) 
cenflm(k)=Pi+cenflm(k) 
else if (mobx. gt. O. O. and. moby. 1t. 0.0) 
cenflm(k)=2*pi-cenflm(k) 
+monloc*sin(ang)) 





c**** to define phi rel. to +ve y axis, +ve clockwise 
c cenflm(k)=0.5*pi-cenflm(k) 
c if (cenflm(k). lt. 0.0) cenflm(k)=2*pi+cenflm(k: 
c**** increment array address n 
n=n+step 
20 continue 
C**** account for end points. 
c i. e. 0 deg. = 720 deg. 










subroutine to calculate power loss 
c 
subroutine powlos(i) 
c**** define local variable 
c m, k -------- counter 
c wdiff ------ difference of journal & bearing angular velocity 
c Sloss ------ power loss due to shear effect 
c trloss ----- power loss due to translation effect 
character btype*1 
real sloss, trloss, wdiff, 
# cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, rc, vis, shfrad, groove, bwidth, 
# rload, fx, fy, xloc, yloc, theta, degrad, costf, sintf, pdcoef, 
# bdrato, eccx, eccy, ecca, eccn, eratio, sqzx, sqzy, whirlx, whirly 
# barw, xvel, yvel, xdiff, ydiff, mobx, moby, moba, mobn, dir, fp 
integer shfrpm, iskip, totpts, incang, lcount 
logical groved 
dimension Mot (145) fx(721 ) fy(721 ) xloc(721 ) yloc(721 
parameter (pi=3.141592654) 
common/block3/cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, rc, vis, shfrpm, shfrad, 
# groove, bwidth, fp 
common/block4/rload, fx, fy, xloc, yloc 
common/block5/theta, degrad, totpts, incang, lcount, costf, sintf, 








, ecca, eccn, eratio 
, moba, mobn 
, whirlx, whirly, barw, xvel, yvel, xdiff, ydiff 
c**** only consider data in every 5 degrees. 
if (incang. eq. 1) then 
k=5 
if (i. eq. 720) htot(145)=htot(l 
else if (incang. eq-5) then 
k=l 
if (i. eq. 144) htot(145)=htot(l) 
else 
write(6, *)Ierror on subroutine powlos, program stop. ' 
stop 
endif 
if (mod(i-1, k). eq. 0) then 
m=( (i-1 ) /k+1 ) 
c**** to calculate (shaft_velocity - bearing-velocity) 
wdiff=2*barw 
C**** note :x&y velocity have been normalised by radical clearance. 





c**** for grooved part, only one land 
c hence total power loss is twice 




of the bearing has been considered 
as loss on one land. 
c******************************************************************** 
C*======== -====-- =======================================* 
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c subroutine to calaulate bearing flow rate 
c (using zero speed feed pressure flow equation) 
c 
subroutine oflow 
character select, choice, specfl*6, loadfl*6, 
& chlOfl*12, chllfl*12, chl2fl*12, chl3fl*12, chl4fl*12, & outfil*6, btype*l 
real cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, rc, vis, shfrad, groove, bwidth, fp, 
& rload, fx, fy, xloc, yloc, theta, degrad, costf, sintf, pdcoef, & bdrato, dir, prse, cenflm, gbegin, gend, 
& pqout, eccity, phihmx, phib, phie, fl, f2u, f2l, f2, barq, bqout, 
& abqout, 
& avepow, maxp, emax, minf, minbrg 
integer shfrpm, totpts, incang, lcount, iskip, i, mincra 
parameter (pi=3.141592654) 
dimension fx(721 ), fy(721 ), xloc(721 ), yloc(721 prse(73,37) 
# cenf lm (7 3) , barq (7 21 
c**** commom block declaration 
common/blockO/ select, choice, specf 1, loadf 1 
common /block2 / outf il, chl Of 1, chl 1f1, chl 2f 1, chl 3f 1, chl 4f 1 
common/block3/cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, rc, vis, shfrpm, shfrad, 
# groove, bwidth, fp 
common/block4/rload, fx, fy, xloc, yloc 
common/block5/theta, degrad, totpts, incang, lcount, costf, sintf, 
# pdcoef, bdrato, iskip, dir 
common/block9/prse, cenflm, i, gbegin, gend 
common/block13/pqout, barq 




c**** calculate flow rate begins 
if (choice. eq. lpl) then 
do 10 i=l, totpts 
eccity=sqrt(xloc(i)**2+yloc(i)**2) 
c**** locate max. film position wrt brg. angle 
phihmx=abs(atan(yloc(i)/xloc(i))) 
if (xioc(i). lt. O. O. and. yloc(i). gt. 0.0) then 
phihmx=2.0*pi-phihmx 
else if (xloc(i). gt. O. O. and. yloc(i). gt. 0.0) then 
phihmx=pi+phihmx 
else if (xloc(i). gt. O. O. and. yloc(i). lt. 0.0) then 
phihmx=pi-phihmx 
endif 
c**** define phib and phie 
phib=2.0*pi-phihmx+gbegin 
phie=2.0*pi-phihmx+gend 
if (phib. gt. (2.0*pi)) then phib=phib-2.0*pi 
if (phie. gt. (2.0*pi)) then phie=phie-2.0*pi 
c**** determine oil flow rate at that instant 









& (6.0*((blen/groove-1.0)**0.333))) + 





else if (choice. eq. lfl) then 
do 20 i=l, totpts 
eccity=sqrt(xloc(i)**2+yloc(i)**2) 
barq(i)=pi*bdia*(1 
. 0+1 S*eccity**2) (3.0*(blen-groove) bqout=bqout+barq(i) 
20 continue 
else if (choice. eq. In') then 





C**** determine average oil flow rate 
abqout=bqout/totpts 





c***************************************** *************** ************ 
c 
c subroutine to output results to a summary file 
c 
subroutine sumary 
c**** defined variable type 
character select, choice, specfl*6, loadfl*6, 
# chlOfl*12, chllfl*12, chl2fl*12, chl3fl*12, chl4fl*12, # outfil*6, btype*l 
integer shfrpm, totpts, incang, iskip, lcount, mincra 
real cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, vis, rc, rload, theta, shfrad, degrad, 
# pdcoef, eccx, eccy, ecca, eccn, costf, sintf, 
# mobx, moby, moba, mobn, sqzx, sqzy, barw, whirlx, whirly, 
# xvel, yvel, xdiff, ydiff, eratio, bdrato, groove, bwidth, minf, emax, 
# minbrg, gbegin, gend, dir, fp, pqout, avepow, maxp 
logical groved 
parameter (pi=3.141592654) 
dimension fx(721 ), fy(721 ), xloc(721 ), yloc(721 prse(73,37), 
# cenflm(73) htot(145) barq(721 
C**** commom block declaration 
common/blockO/select, choice, specfl, loadfl 
common/block2/outfil, chl0fl, chllfl, chl2fl, chl3fl, chl4fl 
c**** 
c**** 
common/block3/cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, rc, vis, shfrpm, shfrad, 
# groove, bwidth, fp 
common/block4/rload, fx, fy, xloc, yloc 
common/block5/theta, degrad, totpts, incang, lcount, costf, sintf, 
# pdcoef, bdrato, iskip, dir 
common/block6/eccx, eccy, ecca, eccn, eratio 
common/block7/mobx, moby, moba, mobn 
common/block8/sqzx, sqzy, whirlx, whirly, barw, xvel, yvel, xdiff, ydiff 




common/result/avepow, maxp, emax, minf, mincra, minbrg 
common/type/btype 
define result summary output file with type ". ref" 
open (unit=24, file=outfil//I. refl, status=lunknown') 
write result summary to file 
write(6, *) 
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write(6, *)Iwrite summary of results to file 
& outfil//I. refl, l begins ... I c**** write file heading 
write(24,10) outfil//I. ref, 
10 f ormat (I summary of results <f ile name al 0, > 
write(24,12) loadfl 
12 format(Iload data file name I, a6) 
write(24,14) specfl 
14 format(linput bearing data file name l, a6/) 
write(24,19) 
19 format (I 
write(24,166) 
write (24,167) 
if (btype. eq. lml) then 
write(24,150) 
else if (btype-eq. lbl) then 
write(24,152) 
else 










write (24,184) fp 
write(24,186) vis 
write(24,188) shfrpm 
166 format(lengine and bearing data 
167 format(' -------------------------- 
150 format(lbearing type : main bearing') 
152 format(lbearing type : big end bearing') 
164 format(Icrankpin radius <m> : /, f9.4) 
165 format(Icon-rod length <M> : I, f9.4) 
170 format(lbearing diameter <M> : I, f8.6) 
172 format(lbearing length <m> -,, f8.6) 
174 format(Igroove width <M> , f8.6) 
176 format(Igroove begin at bearing angle <deg. > I, f5.1) 
178 format(Igroove end at bearing angle <deg. > I, f5.1) 
180 format(Idiametrial clearance <micro-m> , f8.3) 
184 format(loil supply pressure <n/sq. m> /, f1O. I) 
186 format(Iviscosity <ns/sq. m> I, f8.6) 
188 format(Icrankshaft frequence <rpm> 
write (24,19) 
C**** write computed results 
write(24,65) avepow*O-001 
65 format(Imean power loss , f5.2,1 
kw') 
write(24, *) 
write(24,90) maxp/l. Oe6 
90 format(Imax. hydrodynamic pressure : l, f6.1, ' mN/sq. m-) 
write(24, *) 
write(24,31) pqout 
31 format(loil flow rate : I, e12.6e2,1 m**3/sec') 
write(24, *) 
write (24,3 2) emax 
32 format(Imax. eccentricity ratio = I, f5.3) 
write(24, *) 
write(24,34) minf, mincra 
34 format(Imin. film = 1, f5.2,1 micrometre at I, i3 ,1 degrees crank 
#I angle') 
write(24,36)minbrg 







** ** * 
c 










defined variable type 
character select, choice, specfl*6, loadfl*6, 
chlOfl*12, chllfl*12, chl2fl*12, chl3fl*12, chl4f1*12, 
outfil*6, btype*l 
integer shfrpm, totpts, incang, iskip, lcount, mincra 
real cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, vis, rc, rload, theta, shfrad, degrad, 
pdcoef, eccx, eccy, ecca, eccn, costf, sintf, 
mobx, moby, moba, mobn, sqzx, sqzy, barw, whirlx, whirly, 
xvel, yvel, xdiff, ydiff, eratio, bdrato, groove, bwidth, minf, emax, 




dimension fx(721 ), fy(721 ), xloc(721 ), yloc(721 prse(73,37), 
c**** commom 
cenflm(73) htot(145) barq(721 
block declaration 
common/blockO/select, choice, specfl, loadfl 
common/block2/outf il, chl Of 1, chl 1f1, chl 2f 1, chl 3f 1, chl 4f 1 
common/block3/cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, rc, vis, shfrpm, shfrad, 
# groove, bwidth, fp 
common/block4/rload, fx, fy, xloc, yloc 
common/block5/theta, degrad, totpts, incang, lcount, costf, sintf, 
# pdcoef, bdrato, iskip, dir 
common/block6/eccx, eccy, ecca, eccn, eratio 
common/block7/mobx, moby, moba, mobn 
common/block8/sqzx, sqzy, whirlx, whirly, barw, xvel, yvel, xdiff, ydiff 




common/result/avepow, maxp, emax, minf, mincra, minbrg 
common/type/btype 
write journal orbit coordinate to output data file 
write (6, *) 
write(6, *)Iwrite journal orbit cood. to file 
& outfil//I. xyl, l begins ... I 
C**** define journal orbit coordinate output file with type ". xy" 
chlOfl=outfil//I. xy, 
open(unit=10, file=chl0fl, status=lunknown') 
write(10,22)outfil//I. xyl 









data file name 
specfl 
t bearing data 
shfrpm 
/, a6) 
file name : 
30 format(lengine speed : l, i4,1 rpm, ) 
write(10,65) avepow*0.001 












write(10,90) maxp/l. Oe6 
format(Imax. hydrodynamic 
write(10,31) pqout 
format(loil flow rate :I 
write (10,32) emax 
pressure : 




rormat(Imax. eccentricity ratio = I, f5.3) 
write(10,34) minf, mincra 
format(Imin. film = ', f5.2,1 micrometre at l, i3,1 degrees crank,, 
I angle, ) 
write(10,36)minbrg 
format(28x, I at ', f5. l, ' degree bearing angle, ) 
write(10, *) 
write(10,38) 




do 45 i=1 totpts+l 







sub-program to output max. pressure data to file i 
c 
subroutine prfile 
c**** define local variables 
c step ----------- no. of devisions in a 10 degree step 
c maloc, mnloc ---- mobility component along & normal to l. o. c. 
c ang ------------ angular increment variable 
c spload --------- specific load 
c phi ------------ angle between l. o. c. &x axis, measured clockwise 
c (+ve) from x axis 
C maxp ----------- maximum pressure 
C**** define variable type 
character select, choice, specfl*6, loadfl*6, 
# chlOfl*12, chllfl*12, chl2fl*12, chl3fl*12, 
# chl4fl*12, outfil*6, btype*l 
real rload, costf, sintf, ecca, eccn, mobx, moby, 
# blen, bdia, eratio, bdrato, moba, mobn, eccx, eccy, 
# barw, conlen, cralen, pdcoef, rc, shfrad, sqzx, sqzy, theta, vis, 
# whirlx, whirly, xdiff, ydiff, xvel, yvel, groove, bwidth, maxp, 
# gbegin, gend, dir, fp, pqout, 
& avepow, emax, minf, minbrg 
integer i, n, incang, iskip, lcount, shfrpm, totpts, mincra 
dimension xloc(721), yloc(721), fx(721), fy(721), prse(73,37), 
# cenflm(73), barq(721) 
parameter (pi=3.141592654) 
c**** common block declaration 
common/blockO/select, choice, specfl, loadfl 
common/block2/outfil, chlofl, chllfl, chl2fl, chl3fl, chl4fl 
common/block3/cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, rc, vis, shfrpm, shfrad, 
# groove, bwidth, fp 
common/block4/rload, fx, fy, xloc, yloc 
common/block5/theta, degrad, totpts, incang, lcount, costf, sintf, 
# pdcoef, bdrato, iskip, dir 
common/block6/eccx, eccy, ecca, eccn, eratio 
common/block7/mobx, moby, moba, mobn 
common/block8/sqzx, sqzy, whirlx, whirly, barw, xvel, yvel, xdiff, ydiff 
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common/block9/prse, cenflm, i, gbegin, gend 
common/blockl3/pqout, barq 
common/result/avepow, maxp, emax, minf, mincra, minbrg 
common/type/btype 
c**** define pressure output data file has the type of ". pr" 
chl3fl=outfil//I. prl 
open(unit=13, file=chl3fl, status=lunknown') 
c**** write pressure data to file begins ... write(6, *) 
write(6, *)Iwrite pressure data to file 
& outfil//I. prl, l begins ... I c**** write file heading 
write(13,60) outfil//I. prl 
60 format(lbearing pressure data file : l, a9/) 
write(13,62) loadfl 
62 format(Iload data file name : I, a6) 
write(13,64) specfl 
64 format(linput bearing data data file name : l, a6/) 
write(13,69) 
write(13,66) shfrpm 
66 format(lengine speed : l, i4,1 rpm') 
write(13,65) avepow*0.001 
65 format(Imean power loss : l, f5.2,1 kwl) 
write (13,90) maxp/ 1- Oe6 
90 format(Imax. hydrodynamic pressure : l, f6.1,1 MN/sq. m') 
write(13,31) pqout 
31 format(loil flow rate : l, el2.6e2, ' m**3/sec') 
write(13,32)emax 
32 format(Imax. eccentricity ratio = I, f5.3) 
write(13,34) minf, mincra 
34 format(Imin. film = l, f5.2,1 micrometre at l, i3,1 degrees crank/, 
#I angle, ) 
write(13,36)minbrg 




37 format(INote (1) oil film has an extent of 180 degrees') 
38 format(' (2) central angular position of film extent is', 
#I measured from') 




67 format(Icrank angle', lox, 'pressure data corresponding to bearing', 
#1 angle 0 deg. to 360 deg., ') 





do 80 i=1,73 
n=(i-l)*10 
write(13,70) n, (prse(i, j), j=l, 6) 
70 format(2x, i4,6x, el2.7el, lx, el2.7el, lx, el2.7el, lx, el2.7el, lx, 
# el2.7el, lx, el2.7el, lx, el2.7el, lx, el2.7el, lx) 
write(13,72) (prse(i, j), j=7, l2) 
write(13,72) (prse(i, j), j=13,18) 
write(13,72) (prse(i, j), j=19,24) 
write(13,72) (prse(i, j) j=25,30) 
write(13,72) (prse(i, j), j=31,36) 
write(13,72) (prse(i, 37)) 
72 format(12x, el2.7el, lx, el2.7el, lx, el2.7el, lx, el2.7el, lx, 
# el2.7el, lx, el2.7el, lx, el2.7el, lx, el2.7el, lx) 




74 format(10x, f6.2,10x, lcentral 
80 continue 
close (unit=1 3) 
return 
end 




c subroutinr to output power loss data to file 
c 
subroutine hhfile 
c**** defined variable type 
character select, choice, specfl*6, loadfl*6, 
# chlOfl*12, chllfl*12, chl2fl*12, chl3fl*12, chl4fl*12, 
# outfil*6, btype*l 
integer shfrpm, totpts, incang, iskip, lcount, mincra 
real cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, vis, rc, rload, theta, shfrad, degrad, 
# pdcoef, eccx, eccy, ecca, eccn, costf, sintf, 
# mobx, moby, moba, mobn, sqzx, sqzy, barw, whirlx, whirly, 
# xvel, yvel, xdiff, ydiff, eratio, bdrato, groove, bwidth, minf, emax, 
# minbrg, gbegin, gend, dir, fp, pqout, 
& avepow, maxp 
logical groved 
parameter (pi=3.141592654) 
dimension fx(721 ), fy(721 ), xloc(721 ), yloc(721 prse(73,37), 
# cenflm(73), htot(145), barq(721) 
c**** commom block declaration 
common/blockO/select, choice, specfl, loadfl . common/block2/outfil, chl0fl, chllfl, chl2fl, chl3fl, chl4fl 
common/block3/cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, rc, vis, shfrpm, shfrad, 
# groove, bwidth, fp 
common/block4/rload, fx, fy, xloc, yloc 
common/block5/theta, degrad, totpts, incang, lcount, costf, sintf, 
# pdcoef, bdrato, iskip, dir 
common/block6/eccx, eccy, ecca, eccn, eratio 
common/block7/mobx, moby, moba, mobn 
common/block8/sqzx, sqzy, whirlx, whirly, barw, xvel, yvel, xdiff, ydiff 




common/result/avepow, maxp, emax, minf, mincra, minbrg 
common/type/btype 
C**** define power loss output file with type ". hh" 
chl4fl=outfil//I. hh' 
open(unit=14, file=chl4fl, status=lunknown') 
write(6, *) 
write(6, *)Iwrite power loss data to file 
& outfil//I. hhl, l begins ... I 
write(14,60) outfil//I. hh, 





30 format(lengine speed : I, i4,1 rpm') 
24 format(Iload data file name : I, a6) 









format(Imean power loss 1, f5.2,1 
write(14,90) maxp/I Oe6 
format(Imax. hydrodynamic pressure 
write(14,31) pqout 
format(loil flow rate : I, e12.6e2,1 
write (14,3 2) emax 
format(Imax. eccentricity ratio 
write(14,34) minf, mincra 
kw, ) 




-, tb. 2,1 micrometre at l, i3,1 degrees crank,, 
f angiel) 
write(14,36)minbrg 
36 format(28x, l at 1, f5.1,1 degree bearing angle, ) 
write(14, *) 
write(14,62) 
62 format(Icrank angle', 8x, 1power loss (watt)') 
write(14,64) 
64 
do 80 i=1,145 
write(14,70) ((i-l)*5), htot(i) 








subroutine output bearing flow rate data to file 
c 
subroutine qqfile 
character select, choice, specfl*6, loadfl*6, 
& chlOfl*12, chllfl*12, chl2fl*12, chl3fl*12, chl4fl*12, 
& outfil*6, btype*l 
real cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, rc, vis, shfrad, groove, bwidth, fp, 
& rload, fx, fy, xloc, yloc, theta, degrad, costf, sintf, pdcoef, 
& bdrato, dir, prse, cenflm, gbegin, gend, 
& pqout, barq, avepow, maxp, emax, minf, minbrg 
integer shfrpm, totpts, incang, lcount, iskip, i, mincra 
parameter (pi=3.141592654) 
dimension fx(721 ), fy(721 ), xloc(721 yloc(721 prse(73,37) , 
# cenflm(73), barq(721) 
c**** commom block declaration 
common/blockO/select, choice, specfl, loadfl 
common/block2/outfil, chl0fl, chllfl, chl2fl, chl3fl, chl4fl 
common/block3/cralen, conlen, blen, bdia, rc, vis, shfrpm, shfrad, 
# groove, bwidth, fp 
common/block4/rload, fx, fy, xloc, yloc 
common/block5/theta, degrad, totpts, incang, lcount, costf, sintf, 
# pdcoef, bdrato, iskip, dir 
common/block9/prse, cenflm, i, gbegin, gend 
common/block13/pqout, barq 
common/result/avepow, maxp, emax, minf, mincra, minbrg 
common/type/btype 
define flow rate output data file with type ". qq" 
open (unit=29, file=outfil//I. qql, status=lunknown') 
write(6, *) 
write(6, *)Iwrite flow rate data to file 
& outfil//I. qql, l begins ... I 
c**** write file heading 
write(29,60) outfil//I. qql 
60 format(lbearing oil flow rate data file l, a9/) 
write(29,62) loadfl 
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62 format(Iload data file name : I, a6) 
write(29,64) specfl 
64 format(linput bearing data data file name : l, a6/) 
write(29,69) 
write(29,66) shfrpm 
66 format(lengine speed : l, i4,1 rpm') 
write(29,65) avepow*0.001 
65 format(Imean power loss : l, f5.2,1 kwl) 
write(29,90) maxp/l. Oe6 
90 format(Imax. hydrodynamic pressure : l, f6.1,1 MN/sq. ml) 
write(29,31) pqout 
31 format(loil flow rate : I, e12.6e2,1 m**3/sec') 
write(29,32)emax 
32 format(Imax. eccentricity ratio = I, f5.3) 
write(29,34) minf, mincra 
34 format(Imin. film = l, f5.2,1 micrometre at l, i3,1 degrees crank', 
#I angle, ) 
write(29,36)minbrg 
36 format(28x, I at l, f5.1,1 degree bearing angle, ) 
write(29, *) 
write(29,67) 
67 format(Icrank anglel, 9x, loil flow rate ml/sec') 
write(29,69) 
69 format 
do 876 i=l, totpts 
if (mod((i-1), 5). eq. 0) then 
write(29,5) (i-l)*incang, barq(i)*rc**3*fp/vis*l. Oe6 
endif 
876 continue 








subroutine interp(xa, ya, n, x, y) 
Subroutine linterpl is a simple linear interpolation routine. 
Subroutine locate' is called to find the position in an ordered 
table, and linterp' interpolates between the two surounding 
points. This routine proves to be more stable than the polynomial 
interpolation routine 1polint' for ordered ascending or descending 
data. 
real xa(n), ya(n), x, y, ratio, diff 
integer n, jj, kk 
xmin= 1. OE+ 16 
xmax=l . OE- 16 do i=l, n 









if((x. gt. xmax). or. (x. it. xmin))then 




























subroutine locate(xx, n, x, j) 
Extracted from numerical recipes, subroutine 'locate, finds a 
table entry by bisection. Given an array xx of length n, and 










real xx(n), x 
j 1=0 
ju=n+l 
if(ju-jl. gt. l)then 
jm=(ju+jl)/2 










(x. gt . xx (j m) )) then 
subroutine writef2(berfil, table, shfrpm, chllfl, chl2fl, bbtype, 
c choice, rc, npoint, npress) 
This subroutine is called by the main program to create 
the temperature map for the bearing. 
real table(3, npress+l, npoint), rc 
integer npoint, npress, j, k, shfrpm 
character chllfl*12, chl2fl*12, bbtype*l 
write(6, *) 
write(6, *)Ioutput file table' 
write(6, *) 
write(6, *)(table(1,1, k), k=l, npoint) 
write(6, *) 
do j=2, npress+l 
write(6, *)(table(l, j, k), k=l, npoint) 
enddo 
write(6, *) 
, choice, berfil*ll 
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do j=2, npress+l 
write(6, *)(table(2, j, k), k=l, npoint) 
enddo 
open(16, file=berfil) 
write (16,1 (4xa, a) 1) 'Bearing data f ile berf il 
write(16, *) 
wri te (16,1 (4xa, i 5, a) Bearing data f rom Charl ies model f or 
cshfrpm, l rpm, 
write(16, *) 
if((bbtype. eq. lml). or. (bbtype. eq. 'M'))then 
write (16,1 (4xa, a, a, a) 1) 'MAIN bearing using input f iles 1, chl 1f1, 
cland f, chl2fl 
elseif((bbtype. eq. lbl). or. (bbtype. eq. 'B'))then 
write (16,1(4xa, a, a, a) 1) 'BIG-END bearing using input files 1, 
cchllfl, land 1, chl2fl 
else 
write (16,1 (4xa, a, a, a) 1) 1 CAMSHAFT bearing using input f iles 
cchllfl, land 1, chl2fl 
endi f 
write(16, *) 
write (16,1 (4xa, 1 p, el 0.3, a) 1) -'Radial Clearance rc, 
write(16, *) 
write(16,1(4xa)I)INumber of input temperatures 
write(16,1(4x, i3)1)npoint 
write(16,1(4xa)')'Number of pressures' 
write(16,1(4x, i3)1)npress 
write(16,1(15xa)')'Input oil temperatures (deg C)' 
write(16,1(7(lx, f9.3)), )(table(1,1, k), k=l, npoint) 
write(16, *) 
write(16,1(15xa)-'), Correponding output oil temperatures 
do j=2, npress+l 
write(16,1(1xa, i2)1)IPressure 1, j-1 
write(16,1(7(lx, f9.3)), )(table(l, j, k), k=l, npoint) 
enddo 
write(16, *) 
write(16,1(10xa), ), Correponding oil flow rates (MN 
/MA 
2), 
do j=2, npress+l 
write (16, (1 xa, i2) 1) 'Pressure 1, j -1 
write (16, (5 (1 x, 1 p, el 3-5) (table (2, j, k) , k=1 , npoint) 
enddo 
write(16, *) 
write(16,1(10xa), ), Correponding eccentricity ratios' 
do j=2, npress+l 
write(16,1(lxa, i2)1), Pressure 1, j-1 






(deg C) I 
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Echo File: 
Non-Linear Flow Program, V8 Engine -'v8htfl. fil' 
Echo File v8htfl. ft"l 







------------------ Engine Speed 
6000.00 
------------------ Sump Oil Temperature 
100.0000 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































------------------ - Use' or 'Form' Default Bearing Values. 
f 









Echo File v8htt7. ft"l 
0.609400 
7. OOOOOE-03 















- --------------- -- Data for OIL STRAINER --------------- 4.572OOE-04 
380.750 
6.200OOE-02 
- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
0.130000 
2.300OOE-02 
- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
5. OOOOOE-02 
2.300OOE-02 
- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
3. OOOOOE-02 
2.300OOE-02 
- --------------- -- Data for PUMP ----------------------- 
1.0000 









---------------- -- Data for PIPE --------------- -------- 7 to 8 
0.140000 
2. OOOOOE-02 
---------------- -- Data for OIL COOLER --------- -------- 8 to 9 





----------------- - Data for PIPE --------------- -------- 10 to 11 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.900OOE-02 
----------------- - Data for PIPE --------------- -------- 11 to 12 
0.160000 
2. OOOOOE-02 









Ec-ho File v8htfl. fll 
1.600OOE-02 
- ---------------- - Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 14 to 15 1 
7.500OOE-02 
7. OOOOOE-03 









- --------------- -- Data for CRANKSHAFT TRANSFER HOLE -- - 15 to 17 3.800OOE-02 
4. OOOOOE-03 
6.700OOE-02 




















- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 14 to 20 
0.105000 
1.600OOE-02 















------------------ Data for CRANKSHAFT TRANSFER HOLE --- 




------------------ Data for BEARING -------------------- 





















- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
9.800OOE-02 
1.600OOE-02 
- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
7.500OOE-02 
7. OOOOOE-03 










- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
1 
23 to 25 
20 to 26 
26 to 27 
27 to 28 
26 to 29 
9.800OOE-02 
1.600OOE-02 



























30 to 31 
30 to 32 
32 to 33 
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Echo File v8htfl. fil 
1 
. 00000 










- ---------------- - Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 29 to 35 
0.105000 
1.600OOE-02 
- ---------------- - Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 35 to 36 
7.500OOE-02 
7. OOOOOE-03 










- --------------- -- Data for CRANKSHAFT TRANSFER HOLE -- - 




- --------------- -- Data for BEARING ------------------- - 










- --------------- -- Data for BEARING ------------------- - 










--------- 13 - to 41 - --------------- -- Data for PIPE ------------- 
0.125000 
8. OOOOOE-03 





--------------- -- Data 
for --------------------- PIPE -- 





Ec-ho File v8htfl. fil 
3.700OOE-03 
1.700OOE-03 
- ---------------- - Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 41 to 44 
5.600OOE-02 
8. OOOOOE-03 
- ---------------- - Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 44 to 45 
9. OOOOOE-02 
5. OOOOOE-03 










- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 45 to 48 
6.800OOE-02 
8. OOOOOE-03 
- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 48 to 49 
4. OOOOOE-02 
3. OOOOOE-03 










- --------------- -- Data for ---------------------- PIPE - 
48 to 51 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- 
51 - to 52 
J. OOOOOE-02 
1.070OOE-02 
- --------------- -- Data for ANNULAR PIPE PISTON/BORE -- - 





- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- 
51 - to 54 
3.800OOE-02 
1.10000E-02 
- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- 





------------- -- -- Data for ANNULAR PIPE PISTON/BORE -- - 





Echo File v8htfl. fil 
0. 
- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 54 to 57 1 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.10000E-02 
- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 57 to 58 1 
4. OOOOOE-02 
3. OOOOOE-03 









---------------- -- Data for PIPE -------------- --------- 57 to 60 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
---------------- -- Data for PIPE -------------- --------- 60 to 61 
1. OOOOOE-02 
1.070OOE-02 






































Echo Fik v8htfl. fil 
- ---------------- - Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 66 to 69 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
- ---------------- - Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 69 to 70 
1. OOOOOE-02 
1.070OOE-02 





- ---------------- - Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 69 to 72 
3.800OOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 72 to 73 
1. OOOOOE-02 
1.070OOE-02 





---------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 




---------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 




---------------- -- Data for BEARING ------------------- - 










---------------- -- Data for ---------------------- PIPE - 
75 to 78 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
---------------- -- Data for ---------------------- PIPE - 
78 to 79 
1. OOOOOE-02 
1.070OOE-02 
---------------- -- Data for ANNULAR PIPE 





---------------- -- Data 
for ---------------------- PIPE - 78 to 81 
1 
3.800OOE-02 
10000E-02 1 . 
---------------- -- Data 
for PIPE ---------------------- - 81 to 82 
206 









- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 81 to 84 1 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.10000E-02 
- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 84 to 85 1 
4. OOOOOE-02 
3. OOOOOE-03 









---------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 45 to 87 
6.800OOE-02 
8. OOOOOE-03 
---------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 87 to 88 
4. OOOOOE-02 
3. OOOOOE-03 










---------------- -- Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
---------------- -- Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
1. OOOOOE-02 
1.070OOE-02 









- ---------------- - Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
1 
87 to 90 
90 to 91 
91 to 92 
90 to 93 
93 to 94 
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Echo File v8htfl. ft"l 
1. OOOOOE-02 
1.070OOE-02 





- --------------- -- Data for PIPE --------------------- -- 93 to 96 1 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 96 to 97 1 
4. OOOOOE-02 
3. OOOOOE-03 









- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 96 to 99 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.10000E-02 
- ---------------- - Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 99 to 100 
1. OOOOOE-02 
1.070OOE-02 





------------------ Data for PIPE ----------------------- 99 to 102 
3.800OOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
------------------ Data for PIPE ----------------------- 102 to 103 
1. OOOOOE-02 
1.070OOE-02 

























- ---------------- - Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 105 to 108 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
- ---------------- - Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 108 to 109 
1. OOOOOE-02 
1.070OOE-02 





- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 108 to 111 
3.800OOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 111 to 112 
1. OOOOOE-02 
1.070OOE-02 
























- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 
114 to 117 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 
117 to 118 
1. OOOOOE-02 
1.070OOE-02 
- --------------- -- Data for ANNULAR PIPE PISTON/BORE - -- 




Echo File v8htfl. l'tl 
3.301OOE-02 
0. 
- --------------- -- Data for PIPE --------------------- -- 117 to 120 
3.800OOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 120 to 121 
1. OOOOOE-02 
1.070OOE-02 





- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 120 to 123 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 123 to 124 
4. OOOOOE-02 
3. OOOOOE-03 










---------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 13 to 126 
0.125000 
8. OOOOOE-03 
- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 126 to 127 
3. OOOOOE-02 
5. OOOOOE-03 






- ---------------- - Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 126 to 129 
5.600OOE-02 
8. OOOOOE-03 
- ---------------- - Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 129 to 130 
9. OOOOOE-02 
5. OOOOOE-03 
- ---------------- - Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 130 to 131 
3. OOOOOE-02 
3. OOOOOE-03 






Echo File v8htfl. fll 
1. OOOOOE-03 




- ---------------- - Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 133 to 134 
1 
- 4. OOOOOE-02 
3. OOOOOE-03 










- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 133 to 136 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 136 to 137 
1. OOOOOE-02 
1.070OOE-02 





























- --------------- -- Data for BEARING ------------------ -- 











Echo File v8htfl. fil 
---------------- -- Data for PIPE --------------------- -- 142 to 145 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
---------------- -- Data for PIPE --------------------- -- 145 to 146 
1. OOOOOE-02 
1.070OOE-02 





---------------- -- Data for PIPE --------------------- -- 145 to 148 
3.800OOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
---------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 148 to 149 
1. OOOOOE-02 
1.070OOE-02 





---------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 148 to 151 1 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
---------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 151 to 152 1 
4. OOOOOE-02 
3. OOOOOE-03 










----------------- - Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 151 to 154 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
- ---------------- - Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 154 to 155 
1. OOOOOE-02 
1.070OOE-02 









- ---------------- - Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 157 to 158 
212 



























---------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 160 to 163 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
---------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 163 to 164 
1. OOOOOE-02 
1.070OOE-02 









---------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 166 to 167 
1. OOOOOE-02 
1.070OOE-02 















- ---------------- - Data for BEARING ------------------- - 
170 to 171 
f 
213 









- --------------- -- Data for PIPE --------------------- -- 130 to 172 
6.800OOE-02 
8. OOOOOE-03 
---------------- -- Data for PIPE --------------------- -- 172 to 173 
4. OOOOOE-02 
3. OOOOOE-03 









---------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 172 to 175 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
---------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 175 to 176 
1. OOOOOE-02 
1.070OOE-02 








































- --------------- -- Data for PIPE --------------------- -- 181 to 184 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.10000E-02 
- --------------- -- Data for PIPE --------------------- -- 184 to 185 
1. OOOOOE-02 
1.070OOE-02 





---------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 184 to 187 
3.800OOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
---------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 187 to 188 
1.00000E-0.2 
1.070OOE-02 





- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 187 to 190 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.10000E-02 
- --------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 190 to 191 
4. OOOOOE-02 
3. OOOOOE-03 










- ---------------- - Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 190 to 193 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
- ---------------- - Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 193 to 194 
1.00000E-02 
1.070OOE-02 




Echo File v8htfl. fil 
3.301OOE-02 
0. 
- ---------------- - Data for PIPE --------------------- -- 193 to 196 
3.800OOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
- ---------------- - Data for PIPE --------------------- -- 196 to 197 
1. OOOOOE-02 
1.070OOE-02 





----------------- - Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 196 to 199 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
---------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 199 to 200 
4. OOOOOE-02 
3. OOOOOE-03 










---------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 199 to 202 
3. OOOOOE-02 
1.100OOE-02 
---------------- -- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 202 to 203 
1. OOOOOE-02 
1.070OOE-02 





















- ---------------- - Data for PIPE --------------------- -- 




Ec-ho File v8htfl. fil 
1.100OOE-02 
---------------- -- Data for PIPE -- ------------------- -- 208 to 209 1 
4. OOOOOE-02 
3. OOOOOE-03 























































- ---------------- - Data for PIPE --- ------------------- - 217 to 218 
t 
217 





---------------- -- Data for PIPE -- ------------------- -- 218 to 219 1 
1.700OOE-02 
7. OOOOOE-03 






























----------------- - Data for PIPE -- -------------------- - 224 to 225 
1.700OOE-02 
7. OOOOOE-03 
















































Heat Transfer Program, V8 Engine - 'v8ht. fil' 
Ec-ho File v8htf"tl 
------------------ System Title 
Jaguar_v8_-turbulen 





------------------ Oil inlet temperature degC 
100.0000 
------------------ Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
120.000 
------------------ Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
120.000 
------------------ Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
120.000 
------------------ Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
120.000 
------------------ Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
120.000 
------------------ Data for OIL COOLER ----------------- 
15.0 
6.66 
------------------ Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
120.000 
------------------ Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
120.000 
------------------ Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
132.000 
------------------ Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
130.000 
------------------ Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
134.000 
------------------ Data for BEARING -------------------- 
mainl-6. dat 
------------------ Data for CRANKSHAFT TRANSFER HOLE 
130.000 
------------------ Data for BEARING -------------------- 
bigel-6. dat 
------------------ Data for BEARING -------------------- 
bigel-6. dat 
------------------ Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
134.000 
------------------ Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
150.000 
------------------ Data for BEARING -------------------- 
main4-6. dat 
------------------ Data for CRANKSHAFT TRANSFER HOLE 
130.000 
------------------ Data for BEARING -------------------- 
bigel-6. dat 
------------------ Data for BEARING -------------------- 
bigel-6. dat 
------------------ Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
138.000 
------------------ Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
150.000 
------------------ Data for BEARING -------------------- 
main3-6. dat 
------------------ Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
138.000 
------------------ Data for PIPE ----------------------- 
156.000 
------------------ Data for BEARING -------------------- 
main4-6. dat 
------------------ Data for CRANKSHAFT TRANSFER HOLE 
130.000 
2 to 3 
3 to 4 
4 to 5 
6 to 7 
7 to 8 
8 to 9 
10 to 11 
11 to 12 
12 to 13 
13 to 14 
14 to 15 
15 to 16 
15 to 17 
17 to 18 
17 to 19 
14 to 20 
20 to 21 
21 to 22 
21 to 23 
23 to 24 
23 to 25 
20 to 26 
26 to 27 
27 to 28 
26 to 29 
29 to 30 
30 to 31 
30 to 32 
221 
Echo File v8ht. fil 
--------------- --- Data for BEARING ------------------- - 32 to 33 bigel-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for BEARING ------------------- - 32 to 34 bigel-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 29 to 35 134.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 35 to 36 141.000 
-------------- ---- Data for BEARING ------------------- - 36 to 37 
main5-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for CRANKSHAFT TRANSFER HOLE -- - 36 to 38 130.000 
-------------- ---- Data for BEARING ------------------- - 38 to 39 bigel-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for BEARING ------------------- - 38 to 40 bigel-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 13 to 41 128.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 41 to 42 
128.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 42 to 43 
120.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 41 to 44 
125.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 44 to 45 
120.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 45 to 46 
120.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 46 to 47 
120.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 45 to 48 
124.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 48 to 49 
143.000 
-------------- ---- Data for BEARING ------------------- - 49 to 50 
camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 48 to 51 
143.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 51 to 52 
143.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 52 to 53 
camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 51 to 54 
143.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 54 to 55 
143.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 55 to 56 
camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 54 to 57 
143.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 57 to 58 
145.000 
--------------- --- Data for BEARING ------------------- - 58 to 59 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 57 to 
60 
145.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 60 to 
61 
145.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 
61 to 62 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 60 to -3 
145.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 63 to 
64 
145.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 
64 to 65 
222 
Echo File v8ht. f"tl 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 63 to 66 145.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 66 to 67 147.000 
--------------- --- Data for BEARING ---------- ---------- 67 to 68 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 66 to 69 147.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 69 to 70 147.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 70 to 71 
camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE -------------- --------- 69 to 72 
147.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE -------------- --------- 72 to 73 
147.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE -------------- --------- 73 to 74 
camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE -------------- --------- 72 to 75 
147.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE -------------- --------- 75 to 76 
143.000 
-------------- ---- Data for BEARING ----------- --------- 76 to 77 
camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE -------------- --------- 75 to 78 
143.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE -------------- --------- 78 to 79 
143.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE -------------- --------- 79 to 80 
camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE -------------- --------- 78 to 81 
143.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE -------------- --------- 81 to 82 
143.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE -------------- --------- 82 to 83 
camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE -------------- --------- 81 to 84 
143.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE -------------- --------- 84 to 85 
143.000 
-------------- ---- Data for BEARING ----------- --------- 85 to 86 
camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 45 to 87 
124.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 87 to 88 
124.000 
-------------- ---- Data for BEARING ---------- ---------- 88 to 
89 
camsl-6. dat 
---------- ---- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 
87 to 90 
124.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 
90 to 9' 
124.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- 
91 ---------- to 92 
camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- 
go ---------- to 93 
124.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- 
93 ---------- to 94 
124.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- 
94 ---------- to 95 
camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- 
93 ---------- to 96 
124.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- 
96 ---------- to 97 
124.000 
223 
Echo File v8ht. ft"l 
--------------- --- Data for BEARING ---------- ---------- 97 to 98 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 96 to 99 124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 99 to 100 124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 100 to 101 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 99 to 102 124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 102 to 103 124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 103 to 104 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 102 to 105 124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 105 to 106 124.000 
--------------- --- Data for BEARING ---------- ---------- 106 to 107 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 105 to 108 124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 108 to 109 
124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 109 to 110 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 108 to 111 
124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 111 to 112 
124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 112 to 113 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 111 to 114 
124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 114 to 115 
124.000 
--------------- --- Data for BEARING ---------- ---------- 115 to 116 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 114 to 117 
124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 117 to 118 
124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 118 to 119 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 117 to 120 
124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 120 to 121 
124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 121 to 122 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 120 to 123 
124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 123 to 124 
124.000 
--------------- --- Data for BEARING ---------- ---------- 124 to 125 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- 13 ---------- to 126 
128.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 126 to 127 
128.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 127 to 128 
120.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 126 to 129 
125.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 129 to 130 
224 
Echo File v8ht. l'tl 
120.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 130 to 131 
120.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 131 to 132 
120.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 130 to 133 124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 133 to 134 
143.000 
--------------- --- Data for BEARING ---------- ---------- 134 to 135 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 133 to 136 
143.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 136 to 137 
143.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 137 to 138 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 136 to 139 
143.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 139 to 140 
143.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 140 to 141 
camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 139 to 142 
143.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 142 to 143 
145.000 
-------------- ---- Data for BEARING ---------- ---------- 143 to 144 
camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 142 to 145 
145.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 145 to 146 
145.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 146 to 147 
camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 145 to 148 
145.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 148 to 149 
145.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 149 to 150 
camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 148 to 151 
145.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 151 to 152 
147.000 
-------------- ---- Data for BEARING ---------- ---------- 152 to 153 
camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 151 to 154 
147.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 154 to 155 
147.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 155 to 
156 
camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 154 to 
157 
147.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 
157 to 158 
147.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 
158 to 159 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 
157 to 160 
147.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 
160 to 161 
143.000 
--------------- --- Data for BEARING ---------- ---------- 
161 to 162, 
camsl-6. dat 
225 
Echo File v8ht. fil 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 160 to 163 143.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 163 to 164 143.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 164 to 165 camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 163 to 166 143.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 166 to 167 143.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 167 to 168 camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 166 to 169 143.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 169 to 170 143.000 
-------------- ---- Data for BEARING ---------- ---------- 170 to 171 camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 130 to 172 124.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 172 to 173 124.000 
-------------- ---- Data for BEARING ---------- ---------- 173 to 174 
camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 172 to 175 124.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 175 to 176 124.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 176 to 177 
camsl-6. dat 
---------- ---- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 175 to 178 124.000 
--- ---- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 178 to 179 124.000 
--- ---- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 179 to 180 
camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- 178 ---------- to 181 
124.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 181 to 182 
124.000 
-------------- ---- Data for BEARING ---------- ---------- 182 to 183 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- 181 ---------- to 184 
124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- 184 ---------- to 185 
124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- 185 ---------- to 186 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- 184 ---------- to 187 
124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- 187 ---------- to 188 
124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- 188 ---------- to 189 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ------------- 187 ---------- to 190 
124.000 
----- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 190 to 1 91 
124.000 
--- ----- --- Data for BEARING ---------- ---------- 191 to 192 
camsl-6. dat 
---------- ----- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 190 to 193 
124.000 
--- ----- --- Data for PIPE ------------- ---------- 193 to 194 
124.000 
---------- ----- --- Data for PIPE -------------- --------- 194 to 195 
226 
Echo File v8ht. fil 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE --- ------------------- - 193 to 196 
124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE --- ------------------- - 196 to 197 
124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE --- ------------------- - 197 to 198 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE --- ------------------- - 196 to 199 
124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE --- ------------------- - 199 to 200 
124.000 
--------------- --- Data for BEARING ------------------- - 200 to 201 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE --- ------------------- - 199 to 202 
124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE --- ------------------- - 202 to 203 
124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE --- ------------------- - 203 to 204 
camsl-6. dat 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE --- ------------------- - 202 to 205 
124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE --- ------------------- - 205 to 206 
124.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE --- ------------------- - 206 to 207 
camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE --- ------------------- - 205 to 208 
124.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE --- ------------------- - 208 to 209 
124.000 
-------------- ---- Data for BEARING ------------------- - 209 to 210 
camsl-6. dat 
-------------- ---- Data for ANNULAR PIPE PISTON/BORE 43 to 
211 
110.000 
-------------- ---- Data for ANNULAR PIPE PISTOWBORE 43 to 
212 
110.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE --- ------------------- - 
212 to 213 
110.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE --- ------------------- - 
213 to 214 
110.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE -- -------------------- - 
214 to 215 
110.000 
-------------- ---- Data for ANNULAR PIPE PISTOWBORE -- - 
47 to 216 
110.000 
-------------- ---- Data for ANNULAR PIPE PISTON/BORE -- - 
47 to 217 
110.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE -- -------------------- - 
217 to 218 
110.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE -- -------------------- - 
218 to 219 
110.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE -- ------------------- -- 
219 to 220 
110.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE -- ------------------- -- 
220 to 221 
110.000 
-------------- ---- Data for ANNULAR PIPE PISTOWBORE - -- 
128 to 222 
110.000 
-------------- ---- Data for ANNULAR PIPE PISTON/BORE - -- 
128 to 223 
110.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE -- ------------------- -- 
223 to 224 
110.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE -- ------------------- -- 
224 to 225 
110.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE -- ------------------- -- 
225 to 226 
110.000 
-------------- ---- Data 
for ANNULAR PIPE PISTON/BORE - -- 132 to 227 
110.000 
227 
Echo File v8ht. f"tl 
--------------- --- Data for ANNULAR PIPE PISTON/BORE -- - 132 to 228 
110.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 228 to 229 
110.000 
--------------- --- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 229 to 230 
110.000 
-------------- ---- Data for PIPE ---------------------- - 230 to 231 
110.000 





Engine Block Program, V8 Engine - 'v8bloc. fil' WL 
Echo File v8bloc. fil 230 
------------------ System Title 
Jaguar_v8 -turbulen 
------------------ Flow model input SHADOW file 
v8htfl-fil 
------------------ Modelling Method 
1 
------------------ Number of sections 
8 




------------------ Max number of nodes 
263 



























































































































































































































































































































































































'-ho File v8bloc. fil 235 




































































































































































































































































































































































































------------------ Data for resistance between nodes 
8.25600E-03 
























----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 4 and 230 
8.250OOE-03 
340.00 
























---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 9 and 235 
5.694OOE-03 
33.00 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 10 and 38 
5.694OOE-03 
340.00 













---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
14 and 17 
9.11060E-04 
243 
Ec-ho File v8bloc. ft"l 
2.500OOE-02 
150.000 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 1.13800E-02 
340.00 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 9.11060E-04 
2. OOOOOE-03 
150.000 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 9.11060E-04 
2. OOOOOE-03 
150.000 








---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
9.11060E-04 
33.00 
-- 16 and 233 
17 and 18 
18 and 19 
18 and 20 
18 and 21 
-- 19 and 237 
------------------ Data tor resistance between nodes -- 20 and 236 
9.11060E-04 
33.00 
















------------------ Data for resistance between nodes 
6.400OOE-04 
33.00 




------------------ Data for resistance between nodes 
6.400OOE-04 
340.00 












21 and 22 
22 and 23 
22 and 24 
22 and 25 
23 and 238 
24 and 26 
25 and 234 
26 and 27 
26 and 28 
26 and 29 
244 
dc E-ho File v8bloc. fil 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 27 and 32 8.670OOE-04 
2.500OOE-02 
150.000 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 28 and 113 1.34300E-03 
2. OOOOOE-03 
150.000 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 29 and 98 2.026OOE-04 
2. OOOOOE-03 
50-000 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 30 and 31 
7.610OOE-03 
340.00 












---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 33 and 247 
6.750OOE-03 
156.00 


























----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 
39 and 231 
8.670OOE-04 
340.00 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 




----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 
41 and 42 
1.84900E-03 
340.00 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 
42 and 43 
245 




----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 1.84900E-03 
5. OOOOOE-03 
150.000 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 1.350OOE-03 
4.300OOE-02 
150.000 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 1.84900E-03 
406.00 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 3.140OOE-04 
2.500OOE-03 
150.000 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
8.256OOE-03 












---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
8.250OOE-03 
340.00 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
8.670OOE-04 
340.00 












---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
3.140OOE-04 
340.00 








43 and 44 
43 and 45 
44 and 85 
45 and 51 
46 and 47 
47 and 48 
48 and 49 
48 and 84 
49 and 228 
50 and 51 
50 and 229 
51 and 52 
51 and 53 
52 and 54 
53 and 242 
54 and 55 
55 and 56 
246 
Echo File v8bloc. ft"l 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 55 and 57, 7.610OOE-03 
3. OOOOOE-03 
150.000 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 55 and 58 8.670OOE-04 
2.500OOE-03 
150.000 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 56 and 248 6.750OOE-03 
156.00 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 57 and 243 7.610OOE-03 
340.00 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 58 and 60 6.030OOE-04 
2. OOOOOE-03 
150.000 








































----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 




----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 
66 and 254 
6.400OOE-04 
33.00 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 
67 and 68 
247 




----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 9.11060E-04 
2. OOOOOE-03 
150.000 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 9.11060E-04 
2. OOOOOE-03 
150.000 




----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 
9.11060E-04 
33.00 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 
9.11060E-04 
33.00 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
1.13800E-02 
340.00 












---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
1.13800E-02 
33.00 




















----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 
5.694OOE-03 
340.00 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 
5.694OOE-03 
33.00 
67 and 69 
67 and 70 
68 and 73 
69 and 246 
70 and 253 
71 and 72 
72 and 73 
73 and 74 
73 and 76 
74 and 75 
76 and 77 
77 and 78 
78 and 79 
8 and 81 
78 and 82 
79 and 80 
81 and 245 
248 
Ec-ho File v8bloc. ft"l 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 82 and 83 9.11060E-04 
2. OOOOOE-03 
150.000 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 83 and 84 9.11060E-04 
2. OOOOOE-03 
150.000 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 86 and 97 3.220OOE-04 
2. OOOOOE-03 
150.000 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 86 and 252 3.220OOE-04 
406.00 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 87 and 251 
2.513OOE-03 
406.00 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 88 and 250 
2.513OOE-03 
406.00 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 89 and 249 
3.220OOE-04 
406.00 





















---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
95 and 96 
249 


























































---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
107 and 108 
2.513OOE-04 
250 
Echo File v8bloc. fil 
2. OOOOOE-02 
150.000 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 108 and 109 5.02600E-04 
2. OOOOOE-02 
150.000 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 108 and 117 2.513OOE-03 
2. OOOOOE-03 
150.000 




























---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 114 and 239 
6.157OOE-04 
33.00 








---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 117 and 
121 
2.513OOE-03 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 118 and 
120 
2.513OOE-03 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
122 and 123 
5.27800E-03 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
124 and 125 
5.67400E-03 
251 
Ec-ho File v8bloc. fil 
1.250OOE-03 
150.000 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 3.259OOE-04 
2.100OOE-02 
150.000 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 5.67400E-03 
5. OOOOOE-04 
0.180 












---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
6.730OOE-03 
33.00 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
3. OOOOOE-03 
33.00 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
3.300OOE-04 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
3.780OOE-03 












---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
8.970OOE-03 
33.00 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
3. OOOOOE-03 








124 and 131 
125 and 126 
126 and 127 
127 and 128 
127 and 130 
128 and 240 
129 and 141 
130 and 135 
131 and 132 
133 and 134 
134 and 135 
135 and 136 
135 and 137 
136 and 241 
137 and 140 
138 and 139 
139 and 140 
140 and 141 
252 
Echo File v8bloc. fil 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 5.270OOE-03 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 5.67400E-03 
1.250OOE-03 
150.000 












---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
3.300OOE-04 












---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
6.157OOE-04 
33.00 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
4.250OOE-04 
33.00 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
6.730OOE-03 
33.00 
















142 and 227 
143 and 144 
143 and 145 
143 and 227 
144 and 154 
145 and 146 
147 and 148 
148 and 149 
148 and 150 
149 and 255 
150 and 153 
151 and 165 
152 and 153 
152 and 256 
153 and 154 
153 and 155 
155 and 157 
156 and 157 
253 
lo'Cho File v8bloc. f"tl 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 156 and 257 8.970OOE-03 
33.00 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 157 and 158 3.780OOE-03 
4. OOOOOE-03 
150.000 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 157 and 160 1.180OOE-03 
1.400OOE-02 
150.000 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 158 and 159 
3.780OOE-03 








---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 161 and 258 
1.700OOE-03 
33.00 








---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 163 and 164 
3.700OOE-03 

















---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
168 and 169 
3.020OOE-03 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 




---------------- -- Data for resistance 
between nodes 171 and 172 
3.020OOE-03 
254 
Ec-ho File v8bloc. fil 
4. OOOOOE-03 
150.000 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 172 and 173 3.020OOE-03 
4. OOOOOE-03 
150.000 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 172 and 177 1.62500E-03 
5. OOOOOE-03 
150.000 












---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 175 and 260 
3.020OOE-03 
33.00 




















---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
182 and 261 
3.020OOE-03 
33.00 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 




---------------- -- Data for resistance 




---------------- -- Data 
for resistance between nodes 184 and 185 
255 




----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 185 and 186 3.020OOE-03 
4. OOOOOE-03 
150.000 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 185 and 191 1.62500E-03 
5. OOOOOE-03 
150.000 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 186 and 187 3.020OOE-03 
2. OOOOOE-03 
150.000 








---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 188. and 189 
3.020OOE-03 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 191 and 193 
1.62500E-03 
33.00 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 194 and 195 
1.240OOE-03 
33.00 













---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
197 and 198 
1.240OOE-03 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 
200 and 201 
2.114OOE-02 
---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 




---------------- -- Data for resistance 
between nodes 202 and 203 
2.114OOE-02 
256 
Echo File v8bloc. 1-tl 
2. OOOOOE-03 
150-000 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 202 and 213 1.300OOE-03 
3.500OOE-02 
150.000 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 203 and 262 5.950OOE-03 
33.00 
----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 204 and 218 
1.27500E-02 
33.00 




---------------- -- Data for resistance between nodes 206 and 207 
1.860OOE-03 












---------- ------ -- Data for resistance between nodes 209 and 210 
1.860OOE-03 
------------------ Data for resistance between nodes 211 and 212 
2.480OOE-04 








----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 215 and 216 
4-53000E-02 





----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 




----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 




----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 




----------------- - Data for resistance between nodes 




----------------- - Data 
for resistance between nodes 221 and 224 
257 




------------------ Data for resistance between nodes 7.440OOE-03 
------------------ Data for resistance between nodes 7.440OOE-03 
2. OOOOOE-03 
150.000 
-- 222 and 223 
-- 223 and 224 
------------------ I)ata tor resistance between nodes 224 and 225 7.440OOE-03 
2. OOOOOE-03 
150.000 
------------------ Data for resistance between nodes 225 and 226 
1.020OOE-02 
33.00 
------------------ Data for resistance between nodes 232 and 263 
3.140OOE-04 
340.00 
---------------- -- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 13 20.0000 
---------------- -- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 30 
80.0000 
---------------- -- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 38 
80.0000 
---------------- -- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 41 
80.0000 
---------------- -- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 71 
80.0000 
---------------- -- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 75 
20.0000 
---------------- -- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 80 
80.0000 
---------------- -- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 85 
750.000 
---------------- -- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 129 
20.0000 
---------------- -- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 151 
20.0000 
---------------- -- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 193 
85.0000 
-------------- ---- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 194 
85.0000 
--------------- --- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 204 
20.0000 
--------------- --- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 
226 
20.0000 
--------------- --- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 
228 
80.0000 
-------------- ---- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 
229 
80.0000 
-------------- ---- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 
230 
80.0000 
-------------- ---- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 
231 
80.0000 
-------------- ---- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 
232 
80.0000 
-------------- ---- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 
233 
80.0000 
-------------- ---- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 
234 
80.0000 
------------------ Fluid temperature at node ----------- 
235 
20.0000 




Echo File v8bloc. fll 
--------------- --- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 237 20.0000 
--------------- --- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 238 20.0000 
--------------- --- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 239 20.0000 
--------------- --- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 240 20.0000 
--------------- --- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 241 20.0000 
--------------- --- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 242 80.0000 
-------------- ---- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 243 
80.0000 
-------------- ---- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 244 
80-0000 
-------------- ---- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 245 
20.0000 
-------------- ---- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 246 
20.0000 
-------------- ---- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 247 
750-000 
-------------- ---- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 248 
750.000 
-------------- ---- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 249 
750.000 
-------------- ---- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 250 
750-000 
-------------- ---- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 251 
750-000 
-------------- ---- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 252 
750.000 
-------------- ---- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 253 
20.0000 
-------------- ---- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 254 
20.0000 
-------------- ---- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 
255 
20.0000 
-------------- ---- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 
256 
20.0000 
-------------- ---- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 
257 
20.0000 
-------------- ---- Fluid temperature at node ------ ----- 
258 
20.0000 
--- ---- ---- Fluid temperature at node ----- ------ 
259 
20.0000 
--- ---- ---- Fluid temperature at node ----- ------ 
260 
20.0000 
--- ---- ---- Fluid temperature at node ----- ------ 
261 
20.0000 





















E. Cho File v8bloc. f"tl 



























































--------- - For oil flow path at node ------ ----- 164 
12 
260 

































































Non-Linear Flow Program, V8 Engine -'ans. out' 
Output File ans. out 
Start time 16: 18: 36 
Finish time 16: 28: 40 Date -- 06: 05: 1994 
************************************ 
******* 
Output File --- lans. out, 
System Title -- Jaguar_v8_-turbulen 
Shadow File --- v8full. fil 
Engine speed ------------------------ 6000. rpm 
Sump Oil Temperature ---------------- 100 Deg C 
Default bearing values: 
Main bearing radial clearance ------- 3.51OOE-05 m Big-end bearing radial clearance ---- 3.50OOE-05 m Cam-shaft bearing radial clearance -- 4.35OOE-05 m 
ReSults 
The value for pressure 2 = -2.147489E+01 N/m- 2 
The value for pressure 3 = -7.924560E+01 N/mA 2 
The value for pressure 4 = -1.014722E+02 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 5 -1.148108E+02 N/m" 2 
The value for pressure 6 5.554711E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 7 4.293355E+05 N 
/MA 2 
The value for pressure 8 4.290500E+05 N/mA 2 
The value for pressure 9 3.561949E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 10 3.464216E+05 N 
/MA 2 
The value for pressure 11 3.463830E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 12 3.462145E+05 N 
/MA 2 
The value for pressure 13 3.451632E+05 N/m^ 2 
The value for pressure 14 3.451524E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 15 3.448074E+05 N/m^ 2 
The value for pressure 17 8.315144E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 20 3.450832E+05 N 
/MA 2 
The value for pressure 21 3.447198E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 23 8.307802E+05 N 
/MA 2 
The value for pressure 26 3.450363E+05 N 
/MA 2 
The value for pressure 27 3.447802E+05 N/m^ 2 
The value for pressure 29 3.450020E+05 N/m^ 2 
The value for pressure 30 3.446412E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 32 8.305256E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 35 3.449841E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 36 3.446398E+05 N 
/MA 2 
The value for pressure 38 8.307401E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 41 3.435278E+05 N/m^ 2 
The value for pressure 42 3.422860E+05 N 
/MA 2 
The value for pressure 43 2.951895E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 44 3.431501E+05 N 
/MA 2 
The value for pressure 45 3.391750E+05 N/mA 2 
The value for pressure 46 3.354393E+05 N/mA 2 
The value for pressure 47 3.538656E+04 N 
/MA 2 




Output File ans. out 
The value for pressure 49 3.386712E+05 Nlm^2 The value for pressure 51 3.390131E+05 N/mý2 The value for pressure 52 3.390126E+05 N/mA2 The value for pressure 54 3.389939E+05 NW2 The value for pressure 55 3.389934E+05 N 
/MA 
2 The value for pressure 57 3.389800E+05 N 
/MA 
2 The value for pressure 58 3.386213E+05 N 
/MA 
2 The value for pressure 60 3.389677E+05 N 
/MA 
2 The value for pressure 61 3.389672E+05 N 
/MA 
2 The value for pressure 63 3.389536E+05 N 
/MA 
2 The value for pressure 64 3.389531E+05 N/m"2 The value for pressure 66 3.389439E+05 N/mA2 The value for pressure 67 3.385848E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 69 3.389356E+05 N/mý2 The value for pressure 70 3.389351E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 72 3.389268E+05 N/m"2 
The value for pressure 73 3.389263E+05 N/mA2 
The value for pressure 75 3.389212E+05 N/mA2 
The value for pressure 76 3.385610E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 78 3.389171E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 79 3.389166E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 81 3.389135E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 82 3.389130E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 84 3.389120E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 85 3.385438E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 87 3.390298E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 88 3.386714E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 90 3.390134E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 91 3.390129E+05 N/mA2 
The value for pressure 93 3.389942E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 94 3.389937E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 96 3.389804E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 97 3.386214E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 99 3.389680E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 100 3.389675E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 102 3.389540E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 103 3.389535E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 105 3.389443E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 106 3.385842E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 108 3.389360E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 109 3.389355E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 111 3.389272E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 112 3.389267E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 114 3.389216E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 115 3.385582E+05 N/m^2 
The value for pressure 117 3.389174E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 118 3.389169E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 120 3.389138E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 121 3.389133E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 123 3.389123E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 124 3.385402E+05 N/m^2 
The value for pressure 126 3.435278E+05 N/mA2 
The value for pressure 127 3.422860E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 128 2.951895E+05 N/mA2 
The value for pressure 129 3.431501E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 130 3.391750E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 131 3.354393E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 132 3.538657E+04 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 133 3.390296E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 134 3.386712E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 136 3.390131E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 137 3.390126E+05 NIm^2 
The value for pressure 139 3.389939E+05 N/m^2 
The value for pressure 140 3.389934E+05 N 
/MA 
2 




Output File ans. out 
The value for pressure 143 3.386213E+05 N/mý2 
The value for pressure 145 3.389677E+05 Nlmý2 
The value for pressure 146 3.389672E+05 N/mý2 
The value for pressure 148 3.389536E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 149 3.389531E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 151 3.389439E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 152 3.385848E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 154 3.389356E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 155 3.389351E+05 N/M^2 
The value for pressure 157 3.389268E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 158 3.389263E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 160 3.389212E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 161 3.385610E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 163 3.389171E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 164 3.389166E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 166 3.389135E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 167 3.389130E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 169 3.389120E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 170 3.385438E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 172 3.390298E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 173 3.386714E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 175 3.390134E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 176 3.390129E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 178 3.389942E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 179 3.389937E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 181 3.389804E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 182 3.386214E+05 N/mA2 
The value for pressure 184 3.389680E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 185 3.389675E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 187 3.389540E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 188 3.389535E+05 N/m-2 
The value for pressure 190 3.389443E+05 N/mA2 
The value for pressure 191 3.385842E+05 N/m'12 
The value for pressure 193 3.389360E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 194 3.389355E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 196 3.389272E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 197 3.389267E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 199 3.389216E+05 N/mA2 
The value for pressure 200 3.385582E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 202 3.389174E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 203 3.389169E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 205 3.389138E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 206 3.389133E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 208 3.389123E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 209 3.385402E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 212 2.086029E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 213 1.912768E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 214 1.911635E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 217 1.649262E+04 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 218 1.294208E+04 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 219 1.289328E+04 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 220 1.164722E+04 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 223 2.086029E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 224 1.912768E+05 N/mA2 
The value for pressure 225 1.911635E+05 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 228 1.649263E+04 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 229 1.294208E+04 N 
/MA 
2 
The value for pressure 230 1.289328E+04 N 
/MA 
2 




The value of flow rate Q 1-13 4.908335E-04 m^3/s*T 
The value of flow rate Q 13-14 1.652481E-04 m^3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 13-41 1.627927E-04 
MA 3/s*T 
The value of flow rate Q 13-126 1.627927E-04 
MA 3/s, ýT 
The value of flow rate Q 14-15 3.377884E-05 
MA 3/s 
Output File ans. out 
The 
Th 
value of f low rate Q 14-20 1.314693E-04 m^3/s e value of flow rate Q 15-16 2.230795E-05 m^3/s The value of flow rate Q 15-17 1.147088E-05 m^3/s The value of flow rate Q 17-18 5.735442E-06 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 17-19 5.735442E-06 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 20-21 3.564218E-05 m^3/s The value of flow rate Q 20-26 9.582714E-05 mA3/s The value of flow rate Q 21-22 2.422171E-05 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 21-23 1.142047E-05 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 23-24 5.710233E-06 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 23-25 5.710233E-06 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 26-28 2.530822E-05 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 26-29 7.051892E-05 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 29-30 3.582469E-05 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 29-36 3.469423E-05 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 30-31 2.433270E-05 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 30-32 1.149199E-05 MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 32-33 5.745995E-06 MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 32-34 5.745995E-06 MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 36-37 2.310673E-05 MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 36-38 1.158750E-05 MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 38-39 5.793751E-06 MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 38-40 5.793751E-06 MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 41-43 7.871790E-05 m^ 3/s*T The value of flow rate Q 41-45 8.407477E-05 m^ 3/s*T The value of flow rate Q 43-211 2.972706E-05 MA 3/s*T 
The value of flow rate Q 43-215 4.899085E-05 MA 3/s*T 
The value of flow rate Q 45-47 3.073557E-05 MA 3/s*T 
The value of flow rate Q 45-48 2.669296E-05 MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 45-87 2.664623E-05 MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 47-216 9.390604E-06 MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 47-221 2.134497E-05 m^ 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 48-50 2.199031E-06 m^ 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 48-51 2.449393E-05 MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 51-53 1.969753E-06 MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 51-54 2.252418E-05 MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 54-56 1.968925E-06 MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 54-57 2.055525E-05 MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 57-59 2.198707E-06 MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 57-60 1.835655E-05 MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 60-62 1.968058E-06 m^ 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 60-63 1.638849E-05 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 63-65 1.967262E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 63-66 1.442123E-05 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 66-68 2.198868E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 66-69 1.222236E-05 m^ 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 69-71 1.966442E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 69-72 1.025592E-05 mA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 72-74 1.965499E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 72-75 8.290420E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 75-77 2.191622E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 75-78 6.098797E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 78-80 1.961402E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 78-81 4.137395E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 81-83 1.957659E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 81-86 2.179736E-06 mý 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 87-89 2.197817E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 87-90 2.444842E-05 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 90-92 1.969397E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 90-93 2.247902E-05 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 93-95 1.968391E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 93-96 2.051063E-05 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 96-98 2.194948E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 96-99 1.831568E-05 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 99-101 1.966630E-06 MA 3/s 
266 
Output File ans. out 
The value of f low rate Q 99-102 1.634905E-05 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 102-104 = 1.9653OOE-06 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 102-105 = 1.438375E-05 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 105-107 = 2.191397E-06 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 105-108 = 1.219235E-05 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 108-110 = 1.962863E-06 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 108-111 = 1.022949E-05 M^3/s The value of flow rate Q 111-113 = 1.960982E-06 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 111-114 = 8.268508E-06 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 114-116 = 2.186055E-06 m^3/s The value of flow rate Q 114-117 = 6.082453E-06 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 117-119 = 1.956691E-06 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 117-120 = 4.125762E-06 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 120-122 = 1.952648E-06 m^ 3/s The value of flow rate Q 120-125 = 2.173113E-06 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 126-128 = 7.871790E-05 MA 3/S*T The value of flow rate Q 126-130 = 8.407477E-05 MA 3/S*T The value of flow rate Q 128-222 = 2.972706E-05 MA 3/s*T The value of flow rate Q 128-226 = 4.899084E-05 MA 3/S*T The value of flow rate Q 130-132 = 3.073557E-05 mý 3/s*T The value of flow rate Q 130-133 = 2.669296E-05 MA 3/s The value of flow rate Q 130-172 = 2.664623E-05 MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 132-227 = 9.390604E-06 m^ 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 132-232 = 2.134497E-05 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 133-135 = 2.199031E-06 M^ 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 133-136 = 2.449393E-05 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 136-138 = 1.969753E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 136-139 = 2.252418E-05 mA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 139-141 = 1.968925E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 139-142 = 2.055526E-05 m^ 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 142-144 = 2.198707E-06 m^ 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 142-145 = 1.835655E-05 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 145-147 = 1.968058E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 145-148 = 1.638849E-05 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 148-150 = 1.967262E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 148-151 = 1.442123E-05 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 151-153 = 2.198868E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 151-154 = 1.222236E-05 m^ 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 154-156 = 1.966442E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 154-157 = 1.025592E-05 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 157-159 = 1.965499E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 157-160 = 8.290419E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 160-162 = 2.191622E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 160-163 = 6.098797E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 163-165 = 1.961402E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 163-166 = 4.137395E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 166-168 = 1.957659E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 166-171 = 2.179736E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 172-174 = 2.197817E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 172-175 = 2.444841E-05 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 175-177 = 1.969397E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 175-178 = 2.247902E-05 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 178-180 = 1.968391E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 178-181 = 2.051063E-05 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 181-183 = 2.194948E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 181-184 = 1.831568E-05 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 184-186 = 1.966630E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 184-187 = 1.634905E-05 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 187-189 = 1.965300E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 187-190 = 1.438375E-05 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 190-192 = 2.191397E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 190-193 = 1.219235E-05 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 193-195 = 1.962863E-06 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 193-196 = 1.022949E-05 
MA 3/s 
The value of flow rate Q 196-198 = 1.960982E-06 
MA 3/s 
267 
Output File ans. out 
The value of 
The value of 
The value of 
The value of 
The value of 
The value of 
The value of 
************************************ ************** * ** 
*T -- Turbulent flow in the following sections 
************************************************ * *** * 
Reynolds Number for: 
Pipe section ----------- --- 2 to 3= 3532.2 
Pipe section ----------- --- 3 to 4= 3531.1 
Pipe section ----------- --- 4 to 5= 3530.3 
Pipe section ----------- --- 6 to 7= 10696.2 
Pipe section ----------- --- 7 to 8= 3850.0 
Oil cooler section ----- --- 8 to 9= 3167.1 
Pipe section ----------- --- 10 to 11 = 3215.0 
Pipe section ----------- --- 11 to 12 = 3036.2 
Pipe section ----------- --- 12 to 13 = 3883.8 
Pipe section ----------- --- 13 to 41 = 2621.7 
Pipe section ----------- --- 42 to 43 = 5984.7 
Pipe section ----------- --- 44 to 45 = 2171.7 
Pipe section ----------- --- 46 to 47 = 3879.0 
Pipe section ----------- --- 13 to 126 = 2621.7 
Pipe section ----------- --- 127 to 128 = 5984.7 
Pipe section ----------- --- 129 to 130 = 2171.7 
Pipe section ----------- --- 131 to 132 = 3879.0 
Annular pipe section --- --- 43 to 211 = 3854.4 
Annular pipe section --- --- 43 to 212 = 4231.0 
Pipe section ----------- --- 212 to 213 = 
3178.4 
Pipe section ----------- --- 214 to 215 = 5304.8 
Annular pipe section --- --- 128 to 222 = 3854.4 
Annular pipe section --- --- 128 to 223 = 4231.0 
Pipe section ----------- --- 223 to 224 = 
3178.4 
Pipe section ----------- --- 225 to 
226 = 5304.8 
flow rate Q 196-199 = 
flow rate Q 199-201 = 
flow rate Q 199-202 = 
flow rate Q 202-204 = 
flow rate Q 202-205 = 
flow rate Q 205-207 = 

















Heat Transfer Program, V8 Engine - 'temper-out' 
Output File temper. out 
Output file TEMPER. OUT 
System title -- Jaguar_v8_-turbulen 
Flow Program run with shadow file -- v8full. fil 
Heat Transfer Program run with shadow file -- v8ht2. fil 
Engine speed -- 6000. rpm 
Oil inlet temperature -- 114. deg C 
Values for oil cooler: 
Air inlet temperature -20.00 deg C Air outlet temperature 0.40 deg C 
Air velocity ----------- - 21.00 m/s 
The Value of Oil Temperature at: 
270 
node 1 114.010 deg c node 2 114.010 deg C 
node 3 113.986 deg c node 4 113.976 deg C 
node 5 113.971 deg C node 6 113.971 deg C 
node 7 111.538 deg C node 8 111.265 deg C 
node 9 98.825 deg C node 10 98.825 deg C 
node 11 99.447 deg C node 12 99.449 deg C 
node 13 100.959 deg C node 14 100.980 deg C 
node 15 101.555 deg C node 16 135.634 deg C 
node 17 103.347 deg C node 18 159.643 deg C 
node 19 159.643 deg C node 20 101.187 deg C 
node 21 101.730 deg C node 22 143.456 deg C 
node 23 103.521 deg C node 24 159.659 deg C 
node 25 159.659 deg C node 26 101 . 452 deg C 
node 27 102.208 deg C node 28 147.891 deg C 
node 29 101.808 deg C node 30 102.339 deg C 
node 31 143.357 deg C node 32 104.090 deg C 
node 33 159.670 deg C node 34 159.670 deg C 
node 35 102.573 deg C node 36 103.109 deg C 
node 37 136.986 deg C node 38 104.809 deg C 
node 39 159.675 deg C node 40 159.675 deg C 
node 41 101.098 deg C node 42 101.166 deg C 
node 43 101.290 deg C node 44 101.204 deg C 
node 45 101.195 deg C node 46 101 . 253 deg C 
node 47 101.905 deg C node 48 101 . 243 deg C 
node 49 100.298 deg C node 50 108.824 deg C 
node 51 101.175 deg C node 52 100.902 deg C 
node 53 108.748 deg C node 54 101.084 deg C 
node 55 100.814 deg C node 56 108-766 deg C 
node 57 101.005 deg C node 58 100.317 deg C 
node 59 108.807 deg C node 60 100.940 deg C 
node 61 100.741 deg C node 62 108.780 deg C 
node 63 100.848 deg C node 64 100-653 deg C 
node 65 108.798 deg C node 66 100.768 deg C 
node 67 100.336 deg C node 68 108.793 deg C 
node 69 100.706 deg C node 70 100.582 deg C 
node 71 108.814 deg C node 72 100.615 deg C 
node 73 100.494 deg C node 74 108.834 deg C 
node 75 100.529 deg C node 76 99.663 deg C 
node 77 108.962 deg C node 78 100.285 deg C 
node 79 100.040 deg C node 80 108.948 deg C 
node 81 99.850 deg c node 82 99.620 deg C 
node 83 109.053 deg C node 84 99.247 deg C 
node 85 98-523 deg c node 86 109.251 deg C 
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node 87 101.243 deg C node 88 100.183 deg c 
node 89 108.853 deg C node 90 101.167 deg c 
node 91 100.861 deg C node 92 108.759 deg c 
node 93 101.064 deg C node 94 100.761 deg C 
node 95 108-780 deg C node 96 100.976 deg C 
node 97 99.945 deg C node 98 108.903 deg C 
node 99 100.878 deg C node 100 100.581 deg C 
node 101 108.821 deg C node 102 100.741 deg C 
node 103 100.448 deg C node 104 108.850 deg C 
node 105 100.620 deg C node 106 99.628 deg C 
node 107 108.975 deg C node 108 100.479 deg C 
node 109 100.195 deg C node 110 108.913 deg C 
node 111 100.271 deg C node 112 99.993 deg C 
node 113 108.962 deg C node 114 100.072 deg C 
node 115 99.140 deg C node 116 109.096 deg c 
node 117 99.810 deg C node 118 99.547 deg C 
node 119 109.074 deg C node 120 99.342 deg C 
node 121 99.094 deg C node 122 109.187 deg C 
node 123 98.693 deg C node 124 97.915 deg C 
node 125 109.407 deg C node 126 101.098 deg c 
node 127 101.166 deg C node 128 101.290 deg C 
node 129 101.204 deg C node 130 101-195 deg C 
node 131 101.253 deg C node 132 101.905 deg c 
node 133 101 . 243 deg C node 134 1.00.298 deg C 
node 135 108.824 deg C node 136 101.175 deg C 
node 137 100.902 deg C node 138 108.748 deg C 
node 139 101.084 deg C node 140 100.814 deg C 
node 141 108.766 deg C node 142 101.005 deg C 
node 143 100.317 deg C node 144 108-807 deg C 
node 145 100.940 deg C node 146 100.741 deg C 
node 147 108.780 deg C node 148 100-848 deg C 
node 149 100.653 deg C node 150 108.798 deg C 
node 151 100.768 deg C node 152 100.336 deg C 
node 153 108.793 deg C node 1 54 100.706 deg C 
node 155 100.582 deg C node 1 56 108.814 deg C 
node 157 100-615 deg C node 158 100.494 deg C 
node 159 108.834 deg C node 160 100.529 deg C 
node 161 99.663 deg C node 162 108.962 deg C 
node 163 100.285 deg C node 164 100.040 deg C 
node 165 108.948 deg C node 166 99.850 deg C 
node 167 99.620 deg C node 168 109.053 deg C 
node 169 99.247 deg C node 170 98.523 deg C 
node 171 109.251 deg C node 172 101 . 243 deg C 
node 173 100.183 deg C node 174 108.853 deg C 
node 175 101.167 deg C node 176 100-861 deg C 
node 177 108.759 deg C node 178 101 . 064 deg C 
node 179 100.761 deg C node 180 108.780 deg C 
node 181 100.976 deg C node 182 99.945 deg C 
node 183 108.903 deg C node 184 100.878 deg C 
node 185 100.581 deg C node 186 108.821 deg C 
node 187 100.741 deg C node 188 100.448 deg C 
node 189 108.850 deg C node 190 100.620 
deg C 
node 191 99.628 deg C node 192 108.975 
deg C 
node 193 100.479 deg C node 194 100.195 
deg C 
node 195 108.913 deg C node 196 100.271 
deg C 
node 197 99.993 deg C node 198 108-962 
deg c 
node 199 100.072 deg C node 200 
99.140 deg C 
node 201 109.096 deg C node 202 
99.810 deg C 
node 203 99.547 deg C node 204 
109.074 deg C 
node 205 99.342 deg C node 206 
99.094 deg C 
node 207 109.187 deg C node 208 
98.693 Jeg C 
node 209 97.915 deg C node 210 109.407 
deg C 
node 211 101.538 deg C node 212 101.435 
deg C 
node 213 101.478 deg C node 214 101.498 
jeg C 
node 215 101.574 deg C node 216 102.195 
Jeg C 
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node 217 102.064 deg C node 218 102.111 deg C 
node 219 102.153 deg C node 220 102.276 deg C 
node 221 102.354 deg C node 222 101 . 538 deg C 
node 223 101 . 435 deg C node 224 101 . 478 deg C 
node 225 101 . 498 deg C node 226 101 . 574 deg C 
node 227 102.195 deg C node 228 102.064 deg C 
node 229 102.111 deg C node 230 102.153 deg C 
node 231 102.276 deg C node 232 102.354 deg C 
273 
Output File: 
Engine Block Program, V8 Engine - 'block-t. out' 
Output File block-t. out 
Output file BLOCK-T. OUT 
System title -- Jaguar_v8_-turbulen 
Flow Program run with shadow file -- v8full. fil 
Heat Transfer Program run with shadow file -- v8ht2. fil 
274 
Engine Heat Transfer Program run with shadow file -- v8bloc. fil 
Engine speed -- 6000. rpm 
The Value of Block Temperature at: 
node 1 106.634 deg c node 2 100.733 deg C 
node 3 100.463 deg C node 4 100.280 deg C 
node 5 93.434 deg C node 6 93.046 deg C 
node 7 92.659 deg C node 8 89.944 deg C 
node 9 89.898 deg C node 10 89.877 deg C 
node 11 90.534 deg C node 12 125.632 deg C 
node 13 20.000 deg c node 14 126.685 deg C 
node 15 126.638 deg c node 16 126.474 deg C 
node 17 167.959 deg c node 18 171.260 deg C 
node 19 171.194 deg C node 20 171.194 deg C 
node 21 174.695 deg C node 22 179.141 deg C 
node 23 179.071 deg C node 24 184.548 deg C 
node 25 178.693 deg C node 26 196.026 deg C 
node 27 199.657 deg C node 28 195.525 deg C 
node 29 201 . 243 deg C node 
30 80.000 deg C 
node 31 230.201 deg C node 32 231 . 223 
deg C 
node 33 232.836 deg C node 34 232.811 
deg C 
node 35 285.763 deg C node 36 
286.081 deg C 
node 37 290.869 deg C node 38 
80.000 deg C 
node 39 283.771 deg C node 40 
100.474 deg C 
node 41 80.000 deg C node 
42 307.446 deg C 
node 43 310.024 deg C node 44 
315.899 deg C 
node 45 290.344 deg C node 
46 106.640 deg C 
node 47 100.753 deg C node 
48 100.484 deg C 
node 49 100.300 deg C node 
50 283.122 deg C 
node 51 285.424 deg C node 
52 285.001 deg C 
node 53 284.267 deg C node 
54 214.527 deg C 
node 55 214.316 deg C node 
56 215.982 deg C 
node 57 213.408 deg C node 
58 209.930 deg C 
node 59 209.492 deg C node 
60 204.885 deg C 
node 61 203.693 deg C node 
62 192.575 deg C 
node 63 186.776 deg C node 
64 186.294 deg C 
node 65 182.008 deg C node 
66 186.702 deg C 
node 67 178.325 deg C node 
68 174.780 deg C 
node 69 178.255 deg C node 
70 178.255 deg C 
node 71 80.000 deg C node 
72 130.244 deg C 
node 73 130.472 deg C 
node 74 130.424 deg C 
node 75 20.000 deg C 
node 76 129.315 deg C 





















. 93.148 deg C node 84 
93.531 deg C 
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. 231.783 deg C node 92 
233.400 deg C 
no 











node 95 256.752 
deg C 
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node 97 226.489 deg C node 98 224 533 deg C 
node 99 224.109 deg C node 100 . 254.653 deg c 
node 101 257.154 deg C node 102 229.269 deg c 
node 103 225.239 deg C node 104 226.754 deg c 
node 105 228.418 deg C node 106 255.042 deg C 
node 107 253.798 deg C node 108 252.555 deg C 
node 109 223.543 deg C node 110 221.730 deg C 
node 111 220.033 deg C node 112 199.827 deg C 
node 113 195.301 deg C node 114 195.143 deg C 
node 115 194.095 deg C node 116 219.060 deg C 
node 117 251.024 deg C node 118 253.475 deg C 
node 119 223.868 deg c node 120 184.772 deg C 
node 121 214.353 deg c node 122 209.520 deg C 
node 123 191 . 323 deg c node 124 191 . 358 deg C node 125 191 . 323 deg c node 126 179.800 deg C 
node 127 179.690 deg c node 128 179.549 deg C 
node 129 20.000 deg c node 130 166.696 deg C 
node 131 183.193 deg c node 132 149-522 deg C 
node 133 151.414 deg c node 134 157.745 deg C 
node 135 158.033 deg c node 136 157.912 deg c 
node 137 1 55.833 deg c node 138 148.773 deg C 
node 139 151.658 deg C node 140 1 51 . 790 deg C 
node 141 1 51 . 674 deg C node 142 190.374 deg C 
node 143 193.921 deg C node 144 193.895 deg C 
node 145 185.286 deg C node 146 149.685 deg c 
node 147 207.198 deg C node 148 203.1 58 deg C 
node 149 202.993 deg C node 150 201 . 752 deg C 
node 151 20.000 deg C node 1 52 184.808 deg c 
node 1 53 184.953 deg C node 1 54 185.038 deg c 
node 1 55 170.351 deg C node 156 160.493 deg c 
node 1 57 160.617 deg c node 158 160.262 deg C 
node 159 152.490 deg C node 160 158.147 deg C 
node 161 153.860 deg C node 162 153-919 deg C 
node 163 153.905 deg C node 164 153.305 deg C 
node 165 150.307 deg C node 166 150.520 deg C 
node 167 151.222 deg C node 168 150.949 deg C 
node 169 150.816 deg C node 170 150.813 deg C 
node 171 150.728 deg C node 172 150.558 deg C 
node 173 150.415 deg C node 174 150.344 deg C 
node 175 150.287 deg C node 176 150.317 deg C 
node 177 150.531 deg C node 178 150.786 deg C 
node 179 146.226 deg C node 180 146.010 deg C 
node 181 145.820 deg C node 182 145.737 deg C 
node 183 145.793 deg C node 184 145.856 deg C 
node 185 145.983 deg C node 186 146.127 deg C 
node 187 146.199 deg C node 188 146.261 deg C 
node 189 148.973 deg C node 190 146.218 deg C 
node 191 145.916 deg C node 192 145.741 deg C 
node 193 85.000 deg C node 194 85.000 deg C 
node 195 146.343 deg C node 196 146.370 
deg C 
node 197 146.405 deg C node 198 147.938 
deg C 
node 199 146.419 deg C node 200 
145.943 deg C 
node 201 145.195 deg C node 202 
145.178 deg C 
node 203 145.163 deg C node 
204 20.000 deg C 
node 205 146.847 deg C node 
206 147.1 50 deg C 
node 207 146.926 deg C node 
208 146.921 deg C 
node 209 146.917 deg C node 
210 146.746 deg C 
node 211 146.927 deg C node 
212 146.962 deg C 
node 213 144.292 deg C node 
214 123.196 deg C 
node 215 122.071 deg C node 
216 121 . 309 deg C 
node 217 121.297 deg C node 
218 121 . 285 deg C 
node 219 120.150 deg C node 
220 120.119 deg C 
node 221 120.087 deg C node 
222 121.792 deg C 
node 223 1 19.236 deg C node 
224 119.181 deg C 
node 225 119.121 deg C node 
226 20.000 deg C 
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node 227 193.871 deg C node 228 80.000 deg c node 229 8 0.000 deg c node 230 80.000 deg c node 231 8 0.000 deg c node 232 80.000 deg C 
node 233 8 0-000 deg c node 234 80.000 deg c 
node 235 2 0.000 deg c node 236 20.000 deg c node 237 2 0.000 deg c node 238 20.000 -deg c node 239 2 0.000 deg c node 240 20.000 deg C 
node 241 2 0.000 deg c node 242 80.000 deg c 
node 243 80.000 deg c node 244 80.000 deg C 
node 245 20.000 deg c node 246 20.000 deg c 
node 247 750.000 deg c node 248 750.000 deg C 
node 249 750.000 deg c node 250 750.000 deg C 
node 251 750.000 deg c node 252 750.000 deg C 
node 253 20.000 deg c node 254 20.000 deg C 
node 255 20.000 deg c node 256 20.000 deg C 
node 257 20-000 deg c node 258 20.000 deg C 
node 259 20.000 deg C node 260 20.000 deg C 
node 261 20.000 deg c node 262 20.000 deg C 
node 263 284.919 deg C node 
Oil temperature entering node I is 108.923 deg C 
Oil temperature exiting node 1 is 104.345 deg C 
Oil temperature entering node 46 is 108.923 deg C 
Oil temperature exiting node 46 is 104.356 deg C 
Oil temperature entering node 120 is 146.669 deg C 
Oil temperature exiting node 120 is 222.876 deg C 
Oil temperature entering node 121 is 146.669 deg C 
Oil temperature exiting node 121 is 282.036 deg C 
Oil temperature entering node 122 is 220.506 deg C 
Oil temperature exiting node 122 is 198.535 deg C 
Oil temperature entering node 132 is 146.669 deg C 
Oil temperature exiting node 132 is 152.374 deg C 
Oil temperature entering node 133 is 146.669 deg C 
Oil temperature exiting node 133 is 156.158 deg C 
Oil temperature entering node 138 is 146.669 deg C 
Oil temperature exiting node 138 is 150.877 deg C 
Oil temperature entering node 142 is 188.236 deg C 
oil temperature exiting node 142 is 192.512 deg C 
Oil temperature entering node 146 is 146.669 deg C 
oil temperature exiting node 146 is 152.701 deg C 
Oil temperature entering node 1 59 is 146.669 deg C 
oil temperature exiting node 1 59 is 158.311 deg C 
oil temperature entering node 164 is 153.020 deg C 
oil temperature exiting node 164 is 153.591 deg C 
Oil temperature entering node 168 is 151.428 deg C 
Oil temperature exiting node 168 is 150.471 deg C 
oil temperature entering node 189 is 149.566 deg C 
oil temperature exiting node 189 is 148.380 deg C 
oil temperature entering node 198 is 148.051 deg C 
oil temperature exiting node 198 is 147.826 deg C 
oil temperature entering node 200 is 146.669 deg C 
Oil temperature exiting node 200 is 145.217 deg C 
oil temperature entering node 206 is 147.206 deg C 
oil temperature exiting node 206 is 147.094 deg C 
oil temperature entering node 210 is 146.669 deg C 
oil temperature exiting node 210 is 146.822 deg C 
oil temperature entering node 212 is 146.963 deg C 
oil temperature exiting node 212 is 146.961 deg C 
oil temperature entering node 215 is 122.250 deg C 
oil temperature exiting node 215 is 121.892 deg C 
oil temperature entering node 222 is 121.892 deg C 
oil temperature exiting node 222 is 121.691 deg C 
oil flow rate past node 1 is 0.66674E-05 m^3/s 
Oil flow rate past node 46 is 0.66674E-05 m"3/s 
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Oil flow rate 
Oil flow rate 
Oil flow rate 
Oil flow rate 
Oil flow rate 
Oil flow rate 
Oil flow rate 
Oil flow rate 
Oil flow rate 
Oil flow rate 
Oil flow rate 
Oil flow rate 
Oil flow rate 
Oil flow rate 
Oil flow rate 
Oil flow rate 
Oil flow rate 
Oil flow rate 


























































0.12394E-05 MA 3/s 
0.12394E-05 m^3/s 
0.22722E-05 m^3/s 
0.12394E-05 MA 3/s 
0.12394E-05 m^3/s 
0.10328E-05 m^3/s 




0.33050E-05 MA 3/s 
0.43378E-05 m^3/s 
0.53706E-05 MA 3/s 
0.12394E-05 m^3/s 
0.23135E-05 MA 3/s 
0.12394E-05 MA 3/s 
0.33463E-05 MA 3/s 
0.61354E-04 MA 3/s 
0.61354E-04 MA 3/s 
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